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CITY OF PORTLAND.

NOTICE OF~A HEARING.
HK hearing on the matter of taking Market
Souare lot for a public park or square, adjourned to Monday, Oct. 11th, lias been necessarily postpone!?.
A hearing 011 the same matter will be given by
the Hoard of Mayor and Aldermen at Reception
Hall, City Building, on Monday evening. October
25th, at 7.30 o'clock.
By order of the Board.
GEO. C. BURGESS. City Clerk.
oct8-ll-18-25
Portland, Oct. 7,188i>.
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"THE QUEEN OF TABLE "WATEBS."
"The defective sewerage system of
many of our cities and the no-drainage
of our large towns and rural districts,
are

the very

poisoning

sources

the State cf New York.

3, 1886,

The purity of APOLLINARIS
i offers the best
security against the dan;
gers which are common to most of the
"

THE MAINE STATE PBESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50
a vear ; if paid in advance. $2.00 a year.
Advertisements Inserted in the ''Main κ State
Pkess" (which lias a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion. and 60 cents per square for each subse
queilt insertion.
Address all communications to
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COMPANY,

which has had thirty-six years' expertoaue.
RECORD 1S

JTS

Death losses paid,
Endowments paid,
Surrendered policies,
Dividends
A

$8,301,920.47
8,374,402.90
0,047,970.22

■

PAVHKKT

TOTAL

SIIOHIMi
Policy-holders of nearly

to

O niLLIOlVM OF DOLequal to

LARS,
TWENTY.TW

THOUSAND

HUNDRED

DOL-

policy-holders for each
SIXI.ARM, paid
existence.
the

year of

company's

ITSits

$0,110,547.15, while
only $5,41 3,410.74.

ASSETS ARE

Liabilities

are

THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
Nearly $400,000 according to the Massachusetts standard, and of over $700,000 bv
the New York standard.

IT

HAN

f)i. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are Riven up as incurable
by the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letten
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-ceiit stamp and $2.00.
Examination at the
ofltoc $1, and consultation free.
OliU ·· Hour»-Ο h. m. 10 ». μ. ua. aplOsntf

CARPETS

The Hall,
The Stair,

plain and
chance for

POLICY CONTRACT is
all its terms and no

ITSdefinite in

ιηΐΒβ

L
IIV€0 IVTEKI AKLIi
After three years for any cause except fraud.
C'l.AliTIN, WITHOUT
Immediately as soon as tlie
proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without
waiting 60, 90, or any number of days.
PAVN DKAT1I

ITDISCOUNT.

POLICIES

IHSUKS

ITplans.

ou

approved

nil

Company are
AGE, EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS, EQUIT
ABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, aud conser
vative management.

THK

No further arrests are expected.
FOUL PLAY SUSPECTED.
Woman

or

Oilcloth for the Kitchen,
offered 1>y

than is

Β J. Atkinson & Co.,
TUE

ΛΤ

With

Insensible

Ellsworth, Oct. 12.—The shocking intelligenae Is received from Mariaville that
fotvlQir

The Chamber

Found

Wounds on Her Head.

Mrs. G. F.

Parlor,
The Sitting Room,
The Dining; Room,

UNION MUTUAL, recognizing its
is the most liberal company in its
dealings with its policy-holders.

misconception.

Justice Bachelder
tion to dismiss the case.
viewed the premises in the forenoon, and
this afternoon put the respondent under
bonds to appear at the December term of the
Supreme Court of Somerset county, in the
sum of 5800.
Deteetive True lias left Har
mtfhybut Detective Simpson was here today.

A
Never did the people of any city in the Union
have a better opportunity afforded them to buy
Carpets of every grade for the

The

S800

Skowhkgan, Oct. 12.—The preliminary
of Mrs. Emma S.
Brown,
charged with burning the barn of Alvali
Booker, began before Trial Justice Ο. R.
Baclielder at Harmony was concluded today. County Attorney Bradbury, assisted
by J. F. Holman, appeared for the State. E.
N. Merrill of'Skowhegan was counsel for the
respondent. The principal witnesses for the
State were Mrs. Delia C. Bookor and her
father, William Evans. The respondent declined to testify and produced no witnesses.
The defense was a general denial with a mo-
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Under
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examination
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DR. Ε. B. REED,

MAINE.

OF

Placed

Brown

Afin. Wat.Dealers.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Mrs.

MYSTERY.

Ingalls

Ivlricr

was found in her barn
in
nlnf/>Tiïn rr
îneûncÎhlû

yesliar

hand a sledge hammer, and having several
bad wounds on her head.
She was carried
to her house and medical aid summoned. At
the latest accounts she was still insensible,
though her physicians have hopes that she
The general opinion is that
may recover.
lier wounds could notliave been self inflicted
and suspicions of foul play are entertained.
Her husband was for several years a Free

Baptist preacher.

Cor. Pearl and Middle Sts.,
Here is one of tlie
United States witli a

finest carpet floors in the
stock of

Call or send to any
of its plans.

Agency Office for

a
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FROM FORT FAIRFIELD.
Seizures

for

Violation

of

Revenue

Laws.

the
Cases of the Pacific

JOHN K. DeWITT, President
HENRY L>. SMITH, Secretary,
ARTHUR L. BATES, Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D., Medical Director.
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

SÏNKINSON,

JAMES

CARPETS.
Over G7,000 yards of goods from tlie popular
mills ; Roxbury, Lowell. Bigelow, Higgins, Park.
Gold Medal, etc., selected with great care, and
which we shall offer at prices that will astonish

everybody.

Morning, Noon, Afternoon or
Evening Up to 9 O'clock.

C'oine in the

MANAGER FOB CITY AGENCY.

eodti

uiftrZP

Isaac C. Atkinson, Manager.

MAINE.

WALTER GOOLD,

Fair and Cattle Show.

(Organist St, IjiiUe's CnthcdrnS,)

Sanfokd, Oct. 12.—The twenty-first annual fair of the Shapleigh and Acton Agricultural Society opened today at Aeton with
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lOO Park Street,

TONIQUE

ANGELIQUE!

sndtf

(ANGELICA TONIC).

—

foe

just in receipt

and all Disor-

ders Resulting from an Abnormal
Condition of the Stomach.

Used with Great Success by Many of
the Most Eminent Physicians
in New England.
A sure relief for Distress after F .i in;. will reall the
store Lost Appetite in a few days; contain*
elements of digestion in an elegant ami palatable
bickness
form ; Convalescents from Fever or other
Aged
will find in this an invaluable companion ;
this a
People in a debilitated condition will findvegetaStimulant
;
purely
and
gentle
«jjlX T°'iic
and prepared with the finest
ble iij'its
Wine, it is the best Tonic in

for Kale by ill First-Class Pharmacists.
μγ
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a

handsome

new

line of

at hitherto unheard-of prices. Now is the time
to buy for eash or *4 down and the balance by the
week or month.
We shall offer this month Hair Cloth Parlor
Suits, 7 pieces complete, for $35 ; $8 down, balance §4 per month or §1 per week.
Plush Parlor Suits, full 7 pieces. Embossed Mo
hair, at $45 and $50 per set. Terms, $10 down
and the balance $5 per month or $1.25 per week.
Crushed Mohair Plush ParlorSuits. combination
Terms, $10
of colors, for just $55 and upwards.
down, balance $5 per month. And besides these
we have lower priced and higher priced goods,
over 90 styles to select from.
Come and see the goods. Open every evening.
three floors. Elevator to every
Electric
floor.

^jghts;on

—

Middle Streets,

Cor. Pearl and

PORTLAND.
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B.A. ATKINSON & CO.
ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Manager.
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but
Do not confound the Ί'οηώ yitl: "Bitters",
remember it is a regular prescription, scientificalof
all.
the reach
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Dyspepsia, Indigestion,

Parlor Furniture,
B. A. Atkinson & Co.
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with collaterals

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(Oct. 12, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)
time
Observations taken at the same moment of
at all stations.

Washington,

Oct. 12.—Advices received
at the departme nt of State this morning corrobating the published report of the hauling
down of the American flag on the American
schooner Marion Grimes, at Shelburne, by
Captain Quigley of the Canadian cruiser
Terror. The action of
the
captain of
the Grime's in running up the colors while
the vessel was in the custody of the Canadian ofticers, is deprecated at the department and is likely to needlessly complicate
the department in its eit'orts to reach a satisfactory settlement of the fisheries question.
It appears that when the United States cutter Corwin seized the British sealing vessel
in Alaskian waters the first oftieial acts of
the captors was to haul down the British
colors. The ground for taking such actions
is found in the claim that until the seized
vessel is released she is in the possession of
the government making the seizure.
This
last incident is not regarded at the State department as one likely to cause any serious
trouble and may be passed over without
further notice,
Senator

Eresence.
nïiApfnp

Total Assets

$784,056.85

Losses Paid s'noe Organization.
$13,505,777.00
MORSE
PINKHAM,
aepao

AGENTS.
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Book, Card
—
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Job Printer
PBI1VTKKM' KXCHANGE,

Eastport,

Portland.
Mt.Washin'n

Boston,

Mass
New London
Ν. Y
New York...

Albany.

New Orleans

Pittsburg

Buffalo, N.Y.
Oswego
Cleveland...
Detroit
Alpena,Mich
Marquette...
Chicago, Ills.

Leavenworth I
Oinaha, Neb.
Yankton
St. Vincent..
Dead wood...

Denver, Col..
El Paso, Tex.

by mail

or

the

Sto4d$r4 House.

Reckport.
Camden, Oct. 13.—A fire last night at
Kockport destroyed a stable, horse, mule
and three pigs, belonging to A. P. Corthell.
The loss is $1,000 or more.
Blaze

Portland,

telephone promptly

atnovlleodtf

at

Lewiston, Oct. 13.—At a meeting of the
creditors of Cowan & Co., held today, the
affairs of the company were put into the
hands of John Y. Scruten as assignee, Mr.
Cowan and Mr. Pierce conducting the operations of woolen manufacturing, wbich, it is
understood, will be at once resumed. The
of the firm are not officially stated
but are reported to be about $76,000. This
has not as yet interfered with the business
of the company.
Musical Convention.
Iîockland. Oct. 12.—The Knox and Lincoln musical convention, George S. Osgood
of Boston, conductor, opened here today and
closes Friday night. The solo artists are all
from lioston.

me cnoruses

are

unusually

large, promising tlie most interesting convention in thg history of the association.
Mcpurdy Comes to prlef.
Bangob,' Oct. 12.—Three of the cases
against George W. McCurdy, the jewelry
disposed of in the police court
here today. On tlie first two McCurdy was
On the 'third
lined $23 and costs on each.
he was sentenced to two months in the
county jail. Other cases are now on trial.

Ocf. }?,—A despatch fronj

North Platte

W. W. Eic HKLBERGKR,
Signal Corps, U. S. A.

Sergeant,

»

Suffrage Meeting.
Boston, Oct. 12.—The annual meeting of
the American Woman Suffrage Association
will be held in the hall of House of Representatives at the capital in Topeka, Kansas
I uesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, Octo
ber 2<>, 27, and 28. 188G. Among the speak
ers will be Hon· Win. Dudley Faulke, Mrs
Julia Ward Ilowe, Lucy Stone, Ilenry I>
An
Blackwell, Mrs. Mary E. Haggant, Kev.
ol
nie H. Shaw, Rev. Louis A, Banks, late
Seattle. Washington Territory, Mrs. Mej'Sa'
Mrs
retW Campbell, Mrs. S. M. Perkins,
D. G. King, Prof. James G. Clark, Majoi
Hudson and M. A. Dorsett.
Woman

Milwaukee.
Dulutli. Minn
St. Paul,Minn
St. Louis. Moj

FINE JOU PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
Ail orders

of Brooks ; Grand Vice Templar Emma E.
Knight, Deering; Grand Secretary G. E.
Brackett, an4 wife, Belfast; Grand Treasurer Joel C. Pease, Corinna, and others, to
attend the semi-annual session of the Grand
Lodge of Good Templars of Maine which
The Grand
will be held here Thursday.
Council meet ii} secret session tomorrow at

v.

Memphis
Cincinnati, Ο

Bismarck,Da
Cheyenne—

tended to.

Meeting of Cood Templars.
Faiimington, Oct. 12.—Tonight's train
brought Grand Templar Moses J. Dow,

brothers have not raised monej
fine, has made a confession that his brothers
and some others, a short time before this occurrence, killed an Italian organ grinder,
took some $200 from his person, then carried
the body and sunk it in either Little Bin!
Pond in North wood or Bow Lake in StrafIt is further reported that about a
ford.
week ago the wife of the missing Italian was
in this vicinity searching for her husband.

Charleston...
Savannah, Ga

nnf fn

rrA

lit» flin

cnn

Another Congressional Historian.

Congressman Curtin of Pennsylvania, one
of the most picturesque ligures in the House,
is to retire from political life.
He is engaged in writing a book to cover our political
history during the war period. The venerable war governor is G8 years old. His daughter, Miss Katie Curtin, is affianced to Mr.
Burnett of Florida.
Appointments by the President.

ry of Wyoming.
W. H. JJ. Oclirane of Nashua, X. H., to be
pension agent at Concord, Ν. II.

The funeral of the late Ex-Senator Yulee
took place today at the New York Avenue
Services were conPresbyterian church.
ducted by the pastor, Rev. Dr. Bartlett, and
the burial was at Oak Hill.
A large number of prominent people were present.
The Pacific National Bank Cases.
The Pacifie National Bank cases, which
were argued in the Supreme Court today are
of interest to a large number of person in
Massachusetts, inasmuch as they involve
question of liabilities of the stockholders of
the insolvent Pacific National bank of Boston, for amounts of stocks subscribed to by
them when the capital stock of the bank was
increased from $500,009 to $1,000,000 in 1881.
Appealing the stockholders contend that the
capital of the bank never was validly increased to $1.003,000, that the attempt on the
part of the directors and the comptroller of
the currency in December, 1881, to fix the
capital stock at ©901,300 was contrary to law
and void, and that consequently shares of so
called new stock on which they said never
had any legal existence. The court below
decided against them.

Christians

Hundred

Seven

Massa

cred and Thirty Villages Burned.

Destroyed.

ι...

,i

ri.„

—

be dedicated while any debt or money lien
The messenger from the
rested upon it.
House of Bishops had decided, the House of
that there is no consticoncurring,
Deputies
tutional obstacle to the consideration and
«tUUL'tiuu

ANARCHISTS.

in the Anarchist Trial.
Chicaoo, Oct. 12.—Forty arrests were
made in Chicago yesterday by Captain
Scliaack and his officers in their endeavor to
men who inoDbed the Anarchist
capture theGottfried
Waller. Four of the
informer,
men arrested were identified by Waller and
were held without bail. Among them was a
man whom Waller shot. He is only slightly
wuuuueu.

It was kept a secret until last night that on
several nights last week parties of men
visited the residence of Major Cole in the
suburbs of Chicago with the evident intention of maltreating and terrorizing him and
his family, and possibly assassinating him.
Major Cole was one of the jurors in the
Anarchist case. On each of the hights in
question the Major was in the city, and begreatly frightening the inmates of his
yond
house by threats nothing occurred.
Thursday night, when Major Cole was returning from the theatre, in a lonely spot
near his home a pistol was pressed to liis
forehead and ho liad given himself up for
lost when the sound of an approaching carriage caused the assailants to release him
ana flee.

The Chicago City Council last night
fused to pass bills presented by the doctors
of the county hospital for attendance upon

re-

the Officers pounded in the Haymarket masThe Council considered the bills,
sacre.
which amount to several thousand dollars;
It is claimed also that thé
exorbitant.
service rendered the officers should not have
a public institution.
been charged for

ON THE TURF.

canon.

Pennsylvania.

Pittsbuho, Oct. 12.—At a meeting today
of Republican iron manufacturers and business men of this city to make arrangements
for the reception of Hon. James G. Blaine on
October 20th, Chairman B. F. Jones of the
National Republican Committee, declined to
serve as chairman on the committee, saying
that such a step would look as if th0 demonstration -vas chiefly for the purpose of booming Mr. Blàiné for tl;e presidency in 1888.
He said Sir- Blame was not coming to this
city for personal aggrandizement but to accomplish what he felt satisfied he could do
to help the Republican _party in Pennsylvania. Mr. Jones said it was a question
whether Mr. Blaine cared to pass through
another Presidential siege as a candidate,
and for his part he was satisfied that he did
not, though this matter would be made
known later.

Death of a Prominent Lawyer.
Rochester. Ν. H.. Oct. 12.—Col. Cyrus K.
Sanborn, aged 68; a prominent lawyer of
Rochester, died last night. He was colonel
of a regiment of New Hampshire militia
prior to the war. >He also filled many State
and town offices,
CENERAL NEWS.
Secretaries Manning and Bavard have returned to Washington.
The National Council of Congregational
churcheH of the United States opens at Chicago today.
Rear Admiral Edward T. Nicholls is dead.
His age >vas (M jears
A Paris despatch says that Louisa
has been pardoned;
cable has been comThe

French-African
to

Congo.
pleted
Hon. M. W. Tappson of Contocook, Ν. H·,
is expected to live but a short time,
Hon. Abram S. Hewitt is doubtful about
being a candidate for Mayor of New Ycrk.
The tide at Mobile and along that coast
last night was the highest ever known there.
John A- Greenwood, a prisoner at Concord, Ν. H-, attempted to commit suicide
A turtle weighing between isoo and

Park,

at

races

two

Mystic Park began today. There were
developed excellent
races, each of which
six
trotting, In the 2.50 class there were
starters, Lookout winning in three straight
The following is the summary:

$300.
1
2
6
3
4
5

1
3
2
β
4
5

J,2
3
6
4
5

Time—2.31>/i, 2.80V*, 2.33.
in
In the 2·25 race George Lee also won
:
three stràiglil lieat§. The summary follows
2.25 CLASS-POKSB îâOO; JJIVjpjED.
1..1 1 I
(lias. Yapp, br g George Lee
2 4 2
•James Golden, Dr g Bijou
4 2 4
b
A
g
Meelian,
Frank
George
8 4 8
T. D. Marsh, ro g Screwdriver
0 5 ο
s Archie
br
Trant.
■>a£k
dr.
A.

auu aiiwanuii.i

yesterday woreifls·

m-v-ίΓΛ

2.50 CLASS—PURSE
James Golden, b κ Lookout
J,. Brown, b m Sister Rolfe
H. C. Rankin, b m Idlefouse
H. Woodruff, b g Irving
.Jack Trank, blk g Frank
J. J. Bowers, b s Milton

ui ocTciai auuiiiuiia

in the book of common prayer proposed to
the general convention of 1883. Rev. Dr.
Franklin of New Jersey read a unanimous
report of the joint committee on marriage
and divorce appointed at the general convention of 1883. The report considered all
the causes deemed sufficient in the various
State laws for the granting of divorce and
embodied a new canon containing several
stringent modifications of the existing canon
It provides that
on marriage and divorce.
no marriage of any person under 18 years of
age shall be so legalized unless the parents
or guardian be present or lias given a written consent, that at least two witnesses
knowing the contracting parties be present,
that divorce can be recognised or granted on
the ground of adultery, the guilty person
being forbidden to again marry during the
lifetime of the person from whom he or she
The proposed canon forbids
was divorced.
the marriage of divorced persons under certain circumstances and provides for penalties to he Impose! upon the clergy for any
failure to observe the strict letter of the

Mr. Blaine's Visit to

Plot to Assassinate One of the Jurors

heats.

LABOR.

The Episcopal Convention.

A General Retired.

circuit

bribery. District Attorney Martine virtualHe
ly admitted today that Sayles had fled.
had a friend of his who was intimate with
Sayles make inquiries last night, and his
friend reported to him today that Sayles was
absent from the city.
In confirmation of the rumor that Sayles
had "skipped," there came to the Registrar's
office today a law lerk, cwho filed a document by which Sol Sayles, the Alderman's
brother, conveyed two pieces of property.
The conveyance was made on Friday and in
it Solomon Sayles and his wife Frances conveyed the title to property on Fifty-fifth
street, and also on Sixth avenue to Clara
Ryder for $14,000, the purchaser to assume
all mortgages, liens, etc.
Sol. Sayles justified as bondsman for his brother as the owner of both these pieces of property.
Judge Cowing, it was said this afternoon,
would issue bench warrants for Sayles for
from §25,000 to $40,000. Bench wariants are
in the hands of Inspector Byrnes for the remaining members of the 1884 board, who are
under indictment and awaiting trial.
The District Attorney is considering the
matter of bringing a suit to set aside the
conveyance made by Sayles upon the ground
of fraud. The ex-alderman's brother is also
liable to indictment for his action if it can
be shown that he deeded over property to
escape liability.
Inspector Byrnes this afternoon rearrested
ex-Aldermen Farley, Miller, Thomas Cleary
and Wm. P. Kirk, and they were taken to
the District Attorney's office. Jud^e Cowing,
after listening to the arguments, increased
the bail in each ease.

Chicago, Oct. 12.—The House of Deputies
at the Episcopal Couvention received a report today from the committee on canons
recommending that no church edifice should

Brigadier General J. H. Potter, commanding the department of Missouri, with headquarters af Fort Leavenworth, was to-day
retired, having reached the age of 04 years.

12.—The

New YoiiK, Oct. 12.—That Henry L.
Sayles has joined the exiles in Canada there
is now very little doubt.
It is generally believed that lie has skipped over the border,
never to return, at least, not while there is a
possibility of his being tried on the charge of

Nominated for Congress.

against Secretary Bayard, why a mandamus should not be issued compelling him
to send a correct list of judgements to the
treasury department.

Boston, Oct.

Alderman.

Boston. Oct. 12.—The Sixth District Republican Congressional Convention at Maiden this afternoon nominated Ilenry Cabot
Lodge of Naliant.

α ιι,.ι „ιι

Mystic

Flight of Another Boodle

to a close within the allotted two weeks.
Since the adjournment of the assembly Saturday various committees have deen actively
engaged in considering matters referred to
them. The forenoon session was mainly occupied in receiving reports from these committees, and taking-action on them.

cause

The Circuit RacèS at

JOINED THE EXILES.

Richmond, Va., Oct. 12.—The Knights of
Labor convention met this morning and took
hold of the business presented with a determination to pnsh it through and the sessions

drafts thereou issue·! were illegal and void.
This is said to raise interesting and important questions. The law, it is said, prescribes
that the court, after all its judgments and decisions are rendered shall send a list thereof
to the Secretary of State, and that a certified
copy shall be transmitted by the Secretary
of State to the Secretary of the Treasury.
It appears the complainants alleged by inspection of the records that a large portion
of them were not certified by the commissioners, but by the clerk, and that no certified copy of judgments
was made at the
The latter instead of
State department.
furnishing a certified copy to the treasury,
sent simply a certificate by Assistant Secretary Porter, that D. W. Fessenden was clerk
of the commission, which complainants say
The
in no wise complies with that statute.
facts will be inquired into by the Supreme
Court of the district in a general term, on
the 18th inst,, upon return of rule to show

CHICACO

8100,000.

A special from the Mississippi quarantine
stations says that one of the most terrific
and damaging hurricanes since i860 prevailed in this vicinity yesterday and last
night. For 30 consecutive hours the wind
blew a regular hurricane from the northeast,
driving the water from the bay and destroying property. The storm was of such violence as to tear away old levees of years'
standing and carrying destruction to late
rice plants. Last night all the inhabitants
of the place waded a distance of a mile
through water three feet deep to the old
United States custom house for protection.
I)r. At'ey, quarantine physician, and his
family were driven from their home and
forced to seek refuge in the custom house.
Galveston-, Tex., Oct, 12.—The gale lias
increased in velocity, and at this hour (10.30
p, m.) is blowing from the northwest at the
rate of 50 miles an hour. The barometer has
ceased falling and it is thought that the
storm has reached its maximum. The water
on the bay side is still rising but no serious
damage is apprehended.

OF

Strata, bin Smuggler's Daughter
Tffiie—2.2W/1. 2.25%, 2.24»4.

5

1800

pounds was captured off Sea View, Mass.,
by a party of sportsmen.
Tîiéré lias oeeii great destruction of property in Blendale and Mcintosh counties,
Dakota, by pniUle (1res,

An Alexandria, Minnesota, despatch says
that Congressman Knute Nelson was nearly
drowned in Lake Victor'ne Monday evening.
He was in the water about an hour. It is
not known how his boat was upset, as he is
still unconscious. It is thought he will recover, however.
who
Lawrence M. Donovan,
recently
jumped from the Brooklyn bridge, left New
Rochester
to make arYork last night for
rangements to jump at Genesee Falls, where
Sam Patch lost his life. Sam Patch made
two jumps at Genesee 1' alls. The successful one was from tho ledge near the centre of
thw falls. The second w;as from the top of a

ih'm'. and which made
platform that he had
lhis
feet,

time he was
the descent 123
killed. The jump from the ledge was about
he
will
90 feet.
Donovan says
jump next

Saturday.

India

Suppressec

by Troops.

NewObleaks, Oct. 12 —Distressing news
has been received from the lower coast regarding the effects of last night's storm.
The water in the town of Pointe a la
Ilaiche, in Plaquemine parish, is several
leet deep, having been driven in from the
Gulf.
Many persons took refuge in the
court house and jail. The water rushed in
with such force that it carried everything
before. The levees, which along this section are very low,
were overflowed and
swept away and the water rushed into the
Mississippi river, carrying with it all the
rice stacked on the farms in the vicinity of
l'ointe a la Haiche and for a distance of 20
miles below. The damage is estimated at

Reported

in

Riots

Serious

Rushing Waters.

KNICHTS

W. \V. Welshiere, ex-Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court of Arkansas, and Robert
Chrisy filed to-day with the Secretary of the
Treasury charges to the eiïect that a list of
judgments and decisions filed in the State
Department by the late Court of Commissions of Alabama claims was illegal and deficient; thai list of judgments filed in the
Treasury Department by J. D. Porter, Assistant Secretary of State, was not certified
as the law
requires ; that consequently the
Treasury Department was not in possessiou
of any legal list of judgments on which it

--

Philadelphia.
Washington..
Norfolk, Va.

Me.

97 J -2 Exchange St.,

Hancock County S. J. Court.
Ellsworth, Oct. 12.—The Supreme Court
opened here today, Judge Emery presiding.
No eases being ready for trial, the traverse
juries were discharged until next Monday.

Strafford, Bow Lake, tonight says :
A report is current here today that one of
thp Sfofthwflp4 Withams, who is eonfined in
,uuij· h&PfC at Brentwood for participa—nkeu row ,it ijorfh^ood soir.p
tion in a ui....
""ntued because Ilia
»„ lmy his
time ago, becoming

Me
Me

η

χι. —:i

Doyiiit, ]$. H.(

LIABILITIES.

Reserve for Re insurance, and other
Liabilities
§330,570.11
Reserve for Losses under Adjustment
60,840.71
2,343.06
Unclaimed Dividends
as
Holder*
to
384,302.37
Policy
Sarplua

nrifli

Charges Filed.

Lost $20,000 by ex-Cashier Could.
Fort
Fairfield, Oct. 12.—Benjamin
Gathercole, a starch manufacturer of this
place, went to Portland last week in answer
to a telegram, to see how his account stood
with the First National Bank. He had
about $20,000 on deposit, and last year he
authorized W. E. Gould, the cashier, to draw
It was drawn
it out and invest it for him.
out, but it is surmised that Gould forgot to

Several Men Kill an Italian and Sink
His Body in a Lake.

55,056.55

Pike's Successor.

Washington, Oct. 12.—Tue probability of
the appointment of Ex-Governor Person C.
Cheney to succeed the late Senator Austin
Pike of New Hampshire, whose sudden death
lias been announced, is received with much
favor in Washington. The family of Governor Cheney have passed several years in
Washington, Mrs. Cheney being there attending to the education of their only daughThe govter, a young lady of seventeen.
ernor makes frequent visits to Washington,
and has become so delighted with the improvement of the city since the time of his
service ia one of the New Hampshire regiments during the rebellion, that when he
left it in the early summer for a flying trip
with his family to Europe, he spoke of returning and purchasing or building a line
permanent Washington winter residence.
Governor Cheney is one of the wealthiest
of New Hampshire's citizens. He is one of
the largest manufacturers of paper in the
United States, owning four pulp and paper
mills operated under the corporate name of
the P. C. Cheney company, and is also interested in textile industries. He is a staunch
protectionist and a man of political sagacity,
public experience and education. Mrs. Cheney, like the governor, is tall and of queenly
She is a woman of benevolent
eart and is always doing good in works of
Their
charity.
magnificent home is at Man-

iays.

CONFESSING A MURDER.

—«A.0CC.85

in

Argued

the Supreme Court.

liabilities

winds and oooiej,

aug28eod2m

fair attendance. The stock exhibit is up
to the average. There will be horse racing
and other attractions on the second and last

Cowan & Co s Affairs.
Washington, Oct. 13.
Tlie indications for Maine are local rains,
followed by fair weather and cooler ; for New
Hampshire and Vermont are fair weather

followed fey fajy

880 ATLANTIC

[Special to tiie 1'ress.]

a

City.

octl

Bank

Funeral of.Ex-Senator Yulee.
Fojit Fairfield, Oct. 12.—Deputy Collector Lawney has seized a pair of fine horses
from G. C. Rogers, for violation of the internal revenue laws.
They were appraised at
$2S0. The same officer also seized 108 sheep
froui Thomas Mains of Limeston, their appraisal value being S216. It seems that
Mains entered the sheep and paid $!>G duty
the day before, but told the officer that there
were only 100 in the flock, thus making the
whole liable to seizure.

of Dollars

Crimes

Marion

people Driven from Their Homes by

Velvet,
All

Schooner

Officially Reported.

ADVANTAUEM ·ί Ihia

Body Brussels,
Tapestry Brussels,
Wool, Cotton and Wool,
and Cotton and Hemp

of

The President has made the following appointments :
ffm. L. Maginnis of Ohio, to be the chief
justice of the Supreme Court of the Territo-

PORTLAND,

foreign.

property Valued at Many Thousands
Case

constitutes

ofpotable

water in many instances."
A. Van der Veer, A.M., M.D.,
President of the Medical Society of

February

a "square."
$1.60 per square, daily, first week ; 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00, continuing every other day after first week. BO cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents ;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of "Amusements" and "Auction
Sales," $2.00 per square per week ; three insertions or less, $1.60.

A SEVERE CALE.

FROM WASHINCTON.

Gladstone Reported to be
riously Sick.

Quite

Se-

Christians Massacred.

ΓΛίίΐβ, Oct. 11.—The Director of Catholk

Missions lias been informed that 700 Christ
ians have been massacred in Tahhoa, Ton·
quin, also thirty villages in that district have
been burned and 9,000 inhabitants are starving.
Riots In India.

London, Oct. 12.—Despatches from India
say that at Hashiarpu the Mohammedan;
attacked the Hindu quarters of the town and
Sevlooted and wrecked all the buildings.
The riot was
eral casualties are reported.
suppressed by the troops.
Cladstone ill.

London, Oct. 12.—Gladstone is unable to
leave his bedroom. He is suffering from fever, and his condition is believed to be worse
than is publicly admitted.

The Anchoria's

Passengers.

St. Johns, N. F., Oct. 12—All the Anchoria's passengers arc living on board the
ship comfortably and contented awaiting the
arrival of the steamship Ethiopia, leaving
Glasgow tomorrow for St. Johns with shaft
fittings, thence to convey the passengers of
the Anehoria to New York.

SECOND CREW,
No. 1, Sewall, '87; No. 2, Cuinniings, '00; No. 3
Turner,'90; stroke, Jackson,'8U, captain; cox
swain, Manson, '69.
THIRD CREW.
No. 1. Lyman,'89, captain; No. 2, Allen, "JO
No. 3, Freeman,'89; stroke, Meservc, '88; cox
swain, Prentiss, '89.
FOURTH CREW.
No. 1, Tenney, '89, captain; No. 2, Briggs, '90
No. 3, Brooks. '90; stroke, Adams, '89; coxswain
Little, '87.

The races were to be rowed in three heats,
but owing to the illness of the stroke of oni
Th<
of the crews but two heats came off.
winners were crews Nos. 1 and 3; time 8.2'
and 8.22 respectively ; distance one mile ant
a half.
MISSIONARY WORK

signed.
A. B. Call, '89, is
teaching the
school at Mount Vernon.

GAME

PRISONERS PLOT TO ESCAPE.

They Overpower a Keeper, but
Finally Overcome.

are

Ipswich, Mass., October 12.—There was
trouble at the county house of correction today, which started in the contract workshop
after the prisoners had filed in to dinner.
Keeper Hurd was away, as were two of the
sub-Keepers. Mr. Fales, keeper, Mr. Pilling
and Mr. Haaeltine. bosses, were present.
Two of the ringleaders sprang upon Fales
and threw him to the floor, possessing themselves of his revolver, which was held to his
head. Pilling was penned into a corner, and
Hazel tine, minus coat and hat, rushed out,
locking the door after him, and started for
the police. Thel prisoners being unable to
find the keys, could make little use of their
snort-Jivea

power,

as

uazeinne

soon

re-

turned with Keeper Hurd and the police.
The party entered with drawn revolvers and
under their cover the two leaders were secured. Keeper Fales was severely bruised
and cut about the head. This is the second
plot to escape within a week. But for
Hazeltine's quick presence of mind, at least
100 persons would have escaped. The leaders in this assault were Baines and Twist
of Salem.
THE DOMINION.

Diphtheria in the Provinces,
Toronto, Oct. 12.—The provincial board
of health has been call together three weeks
earlier than usual owing to diphtheria having become unusually prevalent through the
province and will consider what steps should

be taken to check its progress.

SACADAHOC FAIR.
A Large Crowd in Attendance—Busy
Boy Winner of the Stallion Race.
The Topshain Fair, always one of the last
and most pleasant of the year, opened its
three days' meeting yesterday. It is something more than a town exhibit, for the
whole of Sagadahoc county, Brunswick and
other neighboring towns are taking an active
interest. The grounds for holding the exhibition are very complete and most happily
situated. The excursion from Portland and
vicinity over the Maine Central, with the
autumn foliage and fertile farms, still green
and attractive, is really fine.
The fair grounds are within a few hundred
yards of the station. At the entrance is the
main exhibition building, a large two-story
substantial structure. On the first floor are
the solid products of the farm in the way of
corn, pumpkins, squashes, beets, etc., and
carriages, agricultural implements and other
things, even to a beautiful row boat.
On the second floor we have the ladies'
work and the pomological exhibit. The display of fruit is not only exceedingly fine, but
very large. Upwards of five hundred plates
are displayed to great advantage. In the
rear of the hall is an art gallery with a
goodly number of pictures and paintings

tastefully arranged.

Quilts, afghans, rugs
and an endless amount of embroidery and
needle work, with (lowers and a finely decoratea liau,

maice a most enjoyaoie picture.
On the grounds the display of cattle and
farm stock generally, was the largest seen in
Western Maine for a long time. In working
oxen Topsham, Brunswick, Harpswell, Bowdoinham and Bowdoin were represented by
town teams, each having ten yoke and upwards. In general farm stock there was a
goodly display, particularly in Jerseys, and
there were some line Durhams.
The sheep department was well represented, Southdowns chiefly. And the much neglected pig had a voice in the fair. Some fine
specimens of Chesters, grades and natives
were there in greater variety than at any
other exhibit in this section.
Poultry also
in great abundance and pigeons of many de-

scriptions.

The exhibit of horses attracted much attention and a number of promising young
animals were shown.
The examination of animals and trials of
strength by draft oxen occupied many visitors until the trotting commenced.
For the opening day there was but one
race, but of considerable local importance to
those interested in horse breeding, a subject
of so much importance to Maine and a source
of such general revenue to farmers who cultivate good stock.
The contest was between stallions and five
were entered, viz: Geo. Knox, Draco, Busy
Boy, Topsham Boy and Bowdoin Boy.
The judges in the stand were Messrs. Win.
R. Field, Brunswick ; F. Keed, Bath, and S.
W. Carr, Boston.
The first heat was fairly contested by the
field and particularly close between Busy
Boy and Topsham Boy, the latter trotting
squarely throughout the heat, while the
former did considerable running. The
horses finished this heat in the following
order : Busy Boy, first ; Topsham Boy, second ; Geo. Knox, third ; Draco, fourth ;
Bowdoin Boy, fifth. Time, 2.44.
It took a long time for the drivers and
judges to reconcile themselves to a start,
but it was finally effected,greatly to the relief
of the spectators. The second heat was a
hot race between Busy Boy and the Topsham horse. They had it nip and tuck with
the balance of the field strung out· Busy
Boy
won, with Topsham Boy close up. The
«
1
C «Λ..Χ Λ,.1.1
^1
η.».»

After this

heat,

a

young horse,
Nichols of Bath

fuie, large,

George H.
belonging to Mr.
exhibition

heat. He made the
was given an
mile with ease in 2.37, and at times showed
better than 2.:s0 speed.
The third and deciding heat in the stallion
race was won by Busy Boy, the Topsham
champion giving him a good tussle. Time,
2.46i· Therefore Busy Boy took first money,
Topsham Boy second, and the others being
distanced it left no balance, as the track is
under the national rules.
For today's races the programme shews
that there are seven entries iu the 3-minute
class and a dozen or more in the 2.36 class,
among them well-known animals from Port-

land, ^ewiston, Buckfield and

elsewhere.

THE ÇOL.LECES.
TI1E

VOUNO LADIES BEAK OFF THE HONORS
AT COLBY.

The junior parts for the class of '88, have
been assigned and the young ladies of the
The Greek
elass bear off the lion's share.
part is given to Mary E. Farr of Oakland,
who also took the Merrill prize for excellence
of entrance examination, and has sustained
The Latin
her high rank each year since.
part goes to Lillian Fletcher of Newport, N.
H., and the French to Alice E. Sawtelle of
VVaterville. Two English parts have been
assigned instead of one as usual. Chas. H.
pepper of Waterville, son of President Pepand Henry Fletcher of Newper, gets one
port, brother of the young lady who takes
the Latin part, gets the other.
Mr. David Smith of '89, who has been

stumping Aroostook through the fall
paign, rejoined his class last week.

cam-

Mr. P. S. Burleigh, who has been spendiug
the summer at Saratoga, Ν. Y., is also back.
THE FALL BACES AT BOWDOIN.
The annual fall "scrub" races at Bowdoin,
Foui
were rowed on Monday afternoon.
crews entered, made up as follows :
FIRST CREW.
No J.Moulton, '87; No. 2,
dites '90 ; Stroke, Hummer,
Smithwick, '88.
M.

swain;

i'.

Little, '89;

No. 3

'87, captain;

cox

The Annual Meeting and
Officers.

village

BALL.
TO-DAY.

Today the Boston National League team
and the Portlands play again on the home
grounds. Conway will pitch for the Portlands, and it is thought that O'Rourke's hand
will be in condition to tliat he can catch.
Buffiington and Daily will be the battery for
the Bostons. The Boston team was paid a
certain amount of money to come here and
play two games, and do not get a percentage
as has been reported by some.
The game today, as yesterday, will be played strictly on
its merits. If the day is pleasant Jthere will
be a big crowd present to see the game.
PORTLANDS, 7 ; BOSTONS, 4.
There was such a difference in the expression on the faces of the Boston team before
they began the game with Portland yesterday afternoon and after the game was Jended
fiat it was evident to the most casual observer that something had failed to connect. The
boy pitcher, Madden, was in the box for
Portland, and his slow curves and drops
were so puzzling to the veterans that they
On the other
could not bunch their hits.
hand, Stemmyer was hit so hard and often
by the ''gum chewers" that five of their seven runs were earned.
John Morrill was unable to play and Bufiington played in his
Nash was absent so
place at first base.
Daily played at third base, and owing to the
exchange of Wise and Gore by the Chicago
and Boston clubs, the latter was in right
field. These changes did not weaken the
Bostons, as Daily played with one error that
did not effect the score, and made a home
run in the 5th inning.
Buffington accepted
17 chances at first base and made a single.
Gore's error did not effect the score, and he
made one run with two hits, a single and a
double. Stemmyer's error was a wild throw
while lying on the ground.
With that exception his fielding was perfect and and Jseveral of the Portlands were caught off bases
by his lightning like throws. 'Sutton's errors
were costly, but for all that he accepted
several difficult chances.
His errors were
all in the first inning. During the rest of
the game his play was first class.
The Portlands played ïa fine all round
game, miking but one fielding error, liielly
took O'Rourke's place in the first inning on
the latter being struck in the hand by Buffington's bat, and caught finely. The play
of
Schoeneck, Kearns, and
Hatfield,
Wheelock and Galligan, and the batting of
O'Connell was well worthy of mention. The
running catch of Galligan,'s |in the 5th inning and a similar one by Johnston of the
Bostons, in the same inning were particularly brilliant.
The game began with the Portlands at the
bat, Galligan getting first on a fumble by
Sutton and second on a wild throw by the
same player.
Kearns sacrifice carried him
to third, and Wheelock's single brought him
home. Wheelock stole second and scored on
the muff of
Sheffler's fly by Sutton.
O'Eourke closed the inning by a foul fly to

Guuning.

For the Bostons. Hornung bunted the ball
and beat it to first, stole second and went to
third on Sutton's out, coming home on Gore's
single; the latter going to second on Allen's
put out, and scoring on Kearns' fumble of
Buffington'e hit. Buff was caught off his
base by Madden's throw to Schoeneck much
to ins uisgust.
I'ortianu scorea again in the
fourth on hits by Hatfield and ShefHer and a
two base hit by O'Connell, earning two runs
They duplicated this in the fifth on a single
by Wheelock and doubles by Hatfield and
Shefiler. Hatfield struck sale in the eiglith
inning. The next two men went out, O'Connell, Schoeneck and Madden, all found the
ball, Hatfield scoring. Galligan closing the
inning by fouling out, leaving three men on
bases. The Bostons scored two earned runs
in the 5th on a home run by Daily, a single
by Hornung and a two base hit by Gore.
From this to the end of the game they could
not touch Madden's delivery, and went out
in one, two three order for the last four in-

nings.
Naturally the result of the game was very
pleasing to the large audience, and Manager Spence was heartily congratulated at its
close, Attendance 1540. Below is the score:

Election of

Reports of the Directors, Suoerlntendent and Treasurer.

The annual meeting of the Maine General
Hospital was held in Reception Hall at 4 p.
m. yesterday, the president, Hon. W. L.
I'utnam in the chair. The following reports
were read and accepted :
DIBECTOBS REPORT.

AT BATES.

The two Princeton students, who were ai
Bates College three days last week, arouseil
considerable interest in foreign mission:
among the students. Twenty-three, includ
ing two in the Theological department, anil
one in the Preparatory
department, signed
their names to a paper expressing their willingness to work in foreign fields.
The college nine have arranged to play a
game of ball with the Maine Central Institute nine at Pittsfield next Friday, and with
the Kent's Hill nine on Saturday.
W. C. Buck, '87, has been chosen manager
of the nine in place of Arthur Littlefield, re-

BASE

MAINE CENERAL HOSPITAL.

The directors reported as follows:
Nothing in the history of the hospital during the year that has just closed, calls for
special mention by the directors.
The details of service rendered, number of
patients received, time that each remained,
average cost to the hospital, free and paying
patients and other things appertaining to
the conduct of the Institution, will be found
in th· accompanying reports of the superintendent and matron. TJie treasurer's report
exhibits clearly the financial condition and
show· that during the year, we have, as in
former periods, been able tO'keep substantially within our resources. But the limited
means at the control of the directors necessarily restrict the service that can be rendered, and will nnt excuse the directors from
urging all charitably disposed persons to
continue their favorable disposition towards
the hospital.
We regret to be compelled to report that
the litigation over the will of Gov. Coburn
and
terminated;
has not
consequently
nothing has been received from that source.
The plumbing of the buildings ii now being carefully examined, and it may be f»und
imperative to make considerable expenditure
to bring it to the highest condition of security. In the judgment of the directors, this is
a matter, in which
no omission of any precaution dictated by the highest standard of
is
science
sanitary
permissible.
The experience by the citizens of the State,
of the good done by the hospital has made
easier the efforts of its friends to obtain assistance. But it should be kept constantly
in mind, that this same experience increases
the call for treatment and add» to the cost
cost of maintainance. I.et then no interest
grow cool, or contribution be stinted under a
mistaken impression that it is or will soon
be self-supporting.
Nathan Wkbjj,
A. W. H. Clapp,
Wm. W. Thomas,
Horatio N. Jose,
Sidney W. Thaxter,
Joseph W. Stmonds,

berland mixed with coal dust, instead of anthracite coal. Some judicious changes In the
arrangement of the heating apparatus, made
contributed
eur
also
engineer,
by
a
greater
to
considerable extent to
fuel.
of
with
consumption
economy
The training school for nurses has continued to give great satisfaction to all connected with the hospital. We have now thirteen
pupils, which is about as many as we have
suitable rooms for. Six of these will be reaWe have a
dy to graduate next February.
large number of applications for admission
on tile, from which to make selections to fill
their places. We have many applications to
supply nurses to patients in this city, and In
other towns, and when the condition of the
work in the hospital has admitted of it, we
have done so. In all cases they have brought
back with them testimonial from physicians
and patients of the most flattering character.
We received during the year for the services of nurses thus employed outside of the
If we had rooms for a
hospital, $206.07.
larger number of pupils, we might meet
these applications more frequently, which
would be an advantage to the pupils themselves, and a source of revenue to the hospital.
The school has not involved the hospital
in any additional expense, as the following
the last
comparison with the year 1883-84,
will
complete year under the eld system,
for
nurse's
show. In that year we expended
this
whole
expense
The
wages $2,397.05.
the
year for the same service, including
of
nurses,
salary of the superintendent amount was
rethe
Deducting
$2,667.93.
ceived for the services of nurses employed
as
the
net
outside, $266.07, leaves $2,401.86
cost—practically the same as before. It Is
also to be remembered that we have had an
additional ward, and a much larger number
of patients to care fer.
On November 9th last, Dr. Henry W. Harlow, one of the home pupils, died after an
H is loss was deeply
illness of three days.
felt by all *jtth whom he was associated.
He was λ you*; man of great promise,
thoroughly educated, devoted to his profession and enthusiastic In iii« hospital work.
Although he had been with ι·« but little
more than three months he had gaicod in an
unusual degree, the esteem and affection of
the physicians under whom he worked, anfi
the patients to whose welfare be so faithfully devoted himself.

Kespectfully submitted,

Charles O. Hunt,
Resident Physician.

OFFICEB8 ELECTED.

The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year :
President—Wm. L. Putnam

Secretary—F.

uirecwrs.

THE STATE.

treasurer's βεροβτ.
The following is the treasurer's report :

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Receipts.
Balance October 1,1885
Sundry donations
Annual free bed subscriptions
Hospital Sunday contributions
State appropriation

9

Paying patients

Service of nurses
Income from investments applicable to
distributive income
Income from investments applicable to
other purposes
Amphitheatre account
E. D. Chamberlain to constitute the M.
Ε. M. Chamberlain free bed
Mortgage notes paid
Legacy of Horace Harvey

of Good Templars to be called
1 "Welcome Lodge" was instituted at West
Baldwin Monday evening, Oct. 11th by Marcellus J, Bow, G. C. T., with the following
charter officers : C. T., Q. S. Chase; V. T.,
Mrs. O. P. Dow, secretary, Lizzie Parker;
A. S., Chester F. Burnell ;F. S., Win. F.
Harding; T·, Fred J. Murch ; Chap.. Bev.
Mr. Barher; M., Willfred Burnell; 1)ΛΜ.,
I Dellah Marr; G.,
Frank Burnell; S., J. P.
Richardson: K. H. S., Julia Marr; C. H. S.,
Rosa D. Murch; P. C. T., Wesley Marr.
They are to meet Thursday evenings at the
M. E. Vestry.
A

7 41
7160
2,740 00
966 52
5,000 00
13,578 47
266 07

2,772 80
189 85
32 00

4.000 00
8.»>00 00
1,000 00

Deposited

on

The cotton factory at Hallowell shut down
last Saturday but it is expected that, by a
reorganization of the company, it will be
started up again in a few weeks.

9 3,000 00
4,< «00 00
24,729 91
257 05

interest
October 1,1886

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

1,634 16

Balance in hand

About 5100,000 of new houses have been
built in Bangor during the last year.
wild
The Bangor sportsmen say that
pigeons are appearing in that vicinity. Previous to this fall they have rarely been seen
there for eight or ten years.
Penobscot fishermen have done better this
1600 quintals.
than last by about
year
There has been an increase of seven vessels
in the business.

3 50

933,624.82
Barrett, Treasurer.

F. it.

MAINTENANCE OF THE HOSPITAL.

Expenses.
Salaries and wages
Subsistence
Medical and surgical
Fuel

Lodge

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

933,024 62
Payments.
Investments
Paid for money owed
Expenses at hospital
General expenses—

38
63
55
70
166 79
1,^62 34
71151
350 76

9 7,873
9,679
2,043
2,545

supplies

Light
Repairs
Furnishings

B. Barrett.

Direetoi s for three yeàfs^Wui. W. Thomts,
Iloratio N. Jose.
Standing Committee—Dr. I. T. l>ana, P. K.
Swan, Sidney Perham, Henry Deering. Edward
H. Davels.

Miscellaneous
Construction
General expenses

!

WALDO COUNTY.

It has been found that the thief who has
operated in Monroe is one George Curtis of

296.25

Newburgh.
At a meeting of the Liberty & Belfast
Telegraph Company Tuesday, Oct. 5th, the
Add last yew's deficit
,
following were elected officers : President,
J. J. Walker; Vice President, E. A, Porter,
926,707.86
Income.
Treasurer, L. C. Morse; Secretary, G. F.
Hunt; Superintendent, G. II. Cargill; DirecPaying patients
913,578 47
tors and Building Committee, J. J. Walker,
7150
Sundry donations
Annual free bed subscriptions
G. H. Cargill, W. II. Hunt, A. 1). Mathews
2,740 00
966 62
Hospital Sunday collections
and J. C. Morse. The poles have boen de5,000 00
Appropriations by the State
livered and set f«r nearly half the distance
Income of funds applicable
2,772 80
from Liberty to Belfast.
266 07
Service of nurses
A reporter of the Eelfast City Press saw
925,395 37
from the steps of the pest office that city the
Deficit for two years to Oct. 1,1886...
1,312 50 ! other day, sixteen "deep water"sea captains,
all of whom were in sight on the street at
926,707 86
267 05

$24ν9»β 96
1,720 90

The

once.

SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT.
following is the Superintendent's

Mr. Jas. F.

dentally shot
In

report :

Male.
fc2

Female.
140
22
44

Total.
334
54
120

Entirely
They

free

308
were

200

514

Surgical

Medical

Optlialmic

classified

follows :
Male.
Fenjale.
124

308

«00

08
14

Total.
334
143
37
514

Whole number under treatment during
the year, 567.
There have been discharged during the
year 509, with the following results :
Recovered
Relieved
Not relieved

ine

as

210
75
23

170 Not treated
215 Died
23

71
30

vas

discharged.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

jntal:
Gentlemen,—I have the honor to submit
herewith my annual report for the year ending September 30, 1886:
Number of patients in the hospital October
1, 1885: paying, 15; paying in part, 14; free,
24 ; total, 53.
Admitted to the hospital from October 1,
1885, to September 30, 1880 :
194
Paying board
Paying part of ti*ie.. 32

Clark of Beluiont t,as acciSaturday night, and is now
A pistol in his

on

critical condition.

pocket

To the Directors of the. Maine General JTom-

Patients.

a

j

laie

v.

λ..

cuase

was

un«

ux

u m

wealthiest lumber merchants ou the St.
In his will he left a sum ol
Croix river.
expended in publishing a
money to be
which
he held and in which he was
theory
much interested, concerning the causes of
Λ pamphlet
the ebb and liow of the tides.
entitled "Tides: a New Theory," by 1). K.
Chase, revised by Ε. B. Harvey, has just
been published.
ΠΑ boat load of sardines were seized in
Eastport last week by one of the Custom
House inspectors. They had been brought
to the American line in an English boat and
there transferred to the Eastport boat. Thie
practice, which has been permitted for some
time, will not be allowed hereafter. One
of the Eastport officers went tc Lubec and
notified parties there that fi»h brought in
this way would be subject to the payment
of duties at the rate of
per hogshead.
There the practice has been for Campobello
boats to anchor in the streaui within a few
rods of the shore where they discharged
their cargoes into American boats.
YORK COUNTY.

—

The old bell in the tower of St. Mary's
church in Biddéford was rung Sunday for
Proportion of deaths to whole number I the first time in twenty-three years. This
TB. PO. A.
E.
ο
2
Ο
treated, 5.29.
Ο
Galligan, If
bell was purchased at an expense of #7(X)
Ο
2
5
1
The causes of death were as follows :
Kearns, 2b
when Father Eugene Vetromile was pastor
ss
2
υ
υ
4
Wheelock,
3
Pyiemia
In less than three months
of the church.
4
Hatfield. 3b
3
3
Ο
1
Septicaemia
from
the time it was placed in the tower the
3
0
0
0
Scheffler.cf
2
Peritonitis
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
O'Rourke, c
heavy tongue cracked the bell and so entireCerebral hemorrhage
3
0
0
0
1
Keilly, c
Cancer
7
ly out of harmony were its notes rendered
4
υ
ο
Ο
O'Connell, rf
that the rope was cut down and it was never
Heart disease
1
1 20
0
0
Shoeneek. lb
1
used. Now Father Harrington is going to
Bright's disease
1
0
G
Ο
Madden, ρ
2
Shock
have it rung until his parishioners are glad
Exhaustion
5
to contribute for another. The cash has be7 12 1δ 27 19
40
1
Totals
Internal injury
1
gun to come in already.
BOSTONS.
1
Diphtheritic croun
1
Cirrhosis of liver
The house and barn of Franklin Blaney
AB. R. IB. TB. PO. A.
E.
1
Chronic
diarrhœa
4
at Kittery were burne* Monday night. Loss
2
2
2
2
ο
0
Hornung, If
1
Erysipelas
4
0
0
0
2
G
3
Sutton, ss
$3,000.
4
1
2
3
0
1
0
Gore, rf
Paying patients paid at the following
4
0
1
1
1
2
O
Allen, 2b
rates : 230 paid at the rate of $7 per week ;
Bath Jottings.
4
0
1
1 1G
lb
1
0
Bufflngton,
1 at $10.50 ; 124 at $14 ; 1 at $17.50 ; 6 at $21 ;
4
ο
ι
ι
ο
7
ι
The Alameda has been greatly changed ferStemniyer, ρ
22 at $28; 4 at $35.
4
Ο
Ο
Ο
1
Ο
ο
Johnston, et
thé better by handsome coats of paint within
Iiesidences ;
3
114
13
1
Daily. 3b,
Ο
Ι
Ι
4
3
2
0
and without, as well as by refitting tiie stage
Portland
73· New Jersey
Gunning, c,
1
Maine, (except
'South Carolma
and dressing rooms. The interior colors arc
34
4
0 13 27 21
~G
Totals
1
377 California
Portland)
1
New Hampshire— 32 Dakota
cream, light blue and brown; the exterior.
1 23456789
Innings
3 District of Columbia
1
Vermont
2 00220 0 10—7
Portlands
Van Dyke, drab and darker trimmings ο(
16 New Bruuewick...
5
Massachusetts
2 00020000-4
Bostons
the tame color.
2 Canada
New York
1
Phe rAsîripii/v»s nf Μι#* 4ΛΟ nnfipnts frnni
David O. Foye, one of Bath's veteran groFirst base on errors—PortHome run—Daily.
Maine, classified according to counties, were
lands 3, Bostons 1. Strutfk out—Portlands 4,
as follows :
his entire business for sale on account of ill
Bostons 1. Double plays—Madden, Kearns and
35
231 Oxford
Androscoggin
Schoueck. Passed Dalls—Jtielly. Wild pitehes—
health.
101 Penobscot
24
Aroostook
Stemmyer. 'l ime—1 hour and o5 minutes. Um143 .Piscataquis
10
Cumberland
The High School Cadets elected the folpire—Lynch. Stolen bases—Wheeloek (2), Shell- Franklin
7 Sagadahoc
12
ler, Hornung. Allen, Bufflngton.
lowing officers for the ensuing year:
12 somerset
Hancock
16
38 Waldo
OTHER Ci AMIS YESTERDAY.
Kennebec
31
Caotaln-K. C. Traver.
95 Washington
Knox
1β
First Ueuteuant—J. C. Humphreys.
At Washington—Washingtons 18, BaltiLincoln
19 York
21»
Second Lieutenant—C. F. Magouu.
more? 1.
First Bargeant—J. L. Magoun.
Number of weeks relief furnished to payAt Pittsburg—Pittsburgs 7, Metroplitans,
second Sergeant—F. H. Hooper.
ing patients, 1,22(5 3-7: to free
patients,
two.
Drill commences at once.
1,171 li-7 ; total, 2,39* 2-7.
At Nort Adams—Chicagos C, Renfrew 2.
This is equal to an average of 23-52 paying
The Catholic church of this place holds a
NOTES.
patients, and 22.41 free patients for the year,
fair and ha» a play at the Alameda, October
George Gore, who plays centre field for the and a total average of 45.99.
27th.
The largest number of patients in the hosChicagos, and who is playing right field for
the Bostons while here, was presented with
Twenty-five ship carpenters leave for Depital at one time was fi2. The largest montha handsome gold medal
yesterday. The ly average was 54 in September.
troit today to build a steamer for the DeThe current expenses of the year were as
gift was from his friends in Saccarappa and
troit Dry Deck Company. Foreman Elbridge
Cumberland Mills. It was presented by Mr.
folio f/s:
Soule will superintend the work.
Allen of Saccarappa. Gore was a resident
Salaries and wages
$7,873,38
H. H. Chase's new pork packing and lard
of Saccarappa, and in 1877 played with the
Groceries
3.545.13
Provisions
3,958.88
Resolute Club of this city.
trying house is about completed. It is threx
Fish
407.6H
stories in height, 40x40.
Milk
1,351.17
It will be fitted
RAILWAY MATTERS.
208.37
Crackers and baker's bread
with an elevator, a steam engine nnd boiler,
10« 50
Ice
and the necessary tools for
100.00
Water
PROSPECTS OP ΤΠΕ RUMFORD t'ALI.S AND
carrying on the
Medical and surgical supplies
2,043.55
business on a large scale. The business will
1IUCKFIELD.
160.79
Light
be
in
of
Mr. Chase's son Walter, who
charge
Fuel
1,796.33
A party consisting of Hon. William L.
74.51
Furnishings
will have under him a half dozen men and a
Putnam of Portland, President of the Rum1.062.Ï4
Repairs
foreman. The concern buys its
257.06
General expenses
ford Falls and Buckfield Railroad; Hon. Arpigs from
360.76
Miscellaneous
not only this vicinity but also from Leeds,
thur Sewall, of Bath, President of the Maine
Leeds Centre, Farmington, Wilton and othTotal
William G.
Director
«23,941.34
Central Railroad;
er places in the district between the KenneThe item for fuel represents the value of
Davis of the Maine Central, Senator Eugene
consumed during the year,
uel
bec and Androscoggin rivers. It
Hale, Hon. John Ware of Waterville; Chas. while actually
supplies all
the treasurer's report shows what has
of Sagadahoc and a number of towns on the
R. Milliken, Esq., and Charles D. Brown,
been paid out on this account.
Lincoln
Knox
&
railroad.
The entire account shows an average cost
Esq., of Portland ; George W. Kimball, Esq.,
of each patient per week of $9.98.
Bath will not have a water
of Rocklond, and Hon. George C. Wing of
supply Inside of
There has been received from patients for
ten months, owing to the rocky nature of the
Auburn, have been taking a trip over the board «13,578.47.
greund it will take an unusually long time
Excess of expenditures over receipts reRumford Falls and Buckfield railroad. The
to dig the trenches.
ceived from patients $10,352.87.
Oxford Democrat says it is believed that this
A comparison of the statistics with those
A number of weeks since a
city missionary
trip has considerable significance as regards of last year, and previous years, is very satstarted a "coffcc house."
Ills aim was to
the extension of the railway from Canton to
isfactory, with reference to the amount of
rum
supersede
work done and to the cost at which the prodrinkiug with coffee drinkRumford Falls. Messrs. Putnam, Milliken,
has been maintained. The increase in
ing. He has a very neat and attractive room
Wing, Bisbee and Hayford are officers of the ject
the number of admissions over last year was
where
of
onr citizens
many
enjoy a good
road, Sewall, Davis and Ware, officers of the
108, or 28 per cent. The average inuinbor of
m«al at moderate prices.
His success is
Maine Central; Senator Hale and Mr. Kimpatients increased from 38.58 to 48,*> ; or 1(5
as phenomenal as it is
ball were formerly interested in the Bucksper cent. At the same time the total expengratifying to his many
port road and Mr. Bro\vn is one of the own- diture has been increased only $207.59. This friends.
reduces the cost of each patient per week
ers of Rumford Falls. The Democrat says :
from $11..'X) to $9.98.
It is most earnestly to be hoped that this exThe principal saving
Well informed people in San Francbieo arw
tension will soon be made, as it will open up
by which this gratifying result has been satisfied that the schooner Henrietta of that
Oxa vast and productive lumber region of
reached is in the fuel account, which is
city was engaged in illegal trade with Inford county, as well as a water p.iwer capa$819.02 less than last year; and this notwithdians on the Kussian coast wbeu seized by
of driving more spindles than those of Lewa
number
of
that
larger
standing the fact
the Kussian man-of-war.
Her cargo did not
iston and Lowell combined—the greatest In
rooms have been heated than ever before.
agree with her bill of lading.
New EnglandThis was brought about mainly by using CumPORTLANDS.
AB. R. IB.
ο
5
1
5
ο
ο
5
2
2
5
3
3
4
1
2
1
Ο
Ο
0
4
0
4
0
3
4
0
1
4
0
1

500
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We tiu not read anonymous letters and conunun
.•ations. The name and address of the writer are
1 all cases Indispensable, not necessarily for pub
llcation but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve

communications

that

are

not used.

The Arms appears anxious to revive the
memory of that most disgraceful episode in
the history of the Maine Democracy—the
count-out of 1880. What is the matter?
Does Somebody want a vindication?
The adjutant at West Point has found that
since 1842 but eight per cent, of the cadets
appointed to the academy have been the
sons of aimy or navy officers. It is evident
that the military aristocracy so much talked
of by some parsimonious Congressmen will
not be an hereditary one at any rate.
London Socialists boast that they can put
one hundred thousand armed men into the
streets, and that thousands of their followers
are drilling regularly. Experience in this
country shows that Socialist boasts need to
be scaled down considerably more than two
thirds ; the little of truth that is then lelt

pondered with care. Chicago's experience shows that these fellows, though
few, are very deperate.

may be

Judging by the Bulgarian elections

it would
have been much better for Russian influence
In that country if Kaulbars had been kept
out of it. The Russian party are making
no show that amounts to anything, and the
government is having things all its own way.
In the present temper of the people it is by
no means improbable.that Prince Alexander
will be elected to the throne and thus Russia

openly defied.
The nomination of Abram Hewitt for
mayor by Tammany shows that the leaders
of that organization appreciate the importthe necesance of the coining electir.i and
sity of making at least a show of virtue. No
exception can be taken to Mr. Hewitt on the
score of ability or respectability.
He is as
good as Mr. Cooper whom the County Democracy supported aud better than Mr.
Grace. If he accepts the nomination the
County Democracy it going to have hard
work to discover any good reason for refusing to unite on him.
The story is going the rounds that Prince
Bismarck, while stopping at a railway station in Saxony addressed a porter by whose
side stood a little boy—"Is that your son?"
"Yes, your excellency," was the answer.
"Have you any more?" "Four, your excellhat is well.
lency.
They will make
good foldiers. God bless them !" lint if
Bismarck keeps on as lie is going those
young Saxons will come to Amcrica, engage
iu some peaceful occupation, vote the liepublican ticket and become useful and honest members of society instead of wanting
their time in preparing to fight the French.

with their employers, it lias
been the boast of the Southern press and
people that there are fewer strikes and less
trouble in the manufactories and on the
railroads of the South than of the North.
The Northern laborers who are now congregated at Richmond are beginning to underThe negro, uot yet
stand why this is so.
risen above the degradations and humiliations of slavery, has never been able to command the wages of a white man.
The old
Slave State wages range from fifty cents tc
a dollar a day lower than in the North. Tlii18 due somewhat to the exhausted condition
of the South; but there is a beginniug of in
dustrial prosperity in Georgia, Alabama
Tennessee and Virginia; and with this pros
périt y the wages of the negro come forwarc
as a question for the earnest consideratioi:
of Northern laborers.
Unquestionably ai
the present time the negro receives poorei
wages in the South, simply because lie is
negro, and because he or his ancestors havi
been tied to slavery and are supposed to gel
along with leas of the comforts of life that
a white man. If this is to continue, everj
bound of industrial activity in the South wil
be a menace to labor in the North; everj
factory or foundry that is opened in Geor
gia and Alabama will be bringing so mucl
degraded labor into direct competition witl
the men who work in similar
establish
ments in the North. The delegates at Eich
mond are seeing this, and they will go lion»
fully alive to the fact that the relations ο
the negro to the white aristocracy must b(
changed, and that he must have the equalitj
which the laws and the constitution seek t<
provide for him.
men

CURRENT COMMENT.
A STRIKING REFLECTION.

Chicago Inter Ocean.
The most striking thing concerning the ai>
archist trial is that men who defy and curs<
and seek to destroy the law should claim
protection from it.
EIGHT HOURS NOT ENOUGH.
Albany Journal.

No

has ever risen in lite and attained
any prominence or influence who lias beer
satisfied with eight hours daily work.
Th<
career of the suceessful American is a recorc
of the triumphs and achievements of hard
unceasing toil. The leaders in this countrj
have not been eight-hour men, and tiiej
never will be.
man

EVIL TIMES.

Boston Transcript.
We have certainly fallen on evil times
when five Andover professors are to be triec
on charges of heresy.
But it is satisfactorj
to know that they cannot be burned at tin
stake for hCTesy, as Servetus was at Genevt
Α. I). 1553, because his belief did not agree
ν»

tu

«sviiu ναι vu* ο

inutj-uigiii

ilHiticn·

il

tlie present trial the accused will have plen
llie
must singula:
ty of sympathizers.
thing in this whole matter is that Andovei
should ever have become a nursery for pro
gressi*e ideas in

theology.

OUR

FOREiCN

LETTER.

(Special Correspondence of the Press.)
MUNICH.

If a friend should ask for what Munich
was distinguished, we should reply modern
If anyone yet believes that woman's inart and honest hackmen.
Progress in th*
tellect is inferior to uiau's when it comes to
tine arts is certainly an index of advancing
mastering the studies of a college course, civilization, but 110 more the sign of
good
the result of two years' study at Colby Unitimes coming in this degenerate world than
versity may enlighten him. Four junior the uprightness of poor hackmen. The cheapparts are usually allowed to the four students ness of
carriage hire in Munich, which has
who have taken the highest rank for the
cut down the rates
to a starvation point,
first two years. This year only six of the
makes the fair dealings of this class of men
class
are
bet
the
latter
hate
junior
women,
stand out in bold relief against the notable
captured three of the four parts—the Greek, extortions of their brothers in
European
Latin and French.
Ordinarily there is one countries generally. April showers
caught
English part: but this year, perhaps to re- us at every turn,'so we
patronized the hacklieve the utter loneliness of the only boy who
for
men
many short rides ; and we were
succeeded in getting anywhere near the girls
amazed at the independent and businesslike
in rank, another English part was created.
manner in which the driver took his half
So by the grace of the Faculty the score is
murk for half an hour, and his whole mark
but 3 to 2 against the boys.
for a whole hour.
We never knew one to
The New York Sun seems to have inconpull out his watch and dispute a difference
testibly proved that the river alleged to have of a few seconds with our time, or to hang
on for a pour boire. We like to take
a share
been
discovered by Lieut. Schwatka in
of the credit for this, for we think honesty
Alaska and by him named Jones River in
is a virtue indigenous to the Saxon blood,
honor of Mr. George Jones of the New York
Times, under whose patronage he made his which never fails to come to perfection unexplorations, was known to the ancients. The der good Sabbath school training.
If we could only emigrate with a good colony
Sun found the river laid down with toleraof our friends we would like to live in Munich.
ble accuracy on a map a century old.it found
It is a clean, healthful city, and delightfully
it also on the United States Hydrographie
situated in sight of the Alps, and possesses
survey chart and finally it shows it to its
the advantages both of city and country.
readers laid down on a Russian map pubThe city abounds in the memorials of King
lished in 1849 with such accuracy that there
ie no room for doubt that it is the identical
Ludwig I., whose praises are on all lips. His
noble virtues and efforts to develope his
river that Schwatka alleges that he discovered. Evidently Mr. Jones is not to be imcountry's resources, and to encourage the talents of his subjects make the vagaries and
mortalized by having his name connected
with this river. As for Schwatka, all the dis
misanthropy of his grandson, Ludwig II.,
harder for the people to bear.
One of his
coveries he made in Alaska might have been
first benefactions to the city was the Munmade at very much les» trouble and expense
by investing a few dollars in charts and chener Kunstler Genossensohaft ; it is such
a jaw-cracking name one would walk a mile
maps.
rather than inquire the way to it; but when
Two important centennial years are aponce were there you could find much to
proaching. In 1889 it will be a hundred you
interest you. The institution has a fund,
years from the adoption of the constitution ;
which pays the salary of the manager, a comand in 1892 it will be four hundred years
petent man of business, who speaks several
from the discovery of America by Columbus.
languages. It is his duty to receive pictures
Last July the Senate appointed a committee
and make sales for the artists, who are much
of seven members to consider the expediency
relieved in this way of the anxiety of finding
of celebrating these events properly at the
purchasers, and of the burden of paying
national capital.
Meanwhile a Board of
commissions to the dealers. The Glyptotliek
Promotion is taking steps to have a constituand Pinakothek are tine museums of sculptional centennial celebration, to be particiture and painting, the gifts also of this King.
pated in by the sixteen American Republics
Nowhere have we seen such grand paintat Washington in 1889, and a world's exposiings by modern artists as here. Some of the
tion in 1892. A permanent exposition of the
very best pictures in the Salon were puny
three Americas at our national capital is alefforts beside the works of Schraudolph, Piso contemplated.
a
resolution
of
the
By
lotty, Kaulbach Verbocklioven, Meisner and
Board of Promotion the Governors of the 4β
others. If Schraudolph's Scriptural paintStates and Territories, the mayors of all cities containing a population of 25,000 and up- ings were only dingy with the smoke of censers, and had the prestige of age they would
wards, the Presidents and Secretaries of
well bear comparison with hundreds, which
Boards of Trade and other commercial orfor the gold of
ganizations throughout the United States, could not be bought today
Ophir.
and the Regent and Vice-Regents of the La
We made a call upon Meisner at his coundies' Mount Vernon Association of the Un-

ion, were appointed assistante ex officio. From
thirty-seven States and Territories responses
have been received, promising aid and sympathy. From Maine the Governor of the
State, the Mayor of Portland, the State's
Vice Regent of the Mount Vernon Association and officers of the Boards of Trade of
Portland, Bangor and Bath have responded
to the invitation. Foreign diplomats, alsu,
are said to be interested; unci if half that ip(uim.M*u

in

ui»ne,

w

asuingiou

will nave ill·

biggest celebration yet.
THE THEISS BOYCOTTERS.
The case of the Theiss boycotters, whose
sentence Gov. Hill has just commuted ha*
become historical. Theiss, the keeper of a
New York concert garden, was boycotted because of some trouble with his musicians.
The boycottera not only endeavored to ruin
his business, but extorted money from him.
They were arrested for conspiracy, convicted and sent to prison, being the first boycotters ever pucished in New York State and
among, if not quite, the first in the whole
country. At the time the conviction made a
great stir among the laboring pepole of New
York city. Ehret, a brewer, who was one of
the jury to find a verdict according to the evidence, w as himself boycotted. Saloon keepers were forbidden to sell his beer, which
was a very popular brand ; and the excitement over this was as great or greater than
over the original boycott on Theiss. Since
then strong pressure has been brought to
bear on Governor Hill by the laboring classes of New York city to secure the pardon of
the boycotters and there has oeenconsiderable
agitation for a repeal of the law that made'
the conviction possible. Henry George, in
his campaign as a workingman's candidate,
has spoken in denunciation of the imprisonof
ment
Tlieiss's persecutors, and Dr.
Aveling, the English Socialist who is now
lecturing in this country, has taken the same
ground in his public addresses. Governor
Hill's action comes
suspiciously near the
election in New York city, although the reasons which he eives for it are
good. The
men were not aware that
they were violating
the law, they are poor and have families de-

pending upon them, and their punishment
has doubtless been sufficient.
The main
object of the prosecution, after all, was to
show the turbulent people of New York that
there was a law of the State which prohibited such conspiracies.
WACES AT THE SOUTH.
The sojourn of the Knights of Labor in
Richmond is likely to have one result which
was not contemplated when the convention
was arranged. While Knights from the North
and especially the Northwest have found
themselves brought in contact with negro
Knights, who have gathered from all parts
of the old slave States, and the former have
become, perhaps for the first time, thorough-

ly

aware

of the lot of the

dusky

laborers who
have toiled on without complaint while the
whole North has resounded with the bicker-

try vuia, wuere ne spenus 111s Miiiniiii
keeps a small herd of sheep and cattle

Your attention is called to

$12
Sizes 35 to 44.

In

PER

Largest

lie public gaze than some antiquarian pry
omes along and turns the laugh
upon him
that the cactus was not introduced
! >y saying
nto the Holy land until twenty-five hundred
ears after Ruth took Boaz for better or for

England.

These lines should all appear equally black to a normal eye. Persons to whom the
not appear equally black at five or ten feet, have a visual imperfection which commo
not improve. They must have special lenses ground to correct the deformity of lie
defect is called ASTIGMATISM.

Spectacles

TELEPHONE

STREET.
dtf

992.

Ever

Prices

Pillsbury's Best,
Corrugated Fancy Patent,

5.5o
5.50

"

"

44

SHAW'S OWN.

quality,

MIDDLE]

efficiency."

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

UNION

STREET

PORTLAND, NAINE.

FREE !

EXPRESSAGE

JÔIËS,

—MANUFACTURERS OFFirsi

Quality

Custom and
Made

483

Iteady

BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
depended

nposi and 1'air

prices guar? utecd.

Lancaster
mv22

Building,

470

Congress St.
dtf

GOLD WATCHES!

in GOLD WATCHES. If vou
are to buy soon It would pay you to call early.
A large stock of silver Watclies always on hand,
at prices to suit the times. Finger Kings a specially. Call and see my prices in the big snow
window (if my new store, 177 MIDDLE STKEET,
near the P. O.
C. H. LAM,SOX.
octôd&w

SPECIAL

offer

only

482

Congress street,

twice

its

nearly

en-

size.

Clothing and
Furnishing Goods at

Congress street,

υυιο

IV U Μ ΙΟ Ε Π S !
are

the

lucky

ones

registered ior presents at

MORRM & CO.'S JKWELRY STORE FOR SEPTEMBER.
3

85—Ladies
ing, Me.

Watch, Mrs. W.

438—Diamond

Broadway,

Ring,
South

Mrs.

Boston.

G.

Smith, East Dee r-

C. J.

Deering, 570

127-Cake Basket. Mrs. J. L. Sliaw, 33
St.
746—Castor .Jennie ITayes, 12 Congress rface.
214-Pepper and Salt Bottles, Mrs. Maud Colby,
387 Cumberland St.
G80—Pocket Mirror, Flora Neal, 173 Congress St.
236—Pair Table Spoons, Elena Coolbrotn. Cape

Elizabeth.
694—Pen Knife, Allie Ε. Smith. 10 Forrest St.
300—Set Tea Spoons, Margaret Quinn, 105 Lincoln St.
743—Pair Eardrops, Eunice Stanwood, No. 8
Park Place.
331—English Gold Band King, Mrs. Robert Iugalls, 233 High St.
718—Pair Cut! Buttons, Mrs. Lewis West. North
Berwick, Me., Box S»G.
octl

EVANS & CO.

tlie undersigned, have this day formed a
Copartnership under the firm name of Mil- |
Lett, Evans & Co., for the purpose of transacting
Che retail Dry Goods business, and will occupy I
Store 517 Congress St.,
(Mechanic^ Build

WE,

f.

Oct. 6,188G.

EVANS,
H. EVANS.
oct8d3w

JAMES D.

114—Collar Stud, Miss Sadie
Brackett St.

EXCHANGE

33

On

or

NIEISTERSGHAFT

eodtf

186 MIDDLE STREET.

has tne honor to announce that his classes for
the

PRACTICAL

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

the

New

Miss Wolhaupter's School Rooms, 148 Spring Street.
;

With

an

Store,

BUILDING,

Entire New Stock of

Dry and Fancy Goods.
MILLETT,

EVANS

&

CO.

F. H. PRINCE &

I

1

E. VAN NOORDEN &

PRIVATE WIRES TO
New York, Chicago Washington, Portlaud, Fall River, Providence, and New
Bedford.
octlleod3mos

1

PER CENT BONDS GUARANTEED

More
by the Nhowalter Mortgage Co.
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire
Vermont and Rhode Island, also insurance
Companies, Societies and Irdividuals are
investing in this class of securities. Call or
address for illustrated

di)m*

mar6

es & 4s
Bath
Maine Central..73 & 5s

CO.,

eod3m

1 case 10-4 Boston Bleached Sheeting at 88 cents.
"
"
"
1
10-4 Lockwood "
22
"
"
Brown
1 Bale 4-4
β 1-2 cents.
"
«
"
"
1
40 inch
7 1-2
"
"
"
40 inch "
I
in Remnants at (ί 1-2 cents.
25 doz. All Linen Buck Towels, 32 in. by 1C in. at ΙΟ cents.
"
"
"
"
"
40
25
at 12 cents.
by 20
"
"
"
"
"
42
25
at 15 cents.
by 24
"
"
"
"
"
extra heavy, damask ends, at 25 cts
50
25 doz. Wrench Damask Towel·», knotted fringe, at 39 cents, been
selling for 50 cents.
5 pieces Barnsly Cream Table Damask, CO inches wide at 75 cents.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
5
«4
at 88
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
5
6β
extra heavy
at $1.00.
5 pieces Barnsly Cream Table Damask, 72 inches wide, at $1.25.
This make of Damask bleaches by being washed a few times and
proves the best wearing goods used.
ΙΟ pieces Bleached German Table Damask, «ο inches wide at 65c.
"
"
"
"
"
"
;
5
«4
ul 88c.
"
"
"
"
"
"
»
5
08
$1.00.
We call special attention to our line of'French Table Damask, 2
and 2 1-2 yards wide for wide tables.
Special Bargains in Napkins will be offered in this sale.

compliance with the following resolve passed
of 188S, viz:
"Resolved, That the Governor and Council are
to
hereby required make a valuation of the timber
and grass on the reserved lands in the several
townships and tracts of land, in the State, where
said timber and grass have been sold and con
vey by deed, with all other interests conveyed
Said valuation to be made for the

Chamber, Augusta, commencing Monto hear
1st, 1886, at 10 o'clock a. m
day,
all parties interested in the timber and grass on
said lands, before the fixing of the valuation as
required by said Resolve.
A schedule of said lands lias been deposited in
the οβοβ of the Secretary of State for examination.
JOSEPH A. LOCKE, )
S C. HATCH,
Committee.
LAMBERT SANDS. 1
0Ct7
d3w&w4w41
tile Council
Nov.

ARCHITECT,
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, ROOM 28 1-2.
low price houses and seaaide cottages

516

Congress Street.

MRS. J. C.

NEWTON,

TEACHER OF

p.

NO. 37 SMITH STREET.
ttarnh l£.

gress

WE WANT

BEDS,

IT

to

those

on

ol said town on
October 10,188B, at the Selectmen's Office In
said town, and that interest will stop on all orders
outstanding after that date. Office days of the
Treasurer, every Saturday at the Selectmen's
office from 2 to 5 o'clock, p. in.
0. A, T1LT0N.
Selectmen
)
M, J. FEABBLES,!
of
A. E. SKILLIN,
) Cape Elizabeth,
cape Elizabeth, Oct. 2,1800.
octedtio

^

TO DO YOUR

Ρ RINTINU

JYE WILL DO IT QUICKLY.
ΛΥΕ WILL IK) IT CHEAPLY.
ΛΥΕ WILL DO IT WELL.

B. THURSTON &
PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
97 1-2

CD.,

Exchange St., Portland,

Me.

LOCKE A LOCKE,

Utorneys and Counsellors at Law,
have

removed to

180 MIDDLE

STREET,

Three «looi « went of foinier oflce.

Joseph A. Locke.
fel»27

Ira 8. Lockk.
dtf

M.

A. M.

6.20
7.50
8.00

C.49
8.20

P· M.

p. m.

12.00
12.10

12.38
12.43
12.48
4.40
6.19
5.24
with all inward trains except-

Manager.

SITERIOR MANNER.

CHARGES MODERATE

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
oct2

31 Ulurlic» Mqiinre.
··

r

w

^ yg-

4.

.,

dtf

l*u;ladeli»m·
th* Xowtu'&per Adver·
Agency of Meast·.
«UlUj.'-Wxi
a

2·?.'·

THE

U**OS*

EXCELUNCE

ORCAN/^PIANO

§ai TRtMQNT sr.
6£ND FOR CATALOGUE

.▼

! I*CSï P1AKCS
M rCNC/INtSH
AM3 OOftABîLΙΤΎ NAVE CHADIISMEQ A REPU
TAT10K NCMMUiO
•YA»Y MHCrACTURU·

—*M0 HUM—
BEOS H OWM
MUSICM. AUTHOR'TIl!

CHINA FIRED
FOR AMATEURS.
IN A

PIAN03.

St. Station at

Α. Μ.

feSSltf

NOTICE.

l.nughloii.

dlw·

Connecting with
Post Office trains 1 saving Con-

Cars will connect
ine the Night i'ullinan.
E. A. NEWMAN. Gen'l

Uereby given
holding Cape Elizabeth
Oders, that said orders will be paid
ISTown
nreseutatiou to the Treasurer

—

Elocution and Voice Culture,

Leave

Α. Μ.
6.15
7.45

dtf

a

augl8eod2ni

CONGRESS STREET STATION JtUUTE.

Ύί/ie

will cost only a postal card to Investigate a
business requiring little capital in which men
are makiug from $2,000 to $5 000 a year. Send
for circular describing a new publication for
whjch we want representatives everywhere. No
competition, as there is nothing like it. Experienced men pronounced it the best thing ever
offered to canvassers. Experience not necessary.
Write at once to *c. H. t'A 1itc II ■■ !>. I'ublisher, 79 Milk St., Boston.
septlGeodlm

eod2w

DORTICOS,

PORTLAND RAILROAD.

Franklin Wharf,

PERSONAL.

1ÎPBEB1EST.

ANTOINE

[

Leave
Boston Steamers,

eodtf

Foster's Forest City Dye House,

««M»

12JCHANGEST..

pur-

pose of taxation."
The undersigned, a committee of the Executive
Council, to whom said resolve has been referred,
hereby give notice that they will be in session at

—

kITCIIE.V FURNISHING GOODS.

oct7

by the Legislature

hereby.

AND

On and after ITIOIVDA V, June 'iNih, cars
connecting with .Tlaine Central Railroad
outward train·· will leave an follow··:

OCll

—

—

NOTICE.

Chamber. 1
Augusta, Sepj. 1887. J

DUNHAM,
Dealers In

STOVES, TIN WARE

<anldt(

Council

t'ARDS.

Wholesale and Ketail

(STREET, Portland.

STATE OF MAINE.

quality.

gress St.

AT

TENNEY &

—

Taxation of Timber and Grass on the
Reserved Lands of the State.

BOSTON.

made
dGt

P. & O.K. B....6s

PUBLIC

bo

for the classes must

octl3

Reference:

50 pieces Turkey Kcd raoie Damnsk «2 inches wide, at 39 cents,
worth 75 cents, warranted last color?.
50 pieces All Linen Twilled Crash at.12 1-2 cts.; our regular 15 cent

760—Butter Knife, Julia Foley. 109 Danlorth St.
716—Alarm Clock, Mattie Vf. Foster, No. 3 Mon-

—

|yApplications

before Tuesday next at Lorlng, Short & Harmon's, Hall L. Davis, or McClellan, Mosher & Co.

oil or

specialty.

SHÏJRTLEFF,

194 MIDDLE
January 1.1884.

beth.

RENOVATED BY STEAM,

THE ONLY PRACTICAL METHOD.

Artistic

BONDS !

ARETAS

756—Pencil, Lena Maxwell, 59 Hampshire St.
002—Silver Thimble, Sylvester Furlong' 771 Con-

FEATHER

I

Pupils learn

fluency in

pamphlet,

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent.
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND. ME.

$10.00

to speak from the very beginning
long and connected sentences. Conversational
The system
a surprisingly short time.
is endorsed by tne leading European and Amerl
can educators as
in

Bl'MKEM
PHILADELPHIA COMPANY.
Geo. Westinghouse, Jr., President.
Stock of this Gas Co. for sale, paying dividends
of 12 per cent per year; payable
every month. Western city and farm mortgages paying 0 to 7 per
cent. F. CJ. Patterson, 11 Pine St., New York.
deowtf
sep24

No.

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornices and
Gutters. Metal Shingles. Sheet Metal Work
for Buildings. Send for Illustrated Circular.

383 Harrison Avenue

on

Term* per Courme of 20 LeMonx
In each Language.

CO.,

No. 3 State St., Boston,

6s & 4s
Rockland
No. Pacific Gold..es
Anson
4s

eodtf

Trefethering, 175

ument St.

The classes will open

ΠΕΤΙΚΚΚΜ OF
New York, Chicago and Bomlon .Stock

Congress & 7 Casco Street,

MECHANIC

MASTERY

languages will be held at

of the modern

eoau

BANKERS and BROKERS.

about the Sixteenth,

Open

—

Tuesday, October 19th, 1886.

MILLETT, EVANS & CO.
No. 517

IN

French, German, Spanish and Italian.

Kxchnngrii.

Will

come

IVOTE—Krery lady attending the performance villi be presented with an elegant photograph of ?Ii»w (ioodu in.
Prices 75, 50 and 35 cents. Sale of seats comoctlldlw
mences Wednesday, Oct. 13.

ST.

jy28

Y AM,

KIDDEK'S sparkling and original
edy in 3 acts, entitled

J5

Securities
and Sold.

Bought

octi

559—Set Forks, Elizabeth Podge, 158 Clark St.
304—Napkin King, Benjamin True, Jail.
578Vi—Dozen Tea Knives, Jennie Chenery, 434
Congress St.
332—Call Bell, Jennie Lane. 16 May St.
039—Sugar Shell, Mammie J'illsbury, Cape Eliza-

oct8

in Ε. E.

Bankers and Brokers I Dr. RICHARD S. ROSENTHAL,

444—i.ace rin, Bertie E. Colby, 37 Free St,
652—Watch Charm. Fannie Sampson, 75 Wilmot
staeet.
462—Hair Ornament, Mrs. Mary Fales, 80 Spruce

Call and register your names for presents to bo given away November 1st.

MILLETT,

Investment

Sunbeam

excellent company of COMEDIAN*
under the management of

and her

eodtf

Bankers I Brokers,

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS.

(OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE),

(OPPOSITE FKEBLE HOUSE).

The followinc numbers and names

Frank C. Crocker.

for Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.

aug23

prices than any other
store in the city.
Call and examine.

LUC ΚΥ

PRINCE & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.
Pollen,

Comedy

Myra Goodwin,

H.

SWAN & BARRETT,

And VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores and Dwellings.

lower

Myrtle

CLOTHING.
may be

former
Cents'

15th and 16th.

The

ESTABLISHED 1854.

part of the city.

METAL SKYLIGHTS

the

to

PORTLAND THEATRE.
Friday and Saturday Evenings, October

CORRESPONDENT*.

255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE,

4.75

Best Bargain in
Store
recently

larged

on our count-

at

hnngv.
Boston.

In

The
State.

FOB ADULTS,
.Honda? and Thur.diiγ Eveniug..
FOR JUVENILES.
Maturday Afternoon., 4'ommencinK Ocl* 0
Terms for the season $0.00. Two or more pupils from the same family will be received at reduced rates.
octudtf

and

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

$5.00 per bbl.
44
44

$3.72.
IRA F. CLARK. IRA F. CLARK.

Ladies' and gents' garments cleansed or colored
Blankets cleansed and
without being ripped.
made soft as new. Kid gloves cleansed or coloied.
Hats and bonnets bleached or colored and pressed
in the latest styles. Feathers dyed, cleansed and
Mattresses cleansed
curled. Carpets cleansed.
and made ever.
Uag^tioods for dyeing or cleansing sent by ex
press ν ill receive prompt attention.
dim
sep21

MSKELL &

Saturday

GILBERT'S CLASSES IN DANCING.

Boslon £ Portland Clothing Co.,

$10.00.

100 $8.00 OVERCOATS
ers

Membership

VOKK.

—

to any

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

FOR ONLÏ

goods are lined with
silk or satin, made for the
finest class of trade, and
be distinguished
not
can
from a custom garment.

STREET,

BOSTON,

to 16 vears.

ANNOUNCEMENT !

STREET.

These

will be placed

Boys II

membership

as
in forit costs
years, but not to reserved seats,
only $1.00 to become a member. Names received
cards good for one
at any time.
octSdlw
year from the time of joining.
mer

GREEN & BATEMAN.

very large stock of KNEE PANT SUITS

I1IG0 BLUE SUITS

$20.00.

STANLEY, A. M. Ph. J>.

a

PRICES."
Goods sent

$18.00 Double Breasted
FOR ONLY

Stockbridge's.
ty Association
cards will admit to the Hall

WINTER-1886-87, H.M.PAYSON&CO.

Extra Pants with all suits if desired.
Especially fine SUITS and OVERCOATS for Boys
14 to 17 years.
Elegant quality and stylish fitting
Garments at the "LOWEST MANUFACTURERS'

oct8

Endorsed for its Purity and Heaithfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined It.
•Ί have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and flna it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime ana the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for

Admission 25 Cents; Reserved Seats 50 Cents.
Reserved seats to members. 25 cts.
Course
tickets with reserved seats, 91.60 and $2.00, according to location. Reserved seats for the course
to members 50 cents and $1.00, now on sale at

dtf

$5.25 Per Barrel.
Fxtra St. liouis,
Choice St. Louis, fine

Mr. EUDOLPH KING, Pianist.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.

Stanley T.
deci

hj the

t«raud Concert

a

Mrs. HENEIETTA F. KNOWLES, Soprano;
Mrs. MAKY H. HOW, Contralto ;
Mr. J. H. BICKETSON, Tenor;
Mr. S. KBONBEBG, Bariton ;
Miss LILLIAN CHANDLEK. Violinist;

CO.,

Member** of the IV. Y. Storl.

adapted alike for

It is
Tlie Finest St. Louis Flour ever made.
BREAD or PASTRY. It suits everybody. Price

&

Private Wire to New York

In this Department we shall exhibit the largest
and probably the best line of SUITS and OVERCOATS ever shown in this city- For

for

"

With

Bankers and Brokers,

REEFERS for Boys all ages, in several qualities.

Made.

THURSDAY EVEN'C, Oct. 14,

PULLEN, GROCKEB k CO.,

QlothinQ

City Hall,

Opens at

oct8d2aw&w2w

F.

8

ENTERTAINMENTS

STANDARD CONCERT COMPANY

MEW

eodtf

NEW YORK

S5..10 per bbl.
44
44
5.50

Χ. Y. Z. Fancy Patent,
Washburn's Superlative,

No. 5 NASSAU

BOYS' AND CHILDREN'S

We have

Lowest

8

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.

FALL AND

FLOUR !

Y.M. G. A. COURSE.

Β

HATCH

d3t

octll

Will receive a communication of Interest and
Importance to them by forwarding their names
and addresses to us (if they have not already
done so), with a memorandum of the amount of
bonds of either class held by them, or by calling
in person at our office.

and Franklin Streets.

working

models in themselves, and oniy require to be seen to be appreciated. Our far famed "NOVELTY" steel
plate FURNACE, simple in construction, durable and cheap, not excelled by any other Furnace. Best of Ctty
References. All these goods guaranleed. Also agent for the GARLAND OIL STOVE, "The World's Best" I
shall keep constantly on hand a general assortment of such other goods generally found in a First-class Stove
Store. Job Work done to order and in a workmanlike manner. Repairs a specialty. Please call and.examine
the above goods, all to te sold at the Lowest Living Prices. Remember the number,
sepl5

GOOD TEMPLAR'S HALL,
Wrdacifliir Evening, October l.'Ilk,
Supper at 7 o'clock, also at intermission. Musi·
by Chandler. Admission 26 cts. ; Supper 10 cts.

Currency Bouda and Honda of

S.

DANCE.

and

On

5lo. 218 Middle Street.

A.

13.

50 cts; all
octlld3t

Admission

A supper and dance under the auspices of the
Ladles' Aid Society will be given at the

eodtf

Continental
Mterling and
Exchang
bought nod sold al moat favorable rate*.
and
Commercial Letter· of
Travelling
Credit lN*ued, available in all the Prinof
Cities
Europe.
cipal
Investment Mecuritiea Bought and Mold.
eodtf
jan31
Holders of

OF

The Standard of Purity and Excellence.

53

A.

OPENING

Ranges,

are

EXCHANGE

Congress

FALL

GLENWOOD PARLOR STOVES

oct7,8,l 1,13,16,18

DYE HOUSE,

a

GEORCtT C7 FRYE,
Corner

CUMMIMS,

η a variety of styles, and pronounced by the leading practical stove mer to be the finest made and best
Range In the market. Our Square and Round

3 3 S

England

cents.

a

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each. PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for $1.5 each.
Always cool. Never become Scratched, andmore durable than Glass.
A Large Variety of Go'd Spectacles and Eje Glasses, best quality, at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 each,

Successor to 0. W. FULLAM, wishes to call attention to his line of goods, viz:

41

SUPPER

hand.

on

TM.

seats free.

CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO RAILWAY COMPANY

aug6

The Glenwood Β and New Elmwood

Tueeday
Game ealled at 2.45.

OF THE

Announcement !

CHARLES AUGUSTUS

constantly

SERIES

STOVES, RANGES ANDFURNACES!

AND

New

a

PORTLAND.

CEO. C. SHAW & CO.,
585 and 587 Congress Street,

MASON'S

a

do

This

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

ρ

nrmdly

a

11

lines

spectacles will
corneas.

Eye glasses for 25

for 25 cents.
50

above

FULL1LINE OF GENUINE PEBBLES.

Fall

(National League Team)

PORTLANDS,
and IVrdnridnr, Orl. 1'J and

suitable for
and Trust

Banks

UHOU>'I>S.

BOSTONS

J. B. BBOWN & SONS,

"

Manager.
dtf

dlw

BASE BALL

PORTLAND

BANKERS,

Tlie above brands of Flour are all ground i'roiu old wheat and owing to color »loue are worth from 50 to 75 cents per bbl. more than
new wheat Flour v.hicli is apt to be dark and runny.
The present prices are lower than ever before known and every indication points to a sharp advance in the near future. We would advise our customers to provide for future wants at present ligures.
We will deliver Flour at any station within SO miles of Portland at
prices quoted. We guarantee every barrel to give perfect satisfaction
or it can be returned at our expense and money refunded.
Our new
price list now ready.

marlO

Securities,

Savings

A.LSO

The next day we returned to this gallery
and chanced to meet the owner of the pictuns who told us the story and its happy sequel. The young mother was Pilotty's own
sister, who was brought to death's door. The
event so deeply affected Pilotty that it impressed itself indelibly on his brain, and lie
had only to transfer it in tangible color and
form on canvas. The mother recovered and
the babe is a manly boy, upon whose arm
she may yet lean i;i old age. Ilis experience
was one of millions to pose on the very
Uiresliold of his existence for his portrait.
When he looks at this picture, and sees his
mother giving her life for his, he must be
filled with strange and deep emotions.

; porse.

Rosenthal is one of our own countrymen,
f whom American enthusiasts on art can
, cell boast. He is not to be excelled In his adlirable conceptions and haDdling of historic
ubjeets. At the time of our visit he had a
j irge picture on his easel which ha termed
'he Dance of Our Grandmothers, in which
lie costumes and the characteristic attitudes
He is full of
.•ere something marvelous.
1 isions and dreams of subjects iu history and
s sripture that he wants to paint, but the
^ uestion of bread and butter keeps him, as
from ultimata Iso
many other artists,
j lg his dreams. While money is more widej r diffused today than ever before, so are the
, ■orks of art, which makes artists in general,
n mch better off. yet some of the great ones of
t ie craft think they labor under more seri,, ns disadvantages than if the money was in
In olden times, if an
t ie hands of the few.
the good graces of a
a rtist could secure

Choice

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

W. O. WARE,
octO

EVENING TICKETS SO Ceil·, Now on
SaleatSTOCKBBIDGE'S Music Store.

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

be sure and

IMITATIONS.

255 MIDDLE ST.,

CABLE,

Iniiis New Story, «CRAKUK POINTU,"
(an Arcadian Proso Idyl, complete ill
one evening's entertainment.)

BANKERS

Janl3

Manufacturers and Retail Dealers in New

Heading by MB. GEORGE AV.

octe

see us.

OF

BEWARE

AT CITY HALL.
Wednesday Ev'ng., Oct. I3th.

WOODBURY & MOLL*

SUIT.

securing your Winter Outfit
call and

own.

FOK SALE BY ALL GROCERS

2d. STOCK BRIDGE,

Funds

old one, and would have had no power
had it not been a real thing and not modelled
from lay figures and a made up story. The
central figure has a young woman bolstered
up on a couch, the candle of her life just
flickering. Beside her sat the husband,
overcome with grief as he watched for the
last flash of light in the eye. A nurse conscious of her own strength and full of pride
in lier tiny charge, holds before the mother
her first born, hoping, by arousing the maternal instinct of love to quicken the waning
pulse. The mother languidly strokes the
velvet cheek, as a tear steals down her
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Heal Ealnlf mortgage Bi'i'uriliee.
I am sending Ftrnt
Mortgage· ou real estate
to eastern parties, netting tlieiii seven per cent,
per annum, with the interest payable «ml···■mally. I loan only one-third of the value of the
security, and attend to all collections of both interest and principal. The mortgages are In the
form of Bonds with interest coupons attached.
I will be pleased to correspond with parties and
give lull particulars.
Address.
S. 11. BtlHMHiH, Unrein, ftt-b.
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guaranteed reliable and WILL NOT FADE. We
have made and sold these goods for a long time and their
reputation is established: Formerly the price was SI8, but
TO-DAY we offer the same grade of goods at the astonishingly low price of

an

wholesorneness and

AJIISKMKST»

We have a large assortment and are
References:
prepared to adjust the same
upon scientific principles. We use NACHET'S TKIAL CASE, together Jcdgk W W. VIRGIN.
)
JOSIAH H. DKUMMONL), Portland, Me.
with the OPI HAEMOSCOPIC TEST LENSE, combining the best Hon.
Hon. C. F.
)
methods known ior detecting all optical defects of the eye and deter- Hon. H. M. LIBBT,
BEARCE, Norway, Me. sepl7eod3m
mining the lenses needed for their correction.

and can be
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for
his models, which are truly a favored few
ami my thousands of their kind.
The walls
of his room are hung with portraits of his
pet animals, among which we recognized a
frisky old rani which appears in several of
iii* paintings that have found their way to
Yuieriea. This old fellow grew so plethoric
and unmanageable by his luxurious life,
ipent in feediug upon fat pastures and posing in a comfortable stall fitted up in one
corner of the rustic studio, that his master
was lurced to part with
him last season,
much to liis regret.
We would almost, think
Meisner could paint him in the dark lie has
repeated his head so often. Although he is
no more he will doubtless take his place in a
good many pastoral scenes on canvas, as the
same old fighter, and defender of the littleones in the flock.
We enjoyed a long talk with Rosenthal, in
his workroom, which is quite a storehouse
of draperies, furniture, costumes and other
In these
accessories of character painting.
•ritical and cultured days an artist must be
verted in all the minor details of the customs, the dress and the house furnishing of
the incidents he undertakes to illustrate, or
ie is sure to be brought to an account for his
•rrors.
Formerly all manner of discrepancies and absurdities were accepted as pictoral licenses. An amusinig example of this is
before London critics in art at the present
time. An artist had painted with great care
and skill the familiar courtship of Ruth and
Boaz. He shows in his work, his thorough
tcquaintance with the dress and domestic
ife of the times ; but if he trusted to his imigination for his landscape he might have
■scaped shipwreck of all his hopes. In his'
lesire to paint nature faithfully he made his
■ketch in Palestine and introduced generuisiy in his foreground the cacti that abound
here. No sooner was his picture set up to

offering in

Made Full, Double Breasted, Detachable Buttons, Extra
Quality Ticking Pockets, and made in our own Workshop,

Pilotty's and Schraudolph's pictures are
vastly superior. They need no tag to tell
their story. The experiences of a life time
are written
in a few graphic touches in
Pilotty's painting of the visit of Leni, the
astrologer before the corpse of Wallenstein.
We carried away with us lasting impressions
of another of his pictures. The subject was

i)

that we

indigo blue suits,

hung within a
few months. They were the work of an
artist in the prime of his manhood, who has
lived to see his four score years. He knew
if the labor of his hands was not honored in
his life, it would be left to the mold or to
the rats in a neglected attic, when he had
passed away and left behind him no friend
at court to present his claim for preferment.
It was only by the most persistent and earnest appeals to the officials that his petition
All the artists
was received and granted.
are mucn pleased to receive calls from their
patrons in America, which they regard as
the great garner house of their works. Each
year America absorbs more and more of
European products in art and sculpture
We were astonished to learn of the numbers of costly paintings and sculptures
which are being scattered in the private
homes of the young cities of our western
States. In the vestibule of the Glyptothek
stands the plaster cast of the bronze group
which surmounts the Siegestner. This and
another figure of Bavaria are the grandest
bronzes we saw in Europe. We admired so
much this group in the Glyptothek, !n which
an Amazonian figure of Bavaria is standing
in her chariot and driving four mammoth
lions, that we thought we must see the real
bronze group in situ. We were much disappointed at finding all the grand effect lost
by the immense height at which it was
placed. One has to stand at such a distance
to see the whole of the figures that the details are dwindled and the entire beauty sacrificed. That mistake has often been made
in putting works of art so completely above
the range of human vision as to render them
almost worthless. The other figure of Bavaria at the Propyiaeun is not so high and
presents from various points of view a most
commanding aspect. A stair case leads to
the head in which a man may sit down.
The modern pictures of domestic, historic
or scriptural incidents at Munich did not
lack ideality, but at the same time were so
true to nature that they touched the heart and
presented before you the display of the emotions of living beings, rather than the artificial figures and impossible scenes of ancient
art. In an exhibition of Holman Hunt's
work, we were obliged to wade through
pages of descriptions in the catalogue, before we could get one clue to the meaning of
the incidents in his pictures, and even then
when each figure was labelled like the old
painting of Daniel in the Lion's Den, we had
to refer again and again to our text book or
we got of the track and were lost in the
mazes off doubt. Two or three in the number were fairly good—of thèse the best was
his Light of the World. Many of his paintings looked as rude and patchy as the painted dissected pictures we buy for our children.
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Car Conductors and Drivers !

money came from to pay the hills.
The French Kings were most lavish in
their expenditures in this department, so
that today there are hundreds of paintings
in the store-rooms at Versailles, which h ave
never been placed in the halls for which
they were designed. When we were there
we were shown two large pictures of much

FINANCIAL..

MISCELLANEOUS·

laiHUEMjANKOUS.

king he could take unlimited time for his
work and demand equivalent compensation,
and if a king had a passion for art lie was
not limited in his indulgence of his taste
since he never troubled himself where the
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Female Orphan Aeyluu:.
HE Annual Meeting of the subscribers to the
Female Orphan Asylum, of Portland, will be
eld at their house 02 State St.. on TUESDAY,
etober 19th, at three o'clock in the afternoon.
ABBY S. BAKKKTT, Secretary.
Portland, Oct. 11, l»bO.
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109 Congress St.; Hopkins, 190 Brackett St.;
Sheaf»*, 243 Congress St. ; Boss, 193 Congress St. ;
Beardsworth, 87 India St. ; and of Chisholm Bros'
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Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
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Fairfleld, Ε. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.

Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendenuing.
Mechanic Falls, H. S. Jordan, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett. A. O. Noyée.

Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Richmond, G. a. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews, R. H. Burnham.
Old

D. P. Horr.
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H. B. Kendrick &
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Co., Win. Stackpole.

H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, A. B. Vinal.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, H. Humphrey.

THE SIECE OF PARIS.
[Alphonse Daudet.]
We were ascending the avenue or the
Champs Elysees with Doctor V., gathering
from the walls perforated with shells, ana
the pavements ploughed up with grape-shot
the story of the siege of Paris, when, a little

before our arrival at the circular space of the
Arc-de-l'Etoile, the doctor paused, and
showed me one of three large corner mansions that stand magnificently grouped
around the Arc-de-Triomphe.
"Do you see," said he to me, "the four
windows with closed blinds up there along
the balcony? During the first days of the
month of August, that terrible month of the
year '70, so laden with storms and disasters,
I was called there to attend a case nf apoplexy of an extravagantly aggravated type.
It was at Colonel Jouve's cuirassier of
the First Empire, an old fellow completely
carried away with his ideas of glory and

patriotism.

"At the breaking out of the war, he took
on the Champs Elysees, in an apartment opening on a Dalcony. Guess why?
our
To be present at the triumphal return offrom
troops. Poor old man ! Thehetidings
was
Wissembouig reached him as nameleaving
of Nathe table. Wlien he reached the
6f the bulletin reportpoleon at the bottom
f»n a9 thnueh
struck by

lodgings

lightning.

I found the old cuirrassier stretched out
chamhis entire length on the carpet of his
blood and expresber, his face covered with that
had received a
sionless, looking like one
When
blow on the bead from a bludgeon.
been very tall.
standing erect, he must havehis
proportions
As he lay now on the floor
were handappeared colossal. His features
eighty
Although
his
teeth
superb.
some,
but sixty.
years of age, he seemed
at his
in
tears
knelt
His granddaughter
side. She resembled him. To see them both
beautiful
two
mind
together recalled to
Greek medallions struck from the same die,
only the one ancient, mouldy, with its contours a little effaced ; the other resplendent
and sharply delined in all the brilliance and
smoothness of a new impression.
1 was touched by tlie sufferingof this child,
the daughter and grauddaughter of a soldier.
attached to MacMahon's
Her father was
man
staff, and the image of that grand oldmind
stretched before her suggested to her
another image not less terrible.
"I reassured her as well as I could ; but, in
do
reality, I had very little hope. We had to
with a very line hemiplegia, a recovery from
a rare
be
would
of
eighty,
the
at
age
which,
reoccurrence. And, indeed, the patient
mained during three days in the same state
of stupor and immobility.
In the meantime, the news of the battle of
Keichshoffen arrived at Paris. You recolUntil evenlect in what a strange manner.
a victory,
ing, we all believed we had gained the
Crown
twenty thousand.I'russiansfallen,
Prince a prisoner, etc. I cannot tell by what
echo
an
miracle, by what magnetic current,
of the national joy sought out our poor deaf
mute in the limbo of his paralysis. It is certain, however, that evening on approaching
the bed, I found no longer the same man.
The eye was almost clear, the tongue less
thick. He had strength enough to smile at
me and to stammer twice:

'Victory!'

'Tes, Colonel, a great victory!'
According as 1 gave him the details of
MacMahon's splendid success, I saw his features relax, his face brighten.
the young girl was
When I withdrew,
She was
waiting for me. She was pale.
and was sobbing.
the
door
standing before
'But he is saved !' I said to her, taking her
hands.
The unhappy child had hardly courage
bulletin of the
enough to answer me. Thebeen
set up. Mactrue Reichshosen had just
entire
the
army crushed.
in
was
flight,
Mahon
We looked at each other in consternation.
of
She was grievously distressed, thinking
I
her father. As for me, I trembled when
certain
very
thought of the old man. It wasshock.
And
new
this
he could not resist
Leave him his
what was to be done ?

yet,
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Hut then it will be necessary to lie.

'Very well; I will lie!' said the heroic girl,
and
wiping the tears quickly from her eyes,
«he re-entered her grandfather's chamber
quite radiant.
That was a hard task for the young girl.
During the first few days, it was easy
head was
enough. The old gentleman's
be deceived
weak, and he Allowed himself to clearer
with

like a child, but his ideas grew
the restoration of his healh. It was necessathe movements
ry to keep him informed of
of the armies, and to prepare military bulleone to
tins for him. It would have moved
hanging over
pity to see that beautiful child
her map of Germany night and day, pricking
invent the
in it little flags, forcing herself to
of a glorious campaign ; Ba-

combinations
m
zaine, near Berlin, Froissard all Bavaria,
In
this, she
MacMahon on the Baltic.
best
asked my advice, and 1 aided her to the
himself
of my ability ; but the grandfather
in
this
imaginaus
to
was of especial service
Germany so
ry invasion. lie had conqueredthat he knew
often during the First Empire
beforehand.
movement
every strategic
'Now, there is where they are going. They

going to do this.'
Aud his prescience turned

are

out true every
circumstance that did not fail to make
him very proud.
Unhappily we took cities and gained battles in vain. We could never go fast enough
Each
for him. The veteran was insatiable.
of some
day on my arrival, I used to learn
new feat of arms.
the
'Doctor, we have taken Mayence,'
to meet me,
young girl would say, comingand I would
with a neart-breaking smile,
hear a jubilant voice calling to me through
the door:
en"Ail goes well! All goes well! We will
ter Berlin in eight days.'
were
At that very moment, the Prussians
not more than eight days' march from Paris.
not betWe asked ourselves at iirst if it were
ter to have him removed into the country ;
actual
the
learn
soon
would
but outside he
him still too
etate of France, and I found
to
blow
the
grievous
feeble, too shaken from
let him know the truth. It was, therefore,
decided to remain.
The first day of the investment of the city,
I visited tliem ; I remember, much moved
with that anguish of heart that the closed
with the
gates, the fighting under the walls,
I
suburbs for our frontiers, gave to us all.
jubilant and
the worthy veteran

time,

a

found
(irouu

Well.' lie said to me, 'that seige lias begun

at last !
I looked at him iu amazement.
'How. Colonel, you know—?'
Hie granddaughter turneil rovvard me:
The
'Ah I ves, doctor, it is great news.
seige of Berlin has begun/
an
air
She said this, plying her needle with
could
eo tranquil and self-possessed. How
the
he suspect anything? Ile could not hear
see this
cannon of the forts. Ile could not
disand
in
her
degradation liis bed
unhappy Paris
traction. What lie perceived from
and
was a part of the Arc-de-Triomphe,
of
around him, in his chamber, a collection
bric-a-brac of the First Empire quite well fithis
illusions.
Thç portraitd
ted to keep up
King
of marshals, engravings of battles, the
ana
of Koine in his baby dress ; then the tall
with
troornamented
stiff-looking consuls,
with imperial relics,
pliaic brass and laden
medals, bronzes, a piece of rock from St.
a globe, minatures all repreunder
Helena
in ball cossenting the same frizzled dame
sume, in a yellow dress, with leg-of-mutton
tlx
and
;
everything,
aud
eyes
bright
sleeves
consuls, the King of Home, the marshals, tLn
and
forms
liigl
yellow ladies with towering
waists, was suggestive of that awkward stiff
Brave col
ness tliat was the made in 1800.
onel! It was this atmosphere of victories
and conquests still more tlian all we coulc
tell him that made him believe so naively it
the siege of Berlin.
From that day, our military operation!
were very much simplified. To take Berlii
was only a matter of patience. Now anc
then when the old man felt himself too low
spirited, a letter used to be read from his
sine*
son, an imaginary letter of course,
nothing could enter I'aris anywhere, an<j
after Sedan, MacMahon's aid-ae-camp hac
been forwarded to a fortress in Germany.
ligure to yourself the despair of this pool
child without news from her father, know
ing him to be a prisoner deprived of every
thing, perhaps ill, and compelled, at the
same time, to make him speak in cheerfu
letters, letters such as might be written by £
soldier in full campaign ! Sometimes sin
lacked the strength for it, and weeks passée
without any uews. But the old man woulc
become restless aud could not sleep, 'flier
a letter would arrive suddenly from Ger
many, and holding back the tears, she wouk
come to his bed and read it to him with ai
air of gayety. The colonel would listen re

people. Do not make the invasion too burdensome for them.'
And there were recommendations without
end, excellent sermonizing with respect to
the proprieties, the politeness due to the ladies, a veritable code of military honor for
the conquerors. He would mingle with this
some general considerations of peace that
should be imposed on the vanquished. On
this point he was not difficult to please.
Ά war indemnity and nothing more.
What good to take their provinces ? Is it
possible to make a part of France out of Germany?'

He dictated that in a firm voice, and one
felt so much candor in Ills words, such beautiful patriotic faith, that it was impossible to
listen to him without being moved.
During this time the siege went on without cessation. Alas! not that of Berlin. It
was the ])eriod of the bombardment, of intense cold, of epidemics and famine.
But,
thanks to our care, to our efforts, and to the
never tiring tenderness that was thrown
about him, the serenity of the old man was
not for an instant disturbed.
Even to the
end, 1 was able to have him supplied with
white bread and fresh meat. There was only sufficient for him, you know ; and you can
aot imagine anything more touching than
these grandfather^ repasts, with their innocent egotism, the old fellow on his bed, fresh
and radiant, with a napkin under his chin,
his granddaughter, a little pale from her pri-

vations, near liim, guiding his hands, making
him drink, helping nlm to eat all these forbidden good things. Then, animated by the
meal, In the ccmfort of his warm chamber,
with the wintry wind outside and the snow
whirling in gusts at his windows, the old
cuirassier would recall his campaigns in the
north, and relate to us, for the hundredth
time, the story of that unluckv retreat from
Itussia, when he had to live 011 frozen biscuit and horse flesh.
'Do you comprehend that little one? We
liad to eat horses!'
She comprehended it, I well believe; for
two months she had not eaten anything else,
from day to day, however, according as the

patient approacned convalescence, our uniertaking became more difficult. That torpidity of all his senses, of all his limbs, that

had been of so much service to us until
Two or three
then, began to disappear.
times already the terrible vollies at the Porte
Maillot had made him jump up, with his ears
erect—like a hunting dog's. We had to invent a final victory of Bazaine before Berlin,
and salvos of artillery fired at the Invalides
in its honor. Another day his couch liad
been pushed near the window (it was, I
think, the Thursday of Buzenval ;) he sawvery distinctly the national guards that were
massed on the avenue de la Grande Armee.
'Who are those troops, pray?' asked the
old gentleman, and we heard him muttering
between his teeth.
That was all there was of it ; but we comprehended that, henceforth, it would be necessary to take extraordinary precautions.
Unfortunately, we did not take enough. One
evening, when I came, the child met me
much distressed.
'They are going to enter tomorrow,' she
said to me.
Wo

liar

ο
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The fact is, thinking of it afterward, I recollected that his face had a strange expression that evening. He probably heard us.
Only we spoke of the Prussians ; and the old
gentleman thought of the French and of the
triumphal entry for which he had waited so
coming down the avenue
long—MacMalion
amid flowers and fanfares of trumphets, Lis
own son at the marshal's side, and he, the
veteran, on his balcony in grand tenue as at
Lutzen, saluting the tattered colors and the
eagles black with powder.
Poor father Jouve! He had undoubtedly
imagined that he would be hindered from being present when the troops marched, for
fear of its causing him too much emotion.
Consequently lie took care to speak of it .to
no one ; but the next day just at the time
when the Prussian battalions were entering
timidly the long thoroughfare that leads
from the Porte Maillot to the Tuilleries, the
window up there opened softly, and the colonel appeared on the balcony with his
casque, his long sword, with all the glorious
old finery of a venerable cuirassier of Milhaud. 1 asked myself yet what effort of
will, what access of life had thus put him on
his feet and in harness. One thing was sure ;
he was there, standing behind the balustrade, astonished to lind the avenues so
broad, so silent, the blinds of the buildings
closed, Paris sombre, like a great lazar-house,
everywhere banners, but strange ones, all
white, with red crosses, and no one to go to
meet our soldiers.
for a moment he believed tnat lie was
mistaken.
But no ! Down yonder behind the Arede Triomphe there was a confused noise, a
black line that advanced in the brightening
day. Then, little by little, the spikes of the
helmets glittered, the little drums of Jena
began to beat, and, under the Arc-de-l'Etoile
secrhythmically with the heavy step of the
tions, with the clatter of sabres, the trithe
burst
Schubert
from
upon
inarch
umphal
air.
the
of
silence
Then, amid the mournful
place, a ciy was heard, a terrible cry:
'To arms! To arms! The Prussians!'*
And the four Uhlans of the advance guard
could see up there on the balcony, a tall, old
man moving his arms, and tottering, and
then falling stiff and rigid.
This time Colonel Jouve was dead, indeed."
WIT AND WISDOM.
reporter who had had experience as a
rural correspondent rushed in to inform his chief
that he had the facts of a very important murder—
The

new

shot.
••Who was the man!" asked the chief.
"I didn't get his name."
"Who shot him?"
"I don't know."
"What was the cause of the shooting?"

a man

"1

UlUfl

iciiru.

got the facts of the case, did you?"
"Yes, the important ones. 1 learned that the
a self-acting revolver of the bulldog
was
pistol
pattern. 32 caliber.
"You

Bull's Cough Syrup never fails to cure a
trial.
cough or cold in a short time. Give it a fair
Mr. J. Thomas, (of Thomas & Co., Real Estate
Brokers) 57 Saratoga Street, Baltimore, Md., indorses emphatically Salvation Oil for neuralgia.
Dr

A telegraph operator in Milwaukee was one day
trying to call up an oflice in a small town in the
interior of the State, where the instrument was
He was about giving
a woman.
presided over
small
up in despair when the operator in another
town a few miles distant from the first ticked out
do
name
in
heaven's
yoj
the query—"What

by

want?"

"1 want Miss Brown at Burgville," replied the
Milwaukee man. "I have been trying to get her
for the last half hour."
"There is a
"That is nothing." came the
there
young fellow clerking in a dry goods store
for
the
last three
her
to
been
who lias
get
trying
and he has not succeeded yet. Do not get

reply.

years,

discouraged."

66c.
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ter, Ν. Y., lumber $1 62 loaded
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ber $1 75.
Kennebec to
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have found nothiug like Dr. Setli Arnold's
Cough Killer to take on retiring when I was harrassed with a cough and wanted an undisturbed
refreshinc sleep.—Robert Cushman, Pawtucket
R. I.
I

is necessary at times for biliousness
costiveness, &c. Use Dr. Arnold's Bilious Pills,

Physic

25cents.
A woman, who had a very religious husband,
at the breakfast table one morning when her
husband's prayer was longer drawn out than
usual. A suspicious smell of overdone biscuits
was wafted slowly but surely toward lier olfactory
of
organs. She wrlgged and twisted and thought
her biscuits, and, at last, when her husband started off afresh on a new tack, to which there seemed
no end, she startled the good man by saying:
"Lord ! John, cut it short, I've bread in the oven."
was

Glen Cove, syrup
Schr A. Heaton, Portland to
bbls at private terms.
to PhiladelSchr Robert H. Parkef Kennebec

phia,

ice 66c.
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PORTLAND, Oct. 12, 1886.
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The following are to-day's closing quotations
Grain, Provisions, Sc.:

at 25 cents.
Little Tommy lias a very perverse disnositiona fact which the doctor, who was called to pre
scribe a course of treatment for him recentlj
W hei
seems to have taken fully into account.
the doctor called two weeks after he had tolc
founi
he
Tommy what to do in order to get well,
the bov plainly very much better.
asked
doctor
the
"Well, how are you, Tommy?"
"Oh, I'm all cured now," said Tommy with
gnu.
That's very good, I'm sure.
the tilings
Yes, but I didn't do a single one of
you told me to do, doctor!"
"Of course you didn't! I knew you wouldn t
sau
and that's the reason I told you to do them,
the doctor.

When Babj t» sick, wo gave her Caetorio,
When she tras Child, she cried for Castoria,
η

Mies, she clung to Castoria,
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria,
When sho became

of my contributions are eve
would-be contributor of the editoi
"You must be mistaken. Do you write on on
side of the paper only?"
"How is it

used?" said

none

a

"Certainly."

"Then it's all right. We write our editorials ο
the blauk side. Is ever be afraid of your contribi
tions not being used."

tirain.
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_

00@5

5

Wheats

25 Cotton Seed.
car lots 23
do bag... 24
75

Mich, straight
4 50@4
roller
4*4® 4% Sack'dBr'n
clear do

50@24 00

00®25 00

...

50@3 7
do bag. ..1&00®19
18
00®20
4
00
Middlings.
roller
75@5
clear do....4 25®4 60 do bag lots,19 00®22
Provi.ion..
Wheat
Winter
5 00®5 25 PorkPatents
Fi.h.
Backs ...15 50®16
14 75®15
Clear
Cod, » qtl—

4ye®4

stone ground.
St Louis st'gt

35

car

lots.. 15

tired taking the large old-fasliione
griping pills, try Carter's Little Liver Pills an
take some comfort. A man can't stand ever;
thing. One pill a dose.
are

Young Mother—The doctor says we must ge
milk from one cow for the baby.
Milkman—Yessum. I've plenty of such order
Y. M.—The baby isn't looking well, her skin
mixe
getting real dark, and the doctor says it's
milk.
M.—Yessum.
Y. M.—Well, be sure to bring milk from a whii
cow, you know.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
FREIGHTS.

Ijgiously, smile with a knowing air, approve
criticise, and explain to us the difficult pas
sages.

C5c.

Schr Kalph Slnuet, Portland to Pbiladelphi
ice 65c.

00
00
50
00

(By Telegraph.)
WATEliTOWN,Oct. 12,1886.-Cattle marketstronger: supply less.
Market Beef—Extra at 7 50
; first quality
at 7 00@7 25; second quality at 5 00@6 50; third
4
50.
00@4
quality
Receipts of cattle 1257 head.
Store Cattle—Working uxen& pair $100@$175 ;
Farrow Cows at $15(a>$34; fancy at-$50@$80}
$14@$28;
yearlings $9(S$17; fwo years oldand
Calves
three years $24{§ $40 ; Milch Cows

Eyes.l40§166

25@$48.
Swiue—Receipts 18,042; Western fat, live, 4Va
@4'% ; northern dressed 6c.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 11,637; in lots 2 50
@4 00 ; extra 4 50@5 00.

«near.
15@20|
12@14| granulated ψ Ά

6^4
Chickens
53A
Fowls
ll@12|ExtraC
Seed·.
I
Ducks
Geese
@ IRed Top.... $2% @$2%
Addk n.
Timothy Seed2 40@2 5υ
9
1 25@2 25 Clover
@llc
»bbl
1
Cheese,

AealCalves 2^®7c.

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, Oct. 12,1886—Cattle—Receipts 8.000 {Shipments 23.000 ; weak ; shipping steers at
at 2

j Vermont—13 @13V2
I N.Y. factoryl3 @13V8
14@143?4
I Sage...

20@3 30;
3 50@5 72ya ; stockers and feeders
2 25@
cows, bulls and mixed 1 60@3 00; bulk at
2 75 ; through Texans—cows at 2 25@2 50 ; steers
2 60@3 40.

Βακ«.
ib 9®10c I
I,emona.
iCreamery ψ ib.. .26®28
Gilt
Edge
Palermo
6i00®7
17®18
6 00®? OOlChoice
Messina
maiagers....
Store
Orange«·
Florida
Eastern extras... 23@24
Valencia
22
Can & Western..
Messina and Pa22
Island..
001
bx.6
50BI7
Plermo

Evaporated Φ

001

Ver....25®27

6,700; higher,
Hogs—Receipts"<·4,000;shipments
°
OK
naoVinor unH shin.

ping at 3 95@4 70 ; lights 3 50@4 45 ; skips 2 20
@3 40.
Sheep—Receipts ; shipments ; best steady ;
others weaker; natives at 2 25@4 15; Western
at 3 30@3 65. Lambs 3 75@4 60.

12§14

—

ψ

Foreign Exports.

[By Telegraph.]

ft lumber.

VKW YORK. Oct. 12.1886.—Flour market is
bbls and
easy: receipts 20,570 bDis; exports 2800
17,204 sacks ; sales 19,000 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 1 80@2 60; superfine
Western and State 2 15@2 85 ; common to good
extra Western and State at 2 45@3 00 ; good Ao
choice do at 3 50@4 75 ; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 25@4 50 ; fancy do at
at 4 60@4 75 ; common to good extra Ohio at 2 40
; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 60,g
90 ; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
choice to double extra do at 4 50®
4 20^4 40
4 85» including 3,6υθ bbls city mill extra 4J35@
4 50; 950 bbîs fine do 1 80@2 60; 1200 bbls superfine 2 15@2 85 ; 5400 bbls extra No 2 at 2 45
®3 0.0; 5400 bbls whiter wheat extra 2 40@4 8o ;
6400 bbis Minnesota extra at 2 40@4 85. Southern flour quiet jgood to choice at 3 25f*?3 85 ; extra
do 3 90@5 00. Rye Flour quiet. Wheat firm;

Raliroad Receipts.
PORTLAND.:Oct. 12. 188G.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 50 cars miscellaneous mercUandise ; for connecting roads 140 cars miscellaneous inerchan

dise.

Grain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Tlie following quotations are received daily by
F. G. Stevens, No. 42Vfe Exchange street:
WHEAT.
Dec.

Nov.

Jan.
74%
74%

Opening— 71%
Highest..... 728/s

73%
74Ve
73%

74%

Closing

73%

74Va

71 Mi
72

Lowest

....

CORN.
Dec.
Nov.

35%

Opening—34%

36V*

Highest.... 35 Ve;
Lowest

34%

Closing

34%

35%
35%

f4^75

May
80

80%
80

SOVà

l wnite
81%@82c elev; No lTted at 86Vsc: No Corn
is
at 84c. Rye is dull. Barley is dull.
stronger receipts 109,200 bush; exports 123,456
2
44c
No
at
2
elov;-No
bush; sales 174.000 bush;
White at 44®44yac elev; low Mixed 43y2@44c;
Yellow 45c. Oafs are higher ; receipts 79,800
bush; exports 500 bush ; sales 156.000 bu; No 3
at 30c ; do White 33c ; No 2 at 30@30*/aC ; White
do at 34c; No 1 White at 36c; Mixed Western at
30@32c ; White 34@39c; White State at 35@37c.
Colfee—Fair Kio firm 11V2C. Sugar weak; refined-easter; C at 48/s@4 Vac ; Extra C at 4%@
at 4@
4%c; White Extra Cat5@5yec; Yéllow
41/4c ;Mould A 5 15-16c ; standard A 53/»c: granulated at 5% @5 13-lGc ; cut loaf and crushed at
at 6 1-16@
6lA@6 5-16c ; off at AV$c; nowderedPetroleum
61/8C ; Cubes at„6 l-16c';Conf A 5%c. Pork
is firm
Tallow
quiet.
at
6514c.
—united
for new.
—Messqûoted 9 75 for old; 10 25@10 75
Beef is dull. Lard higher—Western steam spot
at 6 05 ; refined is quoted 6 40 for Continent, 6 75
for S. A. Butter firm; State at I6@32c; Western at 12(ft29V2C. Cheese quiet ; Western flat at
loy2@lic; State 9V2@12c,
Freights steady.
CHICAGO, Oct. 12.1886.—Flour quiet. Wheat
dull and heavy; No 2 Spring 70^@708/gC; No 2
Oats
Bed at 70%c. Corn easy; No 2 at 33%c.
2 at 48c.
steady—No 2 at 23y2@24c. Rye—No
Provisions firmer. Mess
2 at 50c.
Barley—No
Lard at 5 60: short clear
Pork higher at 9 11.
sides at 6 65@8 70 ; dry salted shoulders at 5 40
45.
@5
Receipts—Flour, 20,000 bbls; wheat. 103,000
bu; corn 283,000 bu; oatsil82,000. bu; 17e 2,000
bush;barley, 112,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 20,000 bbls ; wheat, 222,000
20,000 bush:
bush: corn, 25,000 ibush; oats,
rye 0,000 bush, barley 63,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Oct. 12.1886.—Flour steady; XXX
2 35@2 45 ; family 2 60@2 75 ; choice 3 10@3 20;
fancy 3 40@3 50 ;fancy at 3 40@3 50 extra fancy:
3 60^3 80 ; patent 4 00@4 35. Wheat is higher
No 2 Red 721,4@72%c. corn higher ;No 2 Mixed
243,4(a25c. Lard firm 6 50.
Recéipts—Flour,>4,000 bbls ; wheat,110,000 bu;

Jan.

35%
363/8
3o%
36 Ve

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Bakrktt, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Asked
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
168
100 166
Canal National Bank
152
110

154

50
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
Merchants' National Bank.. 75 120
100 140
National Traders' Bank
80
100
Ocean Insurance Co
90
Portland Company
62
50
Portland Gas Company
BONDS.
106
State of Maine 6s, due 1889
Portland City 6s,Municip'l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid 1907.. .124
102
Bath City 6s, Muu. various
Bath City 6s R. R. aid various —100
Bangor City 6s, long R. It. aid—113
122
Bangor City 6s, longMun
104
Belfast City 6s, R. R. aid
105
various....
R.
R.
6s,
And. & Ken.
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895 ..111
Ill
Leeds & Farming'tn R. R. 6s
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7s —131
Maine Central R. R. Skg Fund 6s. 106
Co. 1st mtg 6s.... 102
Portland Water
'·
"
106
2d mtg 6s

52
122
142
90
100
65

100

Casco Nat. Bank
First National Bank

108
115
125
105
101
116
124
106
106
113
113
123
132
108
103
108
112

3d rate 6s... .110

"

"

Boston Stock Market.
[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks are received
dailv:
92Và
Atch., Topeka and Sauta;Fe Railroad
58%
New York and New England Railroad.

31.000 hush :Srve. 5.000
buâh, barley 25,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 5,000 bbls ; wheat 4,000 bu :
corn, 14,000 bu; oats 4,000 bush; rye 2,000jbush;
barley 9,000 bush.
DETROIT, Oct. 12, 1«86.-Wheat, No 1 White
at 74c; Mich Keel 75*4c; No 2 Red751?4c.
Receipts, 51,500 bush.
NEW ORLEANS,Oct 12. 1886.-Cotton steady]

137

C. Β. & Q
Wisconsin Central
Flint & Fere Marquette

ya

22*4

22
Railroad com
Mo pref
Marquette. Houghton and Ont. Κ., com— 31

46 Ve

Mexican Centrai 4s
Mexican Central:K7s
Calumet & Hecla
Eastern Railroad
Boston & Albany Kailroad
Eastern Pailroad 6s
Boston & Maine Kailroad
Boston LandjCompany

49*4

8V±
176

4%

New York Stock and Money Market.
TBy Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Oct 12. 1886 —Money on call
6 to 9 per cent. ; last loan
<t s active, ranging from
cent Exit 6. Prime mercantile paper 4@5 per
at 4 81*4@4 81% and
and
steady
change quiet
are
quiet and
4 84@4 84y2. Government bonds
stock
steadv. Railroad bonds steady and dull. The
the day.
of
lowest
at
figures
market closed weak
Tiie transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggre
cated 304.709 shares.
Governxiio iouowing are to-day's quotations of
ment securities :
100
United States bonds, 3s
128 Ve
New|4s, reg
128 Ve
New 4s, coup

New 4V2s, coup

1143/8.

LIVERPOOL, Oct. 12, 1886.—Cotton market is
dull; luplands at 5Vid·, Orleans at 5s/8d; sales
7.000 bales; speculation and export 500bales.
LIVERPOOL.Oct. 12, 1886.—Quotations—Winter Wheat 6s 6d@6s 8d ; Spring wheat at 6s 7d
lOd.
Corn—
@6s 8d ; Club wheat! at Gs 9d@6s
mixed; Western at 4s 3d; peas at 5s 4d.forProvisshort
ions, &c.—Pork at 61s; bacon at 37s 6d
clear and 37s for long clear. Cheese at 56s for
tallow
32s
3d;
American ; lard, prime ,Western
22s 6d for American.

115Va
124
116

Erie 2ds
Kansas Pacific «Consols
Oregon Nav. lsts

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

108Va
110Ve
Ιΐδ1/^

UnionjPaciflc Jlst

do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds
The following New York

market is

9Va
142Va

20%

Saale

913/g

I pref

Ν orth western

«-fix.
ν- κ,ν.

Quebec

....

MINIATURE ALMANAC.... OCTOBER 13.
ο 54
Sun rises
High

149%
92Ve
21
46

Northwestern preferred
NewjYork Central

New York..Laguayra....Oct 13
New York..Liverpool....Oct 14
Oct 14
New York. .Hambuig
Boston
Liverpool.... Oct 14
Liverpool.. ..Oct 14
New York. Amsterdam. Oct 16
Νew York.. Liverpool.... Oct 16
Oct 16
New YorK..Bremen
New York..Antwerp ....Oct 16
Oct 16
New York..Hamburg
New York..LiAerpcol ....Oct 19
Oct 20
New York..Liverpool
Oct 20
New York..Bremen
Oct 21
New York..Liverpool
Oct 21
Liverpool
Quebec
Oct 22
Liverpool
Quebec
Κ ew fork.. Liverpool—Oct 22
Oct 23
New York..Bremen
New York..Cienfuegos ..Oct 23
Oct 23
New York..Antwerp
New York..Rio Janeiro..Oct 27
Oct 27
New York..Bremen

51

New Jersey Central
Northern Pacific

..·····
...ι.

Sun sets
Length of day
Moon rises

113%
61%
28 Vj
62 V<
114%
;.142V
lll8/i

—

5 01
11 07
5 39

I

waterχι

33

Height....};;: litis

MAJEURE

·.

l^oVS
|267/i
20Vt
3d

-Jj

,V?

Panama
Pullman PaWe
Reading
Koek island
St Louis & San Fran
do pref
1st pref
St. Paul
St. Paul preferred
St.-Pau.,"»Iinn.;& Man
St Paul Si imaha....

J44
SB1"

1£&
313/i
olV!
—

1

114
"3

120V
121V I
49V
Ill

aojpre

119V
49V 1

Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
0. S. Express
Wabasli, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref
Western Union Telegraph
Alton & Terre Haute
do pref
Boston Air Line
Burlhwto s Cedar Rapids
Canada Southern
Canton
E. Tenn

59 V

119ζ·
36 V 1
763/
36V I
82
100
65

61V

...

11

72V
36Î

Kansas & Texas
Houston & Texas
Metropolitan El
Richmond & Danville
Oregon Nav

35
192
140
104*
125
15
140
18

Wells. Fargo Express
Mobile & Ohio
Essex

Central Iowa
Fort Wavne
Pacific 6s of '95

>

25

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, Oct. 12,1886.—Tile folio' f
ing are closing official quotations of mining stocl ;S
to-day:
2! fc
Con. Cal. & Va
2
Savage
2 fc
Bodle Con
2

Bulwer

Domestic Poits.
Ar nth. ships Henry Β
SAN FRANCISCO
New York, 133 days; James
Pendleton,
Hyde,
Drummond, Curlis, Cardiff, 142 days.
PASCAGOULA—Ar lotli, sch Conecuh, Norton
Ship Island.
SHIP ISLAND—Sid 7th, sch Clias R Campbell.
McFarland, Colon.
PENSACOLA—Ar 9th, brig Golconda, Drink—

Kennebec.
NEW YORK—Ar lltli, ship R D Rice. Jordan,
schs Chas Heath, Bangor; James Rotliwell.
Boston; George Albert, Providence; Jas S Lowell ,Reed, Georgetown ; Kate Walker, fin Bangor!

Hull;

Cocheco, Portland; Idaho, Rockland; Olive, New
Bedford; J Β Kuowles, do; Hope Haynes, New
Haven.

Cld lltli, barque Lilian, Schieve, for Dcmarara;
Chestlna Redman, Dixon, Port Spain.
STONINGTON—Ar 8th, sch Hyena, Gardner.
Providence, to load for New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar lltli, schs Annie L MçKeen. Malioney, Bangor; Nellie Eaton, Knowlton, Calais ; Red Jaeket, Shnte, New Bedford.
FALL RIVER—Ar lltli, sch Danl Brown, Curtis. New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 10th, sch John C Gregory, Boston, to load for Mobile.
Sid 10th, sell Alligator, Clark. New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 9th, sch Nellie J
Dinsniore, Parker, Portland for Philadelphia.
Sid 9th. barque Formosa; sells Elva Ε Pettengill, Agricola, Jos Oakes.
Passed by 9th, brig Heury Β Cleaves, fin Philadelphia for Portland.
Ar 10th, schs Lake, from Amboy for Boston;
Helen, Weeiiawken for Ipswich ; Clara J Dinsmore, New York for Eastport.
Ar 11th, schs Lottie, and A W Ellis, from Hob»iron fnr Rnatnn
l.n/«nnfa. and Ida A -lavnfi. do for
do ; Storm Petrel, Bondout for do ; Westerloo, do
ior do.

Mining

Full, Rockport.
Cld 11th, schs Wm It Drury, Bond, Brunswick ;
Cyrus Hall, Coombs, and Melissa A Willey, Willey, do.
Sid 11th, barque John Baidey ; sch Walker
Armington.
Arl2th, schs St Thomas, Percy, New Orleans:
Evie Β Hall, Rhoades, Philadelphia; Charles Κ
Moody, Hodgdon, Bondout ; Ε R Emerson, Child,
Hoboken; Catharine, Jordan. Ellsworth.
Cld 12th, barque Julia, Jordan, for Rio Janeiro;
sch Carrie A Norton, Hodgdon, Baltimore.
SALEM—Sid 11th. sch Wigwam, Drisko, Sand
River, NS, for New York.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 11th, sch Ε G Willard, fm
New York for Portland.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar 10th, sch Laura Robinson, Matthews, Newburg.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar lltli, sch Emellne G Sawyer, Rogers, Hoboken.
EASTPORT-Ar lltii, sch Portlalid Packet,
Gardner, Portland.
BATH—Ar 10th, sch Maud, Robinson, Boston ;
Two Brothers, Dodge, do.
Ar Ilth, sch Nellie V Rokes, Thompson, from
Boston.
BOOTHBAY—Ar 10th, sch Cvrus McKowu,
Farnliam, Rockland for St Augustine.

Foreign Ports.
At Aucklaud, NZ. Sept 13, barque Elinor Verfrom
New York via Dunedin.
non, Berry,
Ar at Melbourne prev to Oct 8, ship Normandy,
New
York.
Tukey,
Passed Gibraltar prev to 6tli inst. snip Landseer, Smith, from San Francisco forClvita Vechia.
Sid fm Antwerp 10th inst, ships Clieesebrough,
Ericcson. Cardiff; Palmyra, Minott, do.
Passed the Lizard Oct 8th, ship Alex Gibson,
Speed, from San Francisco via Queenstown for
Havre.
Ar at Pernambuco

Rosario.

Boston.
Sell Saml Lewis, Wood, Franklin lor New York
Sell Trenton, Norton, Addison for Boston.
fo
Sell Hannah M Buel, Steelnian, Kennebec

Philadelphia.
Sell Edward & Frank, Bristol for Salem.
Sell Collins Howe, Orne, Southport.
Cleared.
Bue
Barque Win Wilcox, (Br, late Am) Faulke,
nos Ayres—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
t
Sell Hubert H Parker, Kalliborn, Kennebec,
load for Philadelphia—Kyan & Kelsey.
Sell Mima Belle, Thompson, Kennebec, to loai
for Philadelphia—J S Winsjow & Co.
Sell A Κ Bentley, Baker, New York—J Nickai
LGreser, (Br) Cog.ins.Westport, N'S-

master.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, DamariscottaΝ Blake.
Sell Enterprise, Oliver, Bath—Ν Blake.
Cld 11th—Brig A J Pettenglll, Berry. Macliias
to load for Havana, (and sailed)—J S Winsloi
& Co.

SAILED—Barques Jas Kitchen, Mary I Bakei
sells Mima Belle, ltubt H Parker.
Barque William Wilcox, of Boston, 808 torn
built, at New Bedford in 18G3, now at this por
has been sold to Messrs Maguire, of Quebec, s
about §7,000. She is to be employed in the Sout
American trade.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
SACOr Oct 11—Ar, schs John Price, Nickersoi
and Win Tedd, Wood, Philadelphia.
Oct 12—Ar, sch Abby Wasson, New York.

Sept 28, barque Ella, Reed,
inst, sell Geo S Moulton, Jr,

Aspinwall
Landerkin, Pascagoula.
At Port Spam Sept 17, barque Auburndale,
7tli

At at

YORK, Oct.12,1886.—The following
closing Quotations for mining stocks to-day :
Colorado iCoal

Quicksilver

do preferred
Homes take
Ontario
Standard
Con. Cal. & Va

WASHIN G·Ai:î BLEAGEDT G

RENT—House No. 219 High St. is

FOU
ready for occupancy; portion of
who wishes

rented to a good tenant
house
contains twelve
SHAW, 48 Va Exchange St.

BAVES LABOR. TIM Κ am! SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives uuivertja] satisfaction^
No family, rich or poor should bo without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWAKE of imitations
Well designed to mislead. PEA.I!LINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, anfl
always bears the above symbol, and name oî
JAMES PY1B, NEW YORK.

Spoken.
lat 25, Ion 18, ship Alameda, Nickels
Liverpool for San Francisco.
Oct 9, lat 38 42. Ion 74, barque Endeavor, Whittier, from Philadelphia for*Portland.

Skin Diseases Instantly Relieved by Cuticura.
warm bath with Cuticura
Soap, and a single application of Cuticura,
This repeated daily,
the great Skin Cure.

TREATMENT.—A

with two or three doses of Cuticuka Resolvent. the New Blood Purifier, to kâep the blood
cool, the perspiration pure and unlrritatlng, the
bowels open, the liver and kidneys active, will
speedily cure Eczema, Tetter. Ringworm, Psoriasis, Lichen, Pruritus, Scald-Head, Dandruff and
Huevery Species of Itching. Scaly and Pimply
mors of the Scalp and Skin, when the best physi-

cians and remedies fail.

ECZEMA ON A CHILD.
Your most valuable Cuticura Remedies have
done my child so much good that I feel like saying
this for the benefit of those who are troubled with
skin disease. My little girl was troubled with
Eczema,· and I tried several doctors and medicines, but did not do her any good until I used the
Cuticura Remedies, which speedily cured her,
for which I owe you many thanks and many
nights of rest.
ANTON BOSSMIER, Edinburgh, Ind.

TETTER OF THE HCALP.
I was almost perfectly bald, caused by Tetter
of the top of the scalp. I used your Cuticura
Remedies about six weeks, and they cured my
scalp perfectly, and now my hair is coming back
as thick as it ever was.
J. P. CHOICE, Whitesboro', Texas.
COVERED WITH BLOTCOES.
I want to tell you that your Cuticura Resolago
vent is magnificent. About three months
after usmy face was covered with Blotches, and
was perfectly
I
of
Resolvent
bottles
three
ing
FREDERICK MAITRE.
23 St. Charles St., New Orleans, La.

cured.

LET—A

Forest.,

a

28 00
β K)
23 60
19 Ε 0
26J ►0

112 /a

21 >5

and New

ianic
alsam !
for Coughs,
Colds, Asthma, and all diseases of the lungs.
Price, 35 and 75 cents.
Trial Bottles, 10 cents.
cure

deod&weownrmyie

tooOriginal 83Shon.
ask year rot-:''Ια.· .·./ of Imitations.
Hone Genuine uulcect bearing this Stamp·
.»

JAMES MEANS' $3 SHOE.*

Made in Button, Congress and Lace. Best Calf
Skin. Unexcelled In DurabUit y. Comfort and Appearance. ▲ postal card sent to
os will bring you Informatlon how to get this Shoe la
any State or Territory.

6-2

Cushman street; newly

LET—House 29

Inquire at

81 State street.

in first-class order.
4tf

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP ^OMPAM'S

ROOIflN.

—LINE FOR—
ΓΙΙΟ LET—A

JL

pleasant, sunny

HAMPSHIRE

43

one flight.
corner of Federal.

front

room,

California, Japan, China, Central

ud

STREET,

and South America and Mexico.

12-1

River,
road

from

Yarmouth

Panama,

leading
have the
shawl. The
to Gray,
FOUND—On
A. W. NOYES, Falmouth, and
the

owner

a

can

by calling on
paying for this advertisement.
same

12-1

evening a Shepherd pup, black
with tan breast anu feet. Five dollars reward will be paid the party that leaves him at
6-2
THIS OFFICE.

LOST—Sunday

_

FOR

There never was an essay read before
ical Society on liaiv Food Extracts, except on
Murdoch's Liquid Food, and counterfeit manufac
turers of Extracts have published many of onessays to show the value of their counterfeits.

For

lunnin

ΛΛΙΐη

■

1T1T

ORNE FOR NALE-A nice stylish black
6 years old, sound

Apply

40

as

has

owner

no use

8-1

EXCHANGE ST.

SALE

—

desirable

Centrally located,

:

a

15 well furnished rooms;
give a family a fine living and clear $1200 a year
easy ; investigate this. Address "P. 142," Herald
30-3
Office, Boston, Mass.

BEDS,

MALE-Or lease, grain mill, with trade
of $75,000 pei year; buildings, machinery,
engine, boiler, etc., all good; power and buildings
may be used for other business if desired : price
$8000;·'easy terms. Address "GRAIN MILL,"
sep7-8
box 1239, Boston.

FOR

leaving the country will
Boarding and Lodging
House
flourishing city near Boston ; furnished
year
complete, and paying $200 per month clear,never
round; always full; low rent; good location:
FERchanged hands ; investigate. Address J. W.13-12
GURSON 2nd, Lynn, Mass.
SALE
Owner
for $400,
—

sacrifice
FOR
in

WANTED.
thousand dollars at five per
on real estate in Portland. Gilt Edge security. For further particulars enquire of O. D. RICE, 251 Commercial St.
12-tf

for five years
WANTED—Six
cent,

and contain 38,000 feet of floor.
Our Liquid Food can be retained by the weakest
stomach. Four tabiespoonfuls daily will make
eight per cent, new blood weekly. When used for
infants, never change their food, but add five or
more drops of Liquid Food at each feeding, and
their lost or needed vitality will be restored in less
than thirty days.

11 persons that have pur—chased the $18 double breasted blue suits
of us during the past two weeks at 12.50, to r»
turn and get $2.50, as we are now selling them at
$10, and are going to use them as we would like
to be used. IRA F. CLARK, 482 Congress Street.
11-2

WANTED—The

Send i'or the Report of tlic Chairof the Section of Obstetrics
of the American Institute of Homoeopathy, read at Saratoga at the
annual meeting of 1886.
man

active agency to represent
the manufacturers of a popular regenerative
gas lamp ; equals electric light ; invention new
and meets with general favor all over the United
States. Address the Wasserman Reg. Gas Lamp
Co., No. 1005 Arcn st., rnuaaeipnia, ra.

WANTED—An

Circulars
by him to all the Physicians
in the United States, asking what their experience
was with Murdoch's Liquid Food in its use J or infants under, as well as over, one year old.
sent

Then what results, with all the
different Milk prepeiatioiis.Grain
Foods, Peptonoid Foods and Beef
Extracts, compared with Murdoch's Liquid Food.

11/ ANTED—I would paya fair sum to ex▼V
cliangeD35 and 30 Stockbriage Course
8.1
for better seats. BOX 1118.
that J. D.

public
WANTED-The
CHENEY, Piano and Organ tuner has
slate at Horse 11. R. Station opposite Preble
to know

P. O.

address

ping piano hammers

The returns show that it is
the Standard Food and Extract, as the percentage of
lives restored was the largest
when used.

a

Recap-

Deering Maine.

20 4

specialty.

horses

few

TXT ANT ED—Horses to board;
it
would be taken to board by the subscriber,
at reasonable rates, with good care and accommodations. 15. G.COBURN, Box 175, Gorham, Me.
a

sep28-6

Ε D—All orders for collecting city offal
Teleour office after this date.

to be left at
WANT

phone 980. G. M. STANWOOD & CO., 2G1 and
3-8
265 Commercial St.

sheep
From the fact that 110 two beeves
alike is the reason of our different brands being
are

Portland to know

different in flavor.
All brands are made by the same formula. The
letter represents the day of make, and the figure,
the tank.
If richer, it is stronger in smell and flavor, and
will bear a greated : eduction. It cannot be reto all other
duced so low but it will be
cases.
preparations in treating chronic
If you caunot obtain Murdock's Liquid Food
from your druggist, we deliver, free of express,
12 oz. for $1.00.

people
that MRS. SNOVV\ Magnetic Physician,
WANTED—The
Test and Business Medium, has returned from

Boston

few good men to act as solicitors for Gen.
John A. Logan's book, "The Great Conspiracy" ; men who mean business and want work ou
the leading book of the season, should apply for
to B. W. GOWELL, State Manterms and
ager, Richmond, Me.
d&w2w
octl

of

vacation, and can again be found in her
parlors in Eagle Hotel, Middle St., corner of India.
Office hours, 0 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5 and 7 to
lier

lO^.^n.

superior

A

SM&Wtf

SALEjOX STATE

HOUSE FOR

STREET

First National Bank of Portland oilers for
sale the home on State street, recently occupied by William 15. Gould. Any person desiring
to purchase will please call upon

SE. HAM'S

Ί1ΗΕ

FREDERICK ROBIE,
MARK P. EMERY.
at the Bank Building.
octl2dtf
Portland. Oct. 11,188G.
MALE HELP.

D. H. HAM & CO.,

JMDrwjgistu
54 Broad Street, BOSTON, MASS.

|

CANVANHERS

UUelNESS CHANCES.
sale-(ieneral Variety Store, selling
light groceries, cigars, tobacco, &c.; good
rent, $12 per month. This is λ
339
Apply to WOODWARD, No. J-i
Washington street, Boston, Mass.

F

Ο It

room in rear ;
rare chance.

AOENTS WANTED.
agents actually clear $2C
daily with my wonderful entirely
minister.
A »βγ
I rubber undergarment forfçma'es
MADAM C. 1. LITTLfc
I wife sold 13 first hour.
·'"»
ML
Box 443, Chicago.

ad Silk Curtains,

WANTED.—Lady

Curtain Fixtures,
Window Sliail· m
HARDWARE.

situation by

KOLLEK,

an as

eodly

Mitchell's Belladonna Plasters.
An Effective Remedy for pain or weakne"
or Limbs: also fc
In tlie Breast, Side. Back,
Liver Complaint. Weak Lungs, Cough, Cold Sp<
between the shoulds, Asthma, Difficulty in lirea
lu which cases thev give In
ing, Pleurisy, etc.,
mediate and permanent relief. This is the oldei
Belladonna Plaster made, an
reliable
and most
of belladonna.
contains an extra quauity
Mold by nil Druggi*,.
eodOm
sep24

I.ADIE», Enamel yor
lianges twice a year, tor
once a week and you ha\
the finest-polished stove i
the world. For sale bv ;
(irocersand stove Deal

TABLE

SAUCI
appetizing in

Dyspeptics

to

Protestant

worn

a

St.

at
in a
MRS PALMER. Relia
my Employment Office.
12-1
ble help furnished at this office.
house
capable girl for general NE
J
work.
Apply at once at 143 12 A
1
or

[WHOLESALE.]

The most delicious in flavor;
enables
feet ! and by liberal use
wiihout
meats and hearty food
Grocers.
all
I For sale by

a

widowe.
working housekeeper for
WANTED—A
228Va Middle
small family. Apply

nnd onr Stop Roller is Standard.
|y Ask your Dealer for them, take no other.

WIESBADEN

Ρ^™ι

female help.

ONLY

ap21

every

t

injurious resuli
oct6eod3m

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
and after MONDAY, Sept. 20,1886, steamHouse
er GORDON will -leave Custom
Wharf daily, Sundays Excepted, for Long Island,
Little Chebeague, Jenks.Great Chebeague, Harpswell and Orrs Island ot 3 p. in.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Interminate landings at 6.1 δ a. m. Arrive Portland

ON

at 8.45 a. m.
For freight

or

sep20dtf

passage apply on board to captain.
GEO. F. WEST, Manager.

CO.
FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT
Wharf)
(CuMtom Honee

WEEK DAY TRIPS.

irjO,

Oil and After Oct. 1,

Leave Portland for Peaks', Little and G.eat Diamond and Trefethen's, 5.4^, 0.50, 8.00, 10.3d.
2.15, 4.30, 6.10.
Leave Portland for Long Island, 8.00, 2.15,
Leave Peaks' 6.20,7.25, 0.10, 10.60,3.25,4.50,
6.30.
Leave Little Diamond 6.15, 7.20, 9.05,11.20, 3.20,
5.10, 6.50.
Leave Great Diamond
5.05, 6.45.
Leave Trefethen's 6.05, 7.10, 8.55, 11.10, 3.10,
5.00, 6.40.
Leave Long Island, 8.45,3.00.
9C11I/A·.

■

η··

Portland for Peak's, Little and Great Diaand Trefethen's, 9.00.10.30, 2.15, 4.30,
Leave Portland for Long Island, 10.30,2.15.
Leave Little Diamond, 9.40, 11.35,3.20,5.10.
Leave Great Diamond 9.35, 11.30,3.15,5.06,
Leave Trefethen's, 9.30,11.25, 3.10, 5,«;0.
Leave Long Island, 11.15, 3.00.
Leave Peak's, 9.20,11.40, 3.25, 4.50,
B. J. WILLARD. Manager.
sep29dtf

Leave

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND AND DIAMOND COVE.
and after Monday,
until further

Sept. 13th, and
notice,

THE STEAMER ISI9

as follows: (Sundays excepted.)
Leave Burnham's Wharf, 0, 7, 10 a. in., 12.20,
3, 5 and G.15 p. m.
Leave Casco Wharf. Diamond Island. 6.30,
7.45,10.25 a. m., 1.30, 3.25, 5.45, and 6.45, p. in.
The 10.00 and 3.00 trips will be made around
the island, if desired, touching at Diamond Cove
Farm Landing.
All arrangements for evening sailing parties
can be made with the Captain on board.
dtf
sepl 1

will run

Assignee's Sale—In Insolvency.
Estate

Valuable and Devirable Real
Portland for Sale,

in

ΓΤ1ΗΕ three folio-wing dwelling houses and lots
A situated in the most desirable parts of the
city for private residence, we hereby offer for imlot at No. 41 Piue street, near
Brackett, now occupied by Warren p. Chase.
The lot is about 29x80, 2 story house and L about
70x20, containing nine rooms, with good cement
celler, heated by steam.
2—House and lot at No. 33 Cusliman street,
Lot about
now occupied by William II. Milliken.
00x95, two story house and L, containing nine
convenient
a
rooms, well built, in good repair;
and attractive house and very pleasantly situated.
3—The fine brick house at No. 342 Spring
street, now occupied by John S. Wilson, with
large lot 87 Vax227, adjoining the late T. C. Herwith French roof
sey s grounds ; two story house
and two story L, containing 15 rooms, thoroughly
one of the best
and
built and in excellent repair,
situations in town large stable, well furnished
about
70
etc.
with watei,
pear and fruit trees ;
;
small cold grapery.
Further particulars will be given on inquiry of
the undersigned, assignee in insolvency of Wilson,
Chase & Milliken, individually and as partners;
and the property may be examined at any time.
JOSEPH W. SYMONDS, Assignee.
dtf
an 21

WANTED—A
STREK.

capable girl to do genera
re
housework in the country. References11Me.
(juired. Ad< I less 1) R. STRAW, (iorliam,
active and intelligent t(
locality, an οία firm
represent, in her own
Permanent position an<
References required.
Manager, 10 Bui
JOHNSON,
E.J.
good salary.
octlld4\v
clay St., Ν. Y.
as housekeeper, by
affairs ; re
lady of experience in household
Mc
ferences If required. Address R., BOX 90,0-2
Me.
Falls
chanic

WANTED—Λ

WANTED-Iiady,

Debtor.

THIS

interest on claims is to be computed.
of any debts to or by said
That the
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any propare forbidden by law.
him
erty
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
asto prove their debts and choose one or more
at a Court of
signees of his estate, will be held Court Room in
Insolvency to be holden at Probate of
October, A.
said Portland, on the eighteenth day
D. 1886, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
writGiven under my hand the date first above
H. R. SARGENT.
ten.
Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Ciunberland.
oc6&13

experienced

WANTED—A

something entirely new
easy, ladies and yonn
can earn a good salary

WANTED—Ladies;
perfectly simple and
country
city
girls
in
work sent

or

no

3.13 .τΓ.ί
p.

payment

A Card to Invalids.
and add
Drug remedies produce drug diseases,
which cause
to tl« Impurities, and obstructions,
Conare
administered.
which
for
they
the disease
is constantly diminsequently. a patient's vitality
their
acute diseases made chronic,—by

ished,—and

use
needed supThe living system may receive its
from Nature's materia
ply of strength, and health,
Temperaraedica. which consists of Air, Light, Rest,
Food,
ture. Electricity. Magnetism, Exercises
Passional InfluDrink, Bathings Sleep. Clothing,

car

by mail, distance no objection,
CO., No. 4
vassiug. Address, AID SUPPLY
30-3
EUot St., Boston, Mass.

Mechanical

or

Surgical Appliances."

to atTherefore it is unreasonable, and absurd,
poisons.
tempt to restore health by administering
to
the
by
health
sick,
to
give
I shall endeavor
means which preserve health in well persons.

S. J. PLU M MER,
Raymond Village,
d4w*

OFFICE,
sepl5

NOTICE OF REMOVAL

DR. WILSON
can now

«♦».

··

bo consulted at his

Train·· Arrive in Portland:
·<> 3S a. m. from Bartlett and Way StAtions.
Ν..Ί3 p. m. from Montreal, Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON, 8opi
CHAS. H. FOYE. Ο. T. A.

octldtf

Oct. 1.1886.

pmm&miiimuHL
Portland & Rochester R. R.
ARRANGEMENT OF TRAINS.
On and after Monda?, June UWPassenuer Trains will Lear*
Portland:
For Worceiiter, Clinton, Ajrr Junction.
Naithna, Windham and lapping at 7,'Λ
a. m. and l.lO p. m.
For Itlanchenter, Concord, and points North
at l.lO p. at.
For Rochester,Springm!?, Alfred, Water·
boro, and Maco Biverat 7.JO a. na., 1.141
and (mixed) at 0.3O p. na.
aρ
For Gorhaui at 7. JO a. in., l.lO, O.'JO,

L

Maccnrnppn,€umbt rlau(l Mill·, W> «ι
at 7.M
brook Junction and Woodford'·O.'iO
ar."
and lO.OOn. u>., MO, 3.0·,
(mixed) *0.30 p. m.
a. 11*.
OO
JO
Avenue
(Deering)
For Forent
.'IrOOand 6.ÎO p. m.
connects at
The 1.1# p. m. train from Portland Route foi
Tunnel
Ayer J unci, with IIoomac
for
the West, and at I'uiou Dt-poi, Worcester,
nil raii
New York via Norwich B<ine, and
For

& Ν. Ε. Κ. M.

V.
Springfield, also with Ν.for
Philadelphia
("Sttîajner Maryland Koute") and the Mouth, ann

via

■Baltimore,
It. for the Went.
with Bouton A- Albany R.
ib ic
Close connection made at Wentbrook
Central K.K. au ο
tion with through trains of Maine
with
through
Portland,
at Grand Trunk Transfer,
trains of Grand Trunk Hallway.
and South
Through Tickets to all points WestAgent,
Portmay be had of S. H. HELLEN,Ticket
Street.
land & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble
stop at Woodford's.

•Does not

corner

of

Cneco.

Connulm
No cure, no pay, only for medicine.
lion and Examination free. Office hour» fron
9

a.

m.to 8 p.

aug28tf

m.

PE TEKS.Supt.

J. W.

je2Gdtf

GRAM) TRUNK RAILWAY OF CAAAIM.
cnANOE OF TMIE.
On and after nOlVDAV, October 4, INM
train* will run nn follow* χ

DEPABTURK9.
12.60
For Auburn and LewiMton, 7.20a.m.,
and 6.30 p. m.
m.
5.30
and
0
m.
3.Î
p.
a.
9.30
For <*orhntn,
1.30
For <»orham, ITlontrcal and Chicago,
p.

m.

For

Quebec, 1.30 p. in.
ARKIVAIiN.

n.
From liewiMton and Auburn, 8.26 a.
12.05. 3.16 and 5.40 p. m.
m.
From tiorham, 8.25, 9.30 a. m. and 7.0«» p.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.06.
From C»»iebec, 12.05 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on nieht train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland

Montreal.

TICKET OFFICE:

35 Exchange St., and Oeoot Foot of India Streai
TICKETS SOLI) AT REDUCED Κ AT Κ
—

το

Canada. Detroit, Chicago, iTlilwaub
Cincinnati, Ht. IjOUÎm, Omaha, .Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
and all points In the
Northwest, West mid Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON.Keneral Manager.
WM. ELK; Λ It, G. Γ. Α..
J. STKPHENSON. Supt.
rw

Λ

(If f

Λ «««

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PASNENOKR TBA1S SEBVIC8,
in effect June -27f 1SSG.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
For II on ton at t6.15, f8.40 a. m., 112.40, t3.3c
a.m.
t5.30 p.m. KomCoii for Portland 7.30,8.3t»
For rtcarboro Krach
1.00,3.50, β.00 p. m.
Plue l'oint «.15 and 8.40 a. m.. 3.30, 5.00 and
0.10 p.m.; Old Orchard, Naco. Kiddeford
and Krnnebunl 6.15, 8.40 a.m., 12.40, 3.30,
H. η»..
5.00, 6.10, p. m. Weill· Bench «15. 8.40Great
3.30, Î5.00, 5.30 p. in. North Berwick,
a.m.. 12.40. 3.20, *5.1 Ο.
8.40
6.15.
Dove.
Fall*,
an*.
5.30 p. m. Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence
Lowell 6.15 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.30 p. m.
8.40
Alton
and
Krj
Bocheater Fnrmington
and C'emtr*
a.m., 18.40. 3.30 p. m. Wolfboro
Harbor 8.40 a. m., and Concord (via Newmar
ket Junction) β. 16 a.m., 3.3β p. in. via Lawrence,
8.4tfa.
tConnects with all Kail Lines to New York
South and West.
iVia Eastern Division to Scarboro Crossing.
Parlor Cars ou trains leaviug Portland 6.15, P.40
а. m., 12.40, 530 p. m. Returning leave Boston at
8-30 a. m., 1.00, 3.60. β.00 p. m.
ΝΠΟΛΥ TRAINS
m.

for Boaton

1.00, 5.30 p.m.

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Bouton at 2.00

and 119.00 a.m., tsl.00 and

m.
Returning Leave
and 9.00 a.m. and 12.30 aud
Biddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a.

$6.00 p.

Bouton at 7.30
7.00 p. m. For
m., 1.00 and 6.00

For PorC»month and Newbureport *l
m.
For
2.o« and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.oo p. m.
Aiuenba ry 9.00 a. m. 1.00 anil 6.00 p. in. For»»a. d
1.00
9.00
a.
and
in.,
at
2.00
lent and Lynn
m. PL LL.fl AN CA K» ou above trains.
б.00
p.

p.
^Connects with Rail Lines for New York,
and Weet.
sConnects with Sound Lines for New York,

Sou'h

South
and West.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Portlund Depot Ticket OlHce·
and at I'nion Ticket Office, AO Kxchnnge
Street, Portland.
D. J. FLANDERS, Uen. P. & T. A
J AS. T. FURBKK, Geu'l ManaRtsr.
dtf

je28

MUSE CESTUI UILM»
oil and after MONDAY, Sept. 13,
ISH0. Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follows:
HaliFor Bangor, ¥ancebore, «t. John,

Mt. Mirpheu nnd
fax, and the Province*.
ArocMiooh t'oiinlf, 12.30 p. m.. via liewi·.
12.35 and til. 15 p. iuM via Anjgnatn; and
for Ellrworlh, Bar llarbor, antl Bangor
A Pincataqui* K. ISj I 1.1 Γ» p. m.t for
Nkowhrgan, Belfam an<i Dexter, 12.30,
m.,
12.35,111.15 p. m. ; Waterville. 6.45 a. Au12.30, 12.35, 5.15 and, ill.15 p. m. ; for
Hiunnand
Gardiner
lia
llowell,
Xuita,
p. in.;
vritk, 6.45 a. ill., 12.35, 5.15, }11.15 and
on
Bath, (i.45 a, m 12.35, 5.15 p. m.,
and
llockland
m.
;
at
11.16
p.
Saturdays only
Knox and Lincoln B. B., 6.45 a. in., 12.35
at 5.15 p. m.;
p.m.; and on Salurdays only
Λ ill or· and Lewinton at 83.0 a. |m.t 12.30,
6.45
5.10 p.m. ; Lewaioo via Brannwick,
Tlonmouth,
а. πι., ill.15 p.m. ; Fnrmington,
Winthrop, Onkland and North Anion,
1 "J.30 p. m.; Farmiu^ton via Brunnwick,
б.45 a. m. and 12.35 p. m., and from
ion.

CONGRESS ST. STATIOd ONLY

For Bangor, Κ1U worth and Bar Harbor a
12.38 p. m. Fast Express stopping at Bruns
Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta and Water-

wick,

ville only.
Commercial
All other trains timed as above from
St. Station, stop at Congress St., where through
be
obtained
fcr
checks
may
tickets and baggage
West.
principal points East isand
with
the
train
in.
night
express
iThe 11.15 p.
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sun
davs included, through to Bar Harbor but not to
mornings or to Belfast
Skowhegan ou
and Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar

Monday

Harbor,

on

Sunday mornings.

Trains ar« due in Portland as follows: The momlug trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. m.;
Lewiston, 8.60 a. m. ; the day trains from Bangor at 12.45 and 12.55 p.m. : the afternoon train?
fromWatervnie, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at
5 35 p.m., Flying Yankee at 5.45 p.m.; the
niglit Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a. m.
Limited Ticket·. Aral and »ccond clan», ίο»
all point» in the Province» on Hale at reduced rate·.

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.
Steamer CIT* of ΚΜΊΐ.,ιο.'νο makes two
trips per week on the route between Portland and
Miichiasport, leaving Portland at 11.00 p. m..
Tuesdays and J ridays. and Machlasport at * 00 *
in., Mondays and Thursdays.
R' 0eDeral
Ρ
Κ ROOTHBY
W Ε.
BOOlHBY.Gen'l Pass,
F.
and Ticket ΑΛ
Portland. June 25.1886.
jeVstr

uLn'l

I Ifl F Ο IIΤ Ε I)

WINES and LIQUORS
or ALL KINDS,

IS THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
roe SALE

NEW ROOMS, MECHANICS' BUIJIM
('ongreM Si.,

connections for

a»...ro

■■»»»-,
n.ez»i
Naples, Farsonfieia,(Corner; also for No. BrldgI.ovell. and Conway
via. Bridgton.
Waterford
aim
Harrison
ion,

by

WANTED—Situation

rubber
few more
Slioi
shoe makers (girls) at Para Rubber tak
will also
;
Framingliam
South
Co's works,
en?
steady
several girls to learn the business ;
and good prices. Appl
ployment the yoar round
Supt,
THOMAS,
D.
to J.
personally or by letter
Sep30d2w
So. Framingliam, Mass.

is to

ences, and

R. R.

and until further notice
follows:
I.rnvr P.rilnnd as
No.Coiiway•Ί..Ί3 a. tu fur Bridgton. Fryeburg,
Whiteneld.
Lancaster
Fabyans, Btehleham.
St. John,
Montpelier,
Kiver.
Littleton, Wells
.Montreal, Burlingbury. Newport. Sherbrooke, and West.
Ogdensburg
ton, Swanton,
to Bartlett and interm. Local Portland

mond,

Ou

Ogdensburg

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
October 4, likb.
Commencing Monday,Passenger
Trains will

6.10,7.15,9.00,11.15,3.15,

give notice, that on the fourth day
of October, A. D. 1886, a Warrant in Insolol
was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge
vency
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
CHARLES H. SCOTT, of Cape Elizabeth,
on petition
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor,
on the
of said Debtor, which petition was filed
which date
to
D.
188β,
A.
of
October,
fourth day

—

Drees?* of All Style*—We have
tc
on hand the largest line of Print Wrappers
be fonnd in Portland, from 40 cents up to $5.00,
An Indigo NavyJBlue which we warrant to be fast
Percolors and made up in the best possible style.
Flannel Suit, the best
fectly Fast, an All Wool
can't
made in Boston which we sell for $5.00. It11-1
be beat. L. D. STROUT.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
GENUINE

leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
alternately
at 7 o'clock ; arrivingiin
week

A few good
WANTED
and reliable Sewing Machine canvassers.
Me.
Block.
street
Portland,
5
Free
at
No.
Apply
(.HAS.
Wheeler & Wilson Mau'g Company.
7-1 i
CROCKETT, Manager,

—

MI8CELLANEOV».

84 Bawle; St., Boston, Mass.

MAKE TILE

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

Ill Insolvency·
Court of Insolvency for tlieCounty of Cumberlaud,
October 5, A. D. 188(5.
State of Maine.
In case of CHARLES H. SCOTT, Insolvent

W.S&Mly

WE

3.20

Washington,

Arrange menti·.

FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

THE

Two first-class
WANTED
dry goods salesmen. None but those who
can furbish the most approved references need
apply. Two or more years experience will be re7-1
quired. BINES BROTHERS.

SAI.ES.HEN
8URE CURE FOR
and Kidney
Dyspepsia» Indigestion, Liveb
kn, Wind
Complaints, Nervousness, Heartbi
in the Bowels,
in THi Stomach or Pains
Spirits,
Low
Drowsiness,
Headache,
Melancholy, and Intemperance.
and effectual; curing
As a Meqicinb it is quick
of Dyspepsia,
the worst and most aggravated cases
all
other derangements
and
Kidney Complaints,
of the Stomach and Bowels.
anί
melancholy
It will instantly revive the most
restore the weak, feeble,
drooping spirits, and
and vigor.
strength,
to
health,
and
nervous,
sickly
who, from
Nightly Dissipation. —Personsfeel the evil
dissipating too'much over night,
in violent headaches,
effecteof the poisonous liquors
Giddiness, etc.,
Sickness at Stomach, Weakness, all bad feelings.
will find that one dose will remove

UPHOLSTEh/

Fall au<l Winter

mediate sale.
1—House and

WANTED.
territory

<

FARE ONLY $1.00.

a·

House.

Portland and

season

I^OR
boarding house, doing ffne cash business
nice dining room; will

equal

Turcoman

STEAMERS.

FOR

Its value was recognized by the
profession from results obtained
in the Free Hospitals that have
been established and supported
by our Mr. A. E. Murdoch during
the last four years.

LIQUID FOOD CO.,

^BOSTON

FOR

ton, D. 0.

my2N

sept21-dtf

day evening
for connection with earliest trains for
points
beyond.
MALE—A bull part Jersey and part AyrThrough tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
shire : two years old ; weighs 800 pounds ;
&c.
j ter, New York,leave
INDIA WHARF, Boston evperfectly kind. Can be seen at HOLLAND'S
Returning,
8-1
STABLE.
! ery week day evening at 5 o'cloek.
J. B. COYLE, Jr. Manager.
octltf
8AJLE OR TO UBT—House containing 12 rooms, bath room, Sebago, and heatISLAND STEAMERS.
edby furnace; very pleasant, sunny location. Apply at 323 SPRING STREET, or P. O. BOX 117Û.
5-2
;

for him.

Also essay read before tlie American Medical
Association at Richmond, Virginia, and Washing-

MURDOCK

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. in. Returning, leave Pier
and
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays
J. B. COYLK, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent

m

H horse; 16 hands high,
and kind will be sold cheap

nolesale Agent, Portland.
MW&S13W

eod&w3m33

ivrnn

S

al»:—A Fruit Store, Stock and Fixtures, with soda fountain; doing a good
business, located on one of the principal streets in
the city and a thoroughfare ; low rent and good
stand. For particulars call on N. S. GARDINER.
8-1
No. 40 Exchange St.

Send for Essay and DISCUSSION
before tlic British Medical Association at Brighton, England, ISSO,
(Essay) by the Vice President of
the American Medical Association
and others on the value of Murdoch's
Liquid Food over all
Foods and and Extracts known, it
being the ONLY Raw Condensed
Food, free from insoluble matter.

_

gandsvrho

>·τη

»

iliB—A Garland Oil Stove, 3 wicks,
extension top with four openings, oven, &c.,
suitable for the entire work of a family of six or
eight ; in perfect order. Price $12, cost §2υ.οθ
Call at 143 Pearl street, cor. Cumberland St. 9-1

any Med

or

P.M.

A.M.

8.00

8.38
10.65
Arrive Portland
3.16
8.35
I.eave Portland (Ρ.ΛΟ.Κ.Β.)
β.ΟΟ
11.10
Arrive Bridgton
North Brldg
(or
at
Bridgton
connections
Stage
stage
Waterford
ton, Harrison and Waterford.
leaves on arrival of 11.10 a. m. train.
and
Sweden Stage connects Tuesday, Thursday
Saturday, withC.COp. in. train.
Bridgton
So.
for
CreeK
from
Handy
Stag!· daily
on arrival of 5.52 p. m. train.
oct6dtf
j. a. BENNETT, Supt.

dtf

use

can

Boston, Maaf.

•ThJi shoe stands higher In the estimation of
Wearer» than any other in the world. Thouwear it will tell you tho reason li you

Great reduction in rates to San Francisco. Cabin
$60; Steerage §30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Bran nan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF PEKING palls Saturday Oct. 30th,
at 2 p. in.
For Freight, Passage, or general Informât Ion
the General Eastern Agents.
to
or
address
apply
E. A. AD Am M Se CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.

jelO

THE VALUE OF MURDOCK'S LIQUID 1*OR
FOOD IS RECOGNIZED IN ALL COUNsecond hand boiler 7 feet
TRIES, AND IS INDORSED BY ALL NA- FOR HAL·Κ—A
long, 3 feet diameter, 53 tubes, with steam
at
be seen in
in
order;
THAT
dome,
SOCIETIES
MEDICAL
good
TIONAL
MITCHELL'S Slieep Skin Shop, near Morrill's
9-1
Corner.
HAVE INVESTIGATED ITS VALUE.

were

■ a rffrrl Oct. I, ΙΜΜβ.
Trains Leave Bridgton

Jig

sails Friday Oct. 15, noon.
From New York, pier fiot of Canal St., North
of
for Nan Franciuro via The lethnaun

NEWPORT
LOST AND FOUND.

Congress street, (Farrington Block.)
SAliK- A "Success Hatcher" of 200
egg capacity ; also Brooder of 100 capacity;
a "Common Sense" Incubator of 250 egg capaciAVoodfords', Me.
ty. Address C- R. DALTON,
o_i
:
;

St.,

ICONSRESS"

a. m.

Fur
MAIM ΜΜΜΜΙΓ WMMI
SAL·»—Sheet music, music books, musie
FOR
rolls, at CHANDLER'S MUSIC STORE, 431
For NEW YORK.
11 1

I40 FREE

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.

in ι·

Round Trip $1&Pannage $10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
G. H. HA TIPNOX, Agent,
70 Long Wharf, Boatoa.
31dtf

saisie—Newmilk cows, at ι^ννη-ϋο12tf
BURY FARM, Ocean St., Peering.

uovv

L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.

JelSdtf

mission.

the PREM-

on

at 10

Insurance one-half the rate of
'sailing vessel.
Freights for the West bv the Penn. R. R., and
South oy connecting lines, forwarded free of comigMM

FOR MALE.

J. Means & Co.,
41 Lincoln

augl«

Apply

From Long Wharf, Boston, 8
m.
From Pine Street Wharf,

Philadelphia,

LADIES

Cth, brig John H Crandoi
Pierce, Philadelphia.
Sid fm Havana 3d, brig Josefa, Goodwin, Deli
ware Breakwater; 5th, Elizabeth Winslow, Oakf

Sept 22d, barque A C Beai
Foster, Newport News, (chartered for Turks Is
and and Philadelphia.)
Sid 28th, sen Storm Petrel, Herrick, Pensacoli
30th, barque H L Gregg, Kandall, Guantauan
York.

p.

at 489 Fore street
or without power.

TO papered and painted, and

Adamson's

feb&

with

vacated Nov. 1st.

Will be
ISES.

with pain.

FROM MERCHANTS' X3CHANGE.

North of Hatteras.
Ar at St Thomas

room

near

PLES, Blackheads, Skin Blemishes and Baby
IHumors, use Cuticura Soap.

a sure

From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY·

in nice
30 Ex7-1

JUNKINS,

FOR RENT—Shop
Cross; 15x5o

cleanse the blood, which is the
of health, by using Dr. Pierce's Gold·
en Medical Discovery, ana good digestion, a
fair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness of constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discovery cures all humors,
from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
Esto the worst Scrofula, or blood-poison.
pecially has it proven its efficacy in curing
Salt-rheum or Tetter Fever-sores, Hip-joint
Disease, Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Ulcers.
Golden Medical Discovery cures Consumption (which ie Scrofula of the Lungs), by its
wonderful blood-purifying, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood, Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindred affections, it is a sovereign remedy. It promptly
cures the severest Coughs.
'*
Liver
For Torpid Liver, Biliousness, or
Complaint," Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it is
Sold by druggists.
an unequalled remedy.
Antl.
DR. PIERCE'S PELLETS
Bilious and Cathartic
25c. a vial, by druggists.
iitwm oily- e'£i
Jtsli v

Thoroughly

fountain

Neb.

LUNUS

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

rooms.

LET-House No. 404 Cumberland street;

Inquire
change Street.

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

8-1

TO has all modern
conveniences, and is
order.
of GEO. F.

Sold everywhere. Price ; Cuticura, 50cts. ; Soap
2Sc. Resolvent, $1.00. Prepared by the Potter
Drug and Chemical Co., Boston, Mass. Send
for "How to Cure Skin Diseases."

Cannot be made by medicines, or the skill of physicians; but the old ones
can be strengthened and
preserved by the use of

Mou; Philadelphia

JABEZ TRUE, 394,
SMITH, store opposite

or

house.

PRICELESS TALUK.
I cannot speak in too high terms of your Cuticura. It is worth its weight in pure gold for skin
diseases. I believe it has no equal.
\V. W. NORTIIRUP, 1015 Harn eySt., Omaha

Due to Inflamed Kidneys. Weak Back
and Loins, Aching Hips and Sides. Believed in one minute by the CuiiNever
Anfti-Pnin Plaster.
f M cura
fails. At druggists, 25 cts. ; five for $1.
\\
Ji^ Potter Drug and Chemical Co.. Boston.
WS&w2w
oct2

sunner rent of six

pleasant
St. Enquire
TO 29 NorthJOHN
W.

They

and Canton at 3.10 p. in.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.15 p. ra., arrives in Buekfield at 3.50 and CM*
ton at 4.3υ p. ni.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9/0
a. m., connecting for Lewlston, Portland and Be.*·
ton.
ai
Stage connections daily with passenger trainfor
west Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buekfield
Can
at
west Sumner, Chase's Mills and Turner;
Falls,
ton for Peru. Dixfleld, Mexico and Itumlord
also for Brettou's Mills.

....

OF

"bent

9-1

TO

Sept 21,

ITCHING

now

is now
to remain :

LET—Rents, easterly end of city, 7 rooms,
814.00, with Sebago, and two more Nov. 1st,
same number of rooms and price.
Also, in westerly end, two rents, 7 and 8 rooms, good conveniences ; one centrally looated, 9 rooms.
8-1
N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange St.

Bow-

from

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

BENJAMIN

rooms.

—

AND

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY end FKIDAV at 5.00 p. m., for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. KS^Freight received up to 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, fo„t
of State street.
J. B. COY LE. JR.,
Gen'l Manager.
nov20dtf

same

m haro an sort, hot or cols water.

—

ALL PARTS OF
N«'\v fti'uiiMwicli, Nova Ncotin, Prince Edward* lelaud, and Cape Breton.
—

For
<«

den, from Barbadoes, ar 4th ; Jessie Macgregor,
McFadden, and Nellie Smith, Wallace, for United
States: brigs Wanbun, Welch, from Guadeloupe,
ar 5th; sell Anita, Jewett, for United States.
At Humacoa Sept 22, barque Conquest, Kendrick, for Portland, ready.
Ar at St John, NB, lltii, schs Alla V Cole, Cole,
Boston; .Jennie A Cheney, Ames, Waldoboro;
Lillie G, Granville, Rockland.
Cld 11 tli, schs John S Case, Falkingham, New
York ; R F Hart, Wyman, Boston ; Β Τ Brisgs,
Haley, do ; George A Pierce, Sherman, Machias ;
Lone Star, Church, Eastport.

New York.
Sid fm Matanzas

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW

BEST THING KNOWN

™

FOB

EASTPORT. CAlAIS, ST. JOHN Ν. B.. HALIFAX, N. S.

TO

HYANNIS—Ar 10th, schs Martinique, Lowell,

from New York for Ban cor.
Sid 10th, sell Henry Whitney, for Bangor.
BOSTON—Ar 11th, sclis Marcia Bailey, Cole,
Addison; D Τ Hatchin.Patchln,Castine; Harriet,

—

LET—Two first class furnished rooms for
lodging, well furnished. Enquire of L. I).
11-1
STROUT, G18 Congress street.
rent—Two story frame house No. 67
Winter Street, near Spring Street said house
is arranged for two families and has just been
given immediatepainted and papered:_posession St.
ly. ». SHAW. 48Va Exchange
9-1^

Fishermen.

Summer Arrangement, In Effect June 14, 1886.
Connections ria 4-rand Trunk Railway*
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
m.
10.46 a. in., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.46 a.

STEAMSHIP CO.,

IIO

Storer,

Gloucester 12th, sell jas G Craig, Augusta
Ε Herrick, and Eastern yueen, shore fishing.
Ar at Boothbay 10th, sell Carleton Bell, Nickerson, Grand Banks.
Ar at Canso 8th, sell Fannie A Spurling, irom
North Bay.

Sid fm Sagua iOtli, brig Daisy Boynton, Murph

New York

κ

Ar at

news.

TUESDAY, Oct. 12.
Arrived.
Steamer Allcntown, Swazey, Philadelphia—coa
to Kandall & McAllister.
Steamer State of Maine, Hillyard, St John, NB,
via Eastnort for Bos n.
Brig Henry Β Cleaves, Charlson, Philadelphia—
coal to Kandall & McAllister. Vessel to Sargent,
Lord & Skillin.
tc
Sell VVm C Green, Hawes, Pliilapelphia—coal
Kandall & McAllister.
NS—
Sell Mary Jane, (Br) Morton, Port Gilbert,
*
wood to Ρ A Durgan, Harpswcll.
t(
Sch Alton, (Br) Odell, St John, NB—lumber
Μ Ρ Emery.
foi
St
NB,
John,
Sell A C Watson, (Br) Spragg,

son & Son.
Sch Τ W

126' ?
U21. 3

Lone island
Cou. Coal

St.^

Memoranda.

tow

Pacific,Mail

brie Annie

Ëujoford Falls and Buekfield Railroad

International

on

LET—Nice house in western and middle
section of city, all modern conveniences. Enquire GEO. F. J UN KINS, 30 Exchange St. 12-1
LET—Two good square rooms, neatly
JL furnished, wi-jh ample closet room, hot and
cold water on the same lloor. Will be let reasonably. Enquire at 10β 1ΆIt Κ STREET, PARK
11-1
STREET BLOCK.

Barque Clias Stewart, of Bangor, which went
ashore Sept 18 on Ragged Island, has broken in
two and is a totel wreck.
I.oniUm, Oct 12—Ship Belle O'Brien, rainier,
from San Francisco, was badly damaged in collision with ship Royal George.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

..

—

do pref
Ohio Central
Ohio & Miss
Ont. «ι Western
Oregon Transcon

&

Advance

13

Missouri;Pacific

Morris

Eider
Celtic
Oregon
Sarmatian
Baltic
lthein
Santiago
Waesland

137Va
103 Va
136Vé
31 Va
34»/e
76
133

Manhattan Elevated
Michigan Central
Minn, oi St. Louis... :
do pref

Ι"1Λ|

Arizona
Nevada

160
h

Erie preferred —.
Illinois Central
Ind Bloom. & Western
Lakel Erie & West
Lake Shore
Louisville & Nasn

WOW

Ems

Belgenland
Westphalia

I

Del.. Lack. & West
Rio Grande
Den

do

re-

105

Central Pacific
Chesapeane &!Ohio
Chicago & Alton
Chicago & Alton preferred..
Chicago, Burlington &1 Quincy
Del. & iiud. Canal.

FOK

FBOM

Philadelphia
Germanic
Wieland
Catalonia
Parisian
Zaandam
Ctty of Berlin

stock
ceived daily, by private wire, by Pullen, Crocket
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
141 Va
Adams Express
American Express

oats.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. Oct. 12, 1886.-Consols 100%.
LONDON, Oct. 12,1886.—U. S. 4s, 131% ;4^s

llls/e
llls/e

Central Pacific lstsDenver «à^R. Gr.ilsts

·_

middling 8%c.
SAVANNAH, Oct. 12, 1886. Cotton is quiet;
middling 8 ®-l6c.
CHARLESTON, Oct. 12, 1886.—Cotton steady;
middlijg 8%c.
MEMPHIS,Oct. 12,1886,-Cotton steady; middling 8·% c.
MOBILE, Oct. 12, 1886.—Cotton is dull; middling 8% c.

225
106
195
127
208

Old Colony
Boston Water Power Co

ρ.Λ. non hush

nnm

149
.213

do nref

—

Domestic Markets.

Bark Wm Wilcox-692,284

BUENOS AYKES.

Harding, New York.

rooms,

with furnace, hoi water and bath room,
High St. N. s. G AUDI NEK, 40 Exchange

15, barque I) A Bray-

Hawiey,

Watertown Cattle Market.

—

Turkeys

Sawyer, Java.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Sept
York.
ton, Huntley, New
Sldfra Pouce Sept, 22<1,

Κ ΕΝ Γ-A first class rent of five

IjiOR

Soeed, Queeustown.
Ar at Melbourne Sept 23. barque George Moon,

K.4ILROADM.

STKAMEBS.

LET.

TO

MISCEliIAIiBOUe·

lust, ship Success, King,
ship Alexander Gibson,

deBlRUNSWICK,

00
00
50

~~

13@16cj

81(1 fm Carthagena 6th
New York.
Ar at Havre 10th inst,

lots »,c higher.
Eggs—Near by 26@27c; Eastem'extra 24c;Easwater, Boston.
tern firsts at 22@22V2c;N H and Vermont exJACKSONVILLE—Ar 11th, sell Lizaio Chadtra at 23V2@24c: New York extra at 22Vfe@23c;
wick, Gardner, New London.
Western choice at 21c; Michigan choice at 22@
Old 11th, sch Fannie Ε Wolston, Marr, Pliila@22%c; Nova Scotia at 22@23c; limed 19@20c.
GA-Ar lOtli, seh Lois V CliaJobbing price lc higher.
weans—choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 70@
ples, Ross, Baltimore.
1 75 ψ bush : choice New York large hand picked
NORFOLK—Sid lltb, barque Hannah McLoon,
do 165 ; small Vermont hand picked pea at 1 80@
Bowers, Cardenas.
@1 85.|
GEORGETOWN. DC—Ar 11th, sell Carrie L
Hay—Choice prlmeat $18@$19; fair to eood at
Godfrey, Jarwin. Kennebec.
$16 00@$J7 00; Eastern fine $13@$15: poor to I
BALTIMORE—A1- 11th, barque Lizzie Carter,
ordinary $12&$15: East swale $lO@$il. Rye 1 Carter, Boston sch Ciytie. Rivers, Portland.
straw, choice, 17 00; oat straw $9@$10 ψ ton.
Off Sharps'* Island Util, ship Louisiana, for San
Potatoes—Extra Maine and New .Brunswick ψ Francisco.
bbi m
PHILADELPHIA—Ar lltli, sch V L Hickman,

12 00@12
Mess
Large Sliore2 75@3 00
Large Bank2 25@2 50
7 50(38 00
2 00(όϋ2 25
Ex Mess.
Small
8 25@8 50
2 00@2 75
Plate
Pollock
9 00@9 26
1 50@2 00
Ex Plate.
Haddock
1 25@1 75 Lard—
Hake
c
Tubs ψ φ..β*Α(α)7
Herring—
c
Tierces— 6% @7
Scaled ψ bx..l6@20c
7
No 1
Pails
Mackerel φ bbl—188G. iHams ψ lb. ...12@12Va
Shore ls.21 50®25 00! do covered. .14®l4ya
OU.
Shore 2s. 12 50@15 OOl
KeroeeneMed. 3s.
Port. Ref. Pet
6%
Small
@
ο
Produce.
Water White
13
Pratt'sAst'l.^bbl.
Cranberries4 75@5 OOl Devoe's Brilliant. 11Y2
Maine
.7
8Via
Cod..
Cape
00@7 50j Ligonl*
7V2
Pea Beans.. .1 85®2 00 Silver White
1 85@2 00 Centennial
8V2
Medium
Raieiu«.
German indl 60® 1 76
Muscatel.... 2 25@3 00
Yellow
Potatoes. bush, 5ύ@551 London Lay'r 2 60@2 87
2 00@3 oOlOuduraLay. 11%
@12
St Potatoes
2 75@3 OOl Valencia
7@9Vi
Unions

East Tenn, IstlDref
If you

Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
29c, with some special marks higher: do extra
firsts at 24@27c; do lirsts 20@22c; do extra held
creamery 22c; do extra first held crmy 20@21c;
do choice held imitation 17® 18c ; do fresh imitation creamery, choice 21g22; do firsts 19fflj20c:
do June factory, choice at 14c; do fair to good
at 12@13c; do common lots at lftgllc; Vermont
cmry extra at 30c ;do dairy at 26®S7c : do extra
firsts at 22@24c. Jobbing prices l®2c higher.
Cheese—Northern,choice to extra,'l2@12Vsc;
sago 13ai3V4c; Western cliolce to extra atJUVi
'a 12c ; lower grades ; according to quality; job

Superflue and

Erie
Try Carter's Little Nerve Pills for any case ol
nervousness, sleeplessness, weak stomach, indigestion, dyspepsia. &c., relief is sure. The onlj
In vials
nerve medicine for the price in market.

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Oct. 12,1880.—Tlie following are today's quotation» of Provisions, sc. :
I'ork—Long cut 14 50@16 00; short cuts 16 00
15 50;backs 15 00815 50; light backs at 13 60tfj>
14 00; lean ends IB 50; pork tongues at 13 OOiS
$13 50: prime mess at 814 00@15 60;extra prime
at 10 60®$11 ; mess, old, at 10 50; do new 11 60
@312.
lb in tierces; TA®
lard—choice at 7@7Vic
8c in 10-ib palls ;8Vi <i8yac in 6-lb pails ;8y2@8%
in 8-lb pails.
Hams at 12y«(gl3c ^ib, (according to size and
cure; smoked shoulders 8®8Vic; pressed hams at
12tt&13c.
Dressed hogs, city, at 7c t> lb.

ice 65c.

Philadelphia,

2 75
2 60
1 76
1 95

Bodie
Mono
Horn Silver
Bulwer

J. Pettengill, Machias to Havana, lum-

New4VaS, reg

The following are recent charters :
and Scl
Barks Alexander Campbell and Emita,
(
M. A. Reed, Philadelphia to Portland, coal $1
and discharged.
Portlan
Sclir Francis Edwards, New York to
coal 90c and discharged.
Portlan
Schr Charles S. Davis, Baltimore to
coal $115 and discharged.
Schr Ella, Point Wolf, Ν. P»., to New York.latl

But he was especially line in th
answers he sent his son :
'Do not forget that you are a Frenchman,
he used to say to him. 'Be kind to the poo

Ice
Schr Mima Belle, Kennebec tp Philadelphia,

i), STANLEY &
NO. 410 FORE ST..
Also General

BY

SON, Importers.
PORTLAND, ME.

Managers for New England forth*
Celebrated

summit mineral mm water,
THISPAPP]RP:Mr«;:^
Advertising Bureau (l'> Spruce Street), where advertti
bm contracts

l*»

Made tor Η

IN

*

;

W YOM.iL

FBOJl

ΗΛΒΒΙΜ»Κ.

JIAI»*·

PRESS.

ΤΗΙϋ

WEDNESDAY MOKJfING,
PORTLAND
*R11

OCT. 13.

AND VICINITY.

4DVIiKTIMi:»IK\TN TO-hAV

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Doe, Hvnnewell & Co.—Elegant Furniture.
Shades.
NEW

Owen. Moore & Co—Window
K. Moore—Art Lessons.
Oweu, $oore & Co.—Rubber Coats.
MerenantS' National Hank.
Portland Fraternity Evening School.
A. I, Saunders—Hotel Property for sale.
S. H. Coles worthy—Widows' Wood Society.
Wm. H, Marston—Notice.
To Let—Desirable Room.
Rents to Let—47 Brackett street.
L. Taylor—Vessel Wanted.
Morgan, Butler & Co.—Safe for sale.
Boarders Wanted—at Welcome's.
for sale.
L.
Our Bread in Danger.

Taylor—Pony

First-class furniture and upholstery goods are
seldom offered at less than cost, but this is the
case at the establishment of Doe & Hunnewell,
577 Washington street, Boston. This state of
thlugs is due eutirely to the sudden sale of the
which
lease of the building for hotel purposes,
compels the firm to move in a short time. Nearly
the fall trafde»
all the goods were prepared for
anw are In the newest ana most desirable styles,
This
and ibey will be closed out without delay.
affords a rare opportunity to obtain choice articles
at a very low price.

EXPER]£îïCE OF AN EX-CHAMPION.
Athletes and men who take ordinary out-door
exercise such as walking, running, bicycle riding,
tennis, etc., areoftenthe sub-

jumping, swimming,
of an ex.
jects of acute troubles. The experience
who are
champion walker will be of interest to all

afflicted. Read the following letter :
No. 324 East IOst.. New York, April 2,188G.
Numerous statements relative to the merits of
different plasters having been brought to my at
tention, I take this opportunity to state that I

have used Allcock's Porous Plasters for over 20
would
years and prefer them to any other kind. I
furthermore state that I was very sick with catarrh of the kidneys, and attribute my recovery
entirely to Allcock's Porous Plasters.
Harry Brooks.

IVINSLOW'S
ta .ΤΙ«the·». -M RS.
«OTMlNCi SYRFP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer ut once ; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and the little chenil
awakes as "bright as a button." It Is very pleas
ant to taste. It sootkes the child, softens the
gums, allays all »»ain, relieves wind, regulates the
W*wWh, and is the nest known remedy for diarflVœa,"Whether arisiug from teething or other
Advice

< URK

»F

bottle.

SM&W&wly

UVER COMPLAINT.

Iowa Falls. Harj>in Co.. Iowa, .June 8,1885.
I have been using Allcoek's Porous Plasters for
four years, and think f could not get along without them. For a long time I was afflicted wilii .1
pain under my righi shoulder blade; I also had
considerable difficulty in breathing. I applied an
Allcoek's Porous Plaster 011 my back, and one on
my cliest. I kept changing them every fourd.-iys.
and at the end of three weeks was entirely cured.
*
Κ. 8. STIïVfciSS.
oct7eod&w2w

Springfield, Mass., April 15,1881.
441 have been sick with pleurisy and
pneumonia. It left-hie with a very hard, hacking
cough. All the physicians,and medictne did iuif
110 good.
A irieud advised me to try Adamson's

Cough Balsam, tine b'ottle'of which did me
feoôd tfian all the doctors aud medicines I
tried ; and I shall

recommend it far and

more

have

near.

"MARY A. BROCK WELL."

MW&8&W

octll

The action of Carter's Little Liver Pills is pleasant. mild and natural. They gently stimulate the
liver, and regulate the bowels, but do not purge.
octlnd&wlw
They are sure to please.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
BBfORB JUDGE

WALTON.

Tuesday.—The October term of the Supreme
Judicial Court was opened this morning with
prayer by Rev. Mr. Phelan of the Preble street

chapel.

Tue traverse jury will not come in until next
week.
The docket was called ana a number of cases
marked for trial.
Members of the Bar will take notice that the
dock· t of new entries will be called Wednesday
morning for the purpose of ascertaining how
many cases upon It are for trial this term.
SUPERIOR

COURT.

SEPT. CRIMINAL TERM—BEFORE JUDGE BONNE Y,
Tuesdat.—Joseph W. Ball 011 a search and
seizure was sentenced to six months in jail.
The cases against Charles O'Nell were called
and bail defaulted Saturday. He is under bonds
of about $3,υυ<> and the bondsmen have now one
year's time in which to produce him.
Court adjourned sine die.

Tuesday—Charles Campbell. John Hayes.
Michael McCann. Thomas Kyan ; each Ave days
in the county jait.
James Neary, intoxication; second offense; 60
days in the county jail.
Patrick Conley, common drunkard; 30 days in
the county jail.
Susan Hamilton, common drunkard; 30 days in
the city bouse of correction.
Fanny Kipping, vagabond and idle person;
three months 111 the county jai'.
Michael Mulkern and Patrick Mnlkem; intoxication ; secoud offence ; Michael t*o days in the
county jail :
Patrick, 30 days in the county jail ;
both appealed.
Michael Mulkern and Patrick Mulkern ; affray ;
each fined $10 and one-halt costs ; appealed.
Michael Mulkern and Patrick Muikeru ; resisting officer; each fined $30 and one-half costs ; ap-

pealed.
Andrew Parochi, Howard McDonald, committing nuisance ; each bound over to the grand jury
in the sum of f500.
Andrew Parochi, Richard Thorn. Lewis Desamier. keeping house of ill-fame; bound over to the
grand jury in tbe sum of fit o< each.
BRIEF JOTTINGS.
The Portland Club has voted to admit nonresident» to members!'!)) and to establish
a club house in Portland.
The ladies of the Bos worth Corps have
been invited to attend the fair held by Clouuman Kelief Corps of Saccarappa this week.
The free exhibition of paintings vft M*"
rooms of the Portland Society of A.ïi
be
opened today.
The

following fc * ounrw*
list of the lodg<
committee $ruwi ÇPlMity f
-odxe, 1.0. O. F. :'
ft.
Çox,rJj, BLe*

«.oekefct and J. W. Carter.
Oil Club will begin its reo£ wv'
v^Kly meetings and Saturday din-.
*1 the Preble House,next Saturday eve-

Tftiç IfuXul

»»

ning.
A coasting schooner from Buigor w as lying in the harbor Monday, having on board
the frame for a large hotel to be built at
York.
Munjoy Lodge, Kniglits of Pythias, ac
knowledges the receipt of $33.33 from Ira F.
Clark,, as a share of the proceeds from liis
sale of silverware.
It ie desired that all clergymen who intend
to notice Temperance Sunday, by their aduiccocs vu tuai

uaj,

utv.

11 n»»

«»«

in the church notieee published

morning.
The large wooden store

ov"yv·'

out the boilers land disconnected the water
pipes in the house preparatory for the winter. The blinds of the
hotel had been
already closed and fastened with rope, and
not wishing to undo the fastenings, lamps
were used to give light in the office and the
corridors
where the measurements were
being taken. When the work was completed the party left the island and returned
to the city. It was then about 4 o'clock and
everything was apparently all right.
Some time between 4 and 5 o'clock smoke
was observed coming from the building by a
number of people at different points.
Mr.
Frank Cushing, the owner of the property,
saw the smoke from Cape Cottage and telling Mr. Benjamin Gibson, the proprietor of
that hotel, that It looked very much like fire
at the Ottawa and that he had better telephone to his brother in the city. Mr. G'ushiug then took a boat and started for the island, but long before he reached the landing
the flames were bursting from the building.
Two Frenchmen employed on the island by
Mr. Cushing saw the smoke at about the
same time and running to the hotel forced an
entrance. One of them stated last night
that when lie entered the office of the hotel
he found the upper stories in a blaze and
burning material was dropping already to
the ground floor. Others who saw the fire
from Peaks' Island and the harbor shortly
aiter tills said that the sinoke was pouring
from the cupola ou the top of the buildiug.
Λ crowd soon gathered around the burning
hotel, many coming in boats from Peaks'
Maud and boats which' were near the
i-lanu at the time being put for the shore.
..Vu effort was made to save as much as possible, and some furniture, crockery and carpets taken out. The articles were more or
•ess injured, however, and a considerable
quantity of the goods was probably carried
off by unscrupulous persons in tiie crowd.
1'lie men who first arrived on the scene were
power.ess to doany thing to stay the progress
of tiie flames, and the fire spreatf until the
uld brick portion of the house was a mass of
lite.
The cupola soon tittered from its
place and fell into tiie ruius, and after it
w eut the roof, floors and
partitions falling in
tur:i until b} U o'clock the Interior of the
brick building was clear of debris above the
first story, l'hère was little or no wind, and
tiie structure resembled a huge furnace, the
ilames springing high tybove the walls and illumiuating the water for miles around, while
every window was a mass of tire.
At ϋ o'clock, upou the request of Mr. M. S.
Gibson, the proprietor of the hotel, Chief
Kngineer Cloves despatched the fire boat
.Mary W. Libby to the island. Ί weuty-five
hundred feet of hose were placed upon the
b iat and a number of the members of the
department went to man it.
When
the Libby made fast to the wharf
at
the
had
islaud, the fire
spread
into
the
wooden wings
of the buildand
was
ing
burniug fiercely along the
piazza around the house. It took some time
to get the ho*e laid, the jigger and
span of
horses upon the island, being called
into
play to help the firemen in their work.
Before the line could be completed to the house
the flames had begun to creep along the covered way connecting with the detached
building, containing the bowling alley and
amusement hall. The building and the stables in its rear were all that was left for the
firemen to. save and they set to work with a
will. A rope was tied to the roof of the
passageway and that was pulled and pushed
down jnst as tiie flames drove the men from
tjjeir place. When the hose was laid, many
in the crow4 expressed doubt as to the abilitv of fchfi Marv W J.ihhv fn
of water through the 2100 feet of
extend-

pipe

flames from

extending to the building. Capt.
John Sterling aided In the work by climbing
out on the roof of the building and
fighting

the particles of flame started
among the
shingles, with bueketfuls of water.
At about 8 o'clock, the wooden
wiag at
the left of the building had been
entirely
burned, with the exception of the skeleton
and that fell piece by piece until a
pile of
charred timber lying by the side of the sione
foundation was all that was left ai this
wing.
The wing on the other Side of the
building
burned for some time longer and the wooden
ell was leveled to the ground.
At about
half past eight two pieces of the brick wall
in the front of the
building fell out, but the
greater part of the brickwork remained in
place, although left as clean in the inteuoi
as it was before the laths and
piaster)'··,
"b
were first put on.

By nineo'clock the fir<***
conclude(I
heir labors, with tft%
of reloading
the hose upon tte
The bare walls

Outbuildings

all that
gliding of the hotel and there was
little debris, the fire having
.onsuuied everything of a combustible nature
that came in its way.
The origin of the fire w ill probably never
be known. The flames evidently started at
or near the second story and spread upward
from floor to floor through the staircase well
•η the middle of the building.

Saturday

on

"X'omvay. 21, JEfc The^tranger-was siifferint!
from hemorrhage of the lungs and was desti-

tute.
The Ladies Aid Society will give the first
of a course of dances this evening at Good
Templars Hall. The object is a good one
for which the dances are
given and there
should to a large attendance. Chandler will
furnish the music.
By the sides of an excavation falling in on
Hamsphire street yesterday morning, where
John Gannon, au employe of the VTater

Company was laying a pipe, Gannon was
jammed and bruised but received no serious
injuries. He resides on Sheridan street.
A horse attached to a dump cart was
backed down over the dump near Deering's
bridge yesterday morning.
Ho was lifted
bodily off his feet by the weight of the cart
and turned a somersault in the air, landing
at the bottom of the dump still attached to
the harness, but with his bead pointing
toward the cart.
Business Houses.

Owing to the pressure on our columns the
publication of the index to the business
houses of Portland has been postponed until
Friday morning.

were

P°^ratively

THE BUILDING.

Mr. Cushiug stated that the Ottawa House
was erected by his father twenty-eight years
«KO. The house then comprised only the
brick portion and was built with great care,
costing, as prices then were, $50,000. Some
years ago, Mr. Frank Gushing became the
sole owner of the property and immediately
inegan the Work of improving it. The drainago was overhauled and other improvements
made and two years ago large wooden wings
were placed on each eud of the building,
giving the hotel 150 rooms and accommoda■'«"

11

the lower part
to the
of Green street has been rem ved
lower side <>f Kennebec street to make more
yard room for the Portland & Rochester
railroad.
Mr. J. W. Sawyer of the schooner Ellen
M. Sawyer, has received but 110 of the 147
barrels of fish released by the Dominion authorities, the balance by a blunder having
been sent to Boston.
Glenarni, the Lewiston horse, whose recent brilliant achievement in Oxford county
is now the subject of talk among all .thé
Maine horsemen, was shipped
to Mystic
iP^rk Saturday. Chub and Gilbretli Maid
have also been shipped to Mystic.
A gentleman yesterday kindly took a man
houie and gave him breakfast and furtfished
Jiim with money to. pursue his jôurriey t·»

Index to

the

to

the shore to the house up over
the
bill. The steamer did it well, notwithstanding, and this stream doubtless prevented the

GOULD.

The author of the letters signed "The
Kennebecker" in the Boston Journal, is
Captain John Drew of the ship Sea Witch.
Mrs. Jeremiah Goodwin of Stetson, died

of paralysis Sunday morning.
Mrs. GoodLarge
; win was a cousin of the late ex-Governor
Cround.
Coburn.
Ihe Republicans of Boston formally opBoth Mr. Cushing and Mr. Cibson
ened the campaign in that city last evening
Partially Insured.
with an immense mass meeting in Music Hall.
Congressman Reed was one of the speakers.
Mrs. Hall, wife of Capt. Charles B. Hall,
Yesterday afternoon, Mr. M. S. Gibson,
19th Infantry, U. S. Α., has arrived in the
with an engineer from the Preble House and
an employe of the Portland Water Gas Comcity from Fort Clark, Texas, and taken
apartments for herself and family for the
pany, went to Cushing's Island and up to the
winter 011 Deering street.
Ottawa House. It was intended to pipe a
Mr. Warren 0. Carney lias resigned liis
portion of the house for the introduction of
position as railway postal clerk to take efgas next season, and the man from the water
fect Nov. 1st. He will then enter upon his
gas company took the measurements necesduties as superintendent of the Masonic
blow
sary for the work, while the
Burned

ing from

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE

Island

engineer

AUCTION SALES.
Plows.
Mortgagee's Sale of Furniture.
Household Furniture and Carpets.

a

Cushing's

Hotel

The

Tweuty-flve cents

on

Yesterday.

Dr.Ricbard S Rosenthal—Meisterschaft Classes.

iault*

Big Blaze

A

AMU8EMKNTS.

ftuusea.

PERSONAL.

BURNINC OF THE OTTAWA.
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'V·
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vv
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it stood yesterday afternoon had cost $70,-

000.

Mr. M. S. Gibson took the house two years
The
ago and spent $25,000 in furnishing it.
carpets, furniture, crockery and beddings
were all the property of Mr. Gibson and in
the house when the fire broke out.
Next year the house was to be still further
improved and a large business was confidently expected, the house having paid
better during the two years under Mr. Gibson's management than at any time in the
past fifteen years.
THE INSURANCE.

Mr.

Cusliing stated that his insurance
would amount to about S30,000 and Mr. Gibson said he had about $14,000 insurance. W.
D. Little & Co., have placed $28,000 on the
house, and $4,000 on the furniture. William
Allen, Jr., has $2,000 on the furniture. Chas.
A. Sparrow has placed it is stated,
$7,000
furniture.
mi the house, and .$0,000 on. the
The Boston Underwriters have .314,000 on
the furniture.
Mr. Gibson has some of his insurance in
Messrs. W. D.
the agency of John E. Dow.
Little & Co.'s insurance on the house is
placed as follows :
Star
«1,500
Fire Association
2,000
l'Iiœnix
2,6i'0
2,500
Liverpool, London & Globe
2,500
Niagara
Continental
2,500
Home
2,000
German American
2,000
l'liijenix London
3,000
Hanover
2,000
American of Pennsylvania
1,500
American Central
2,000
—

$20,000
It will be

seen

that these

$2.000 placed in some company
Litttle did not recall last night.

agents have
which

Mr.

Portland Custom House.

Capt. Francis E. Cuinmings,

an
old shipmaster of this city, has keen appointed
boatman in place of Capt. George W. Green.
The amount of duties collected during the
tiuarter ending September 30th was $262,000.
During September 6,000,000 of lumber was
exported from this port.

halls in this city.
Λ large party left Bangor for California
yesterday morning. Among them were D.
Kane, Charles Henry, John Wilson and
family and James W. Wilson and family, all
of whom go from that city and vicinity to
make their homes in the west.
Dr. Young of the State Board of Health,
is in town to consult with Mr. E. C. Jordan, the wellknown engineer, who has
the
just returned from attendance on
meeting of the Public Health Association
at Toronto. Canada.
M. JJ! Pool, L. S. Crosby, B. W. Child, W.
G. Turner, M. G. Casey, J. M. Hart, J. W.
West, Boston ; T. D. Emery, Harrison ; J.
H. Finley. Westfield ; G. W. Brown, Bristol,
Κ. I. ; R. W. Shillotte, New Haven ; F. A.
Pingree, C. H. Donald, Lonsdale. R. I. ; G.
Hollway, New York, were among the arrivals at the United States Hotel, yesterday.
Hon. Joseph Rust, brother of Hon. Wm.
M. Rust of Belfast, died at Ferndale, Col.
Oct. 9th. Mr. Rust went to California from
Thoinaston, in 1849, and engaged in mining
during the gold excitement. Afterwards he
engaged in the cattle business and lumbering, in which he accumulated a fortune. He
has been a member of the State Senate of
California, and has held other public offices.
His age was 7G.
The following were among the arrivals at
the Falmouth
Hotel
yesterday: J. M.
Bragg, W. E. Maun, Bangor; W. A. Hathouroir
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John boat

after-

was

and failed to account

M. Wright, Greenwich, Conn. ; Ε. H, McBride Julius Wolff, R. M. Gedney and wife,
E. Levy and wife. New York; Dr. George E.
Evans, M. Delano, George W. Collier, Boston.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Saturday.
CABLE.

Tonight George W. Cable
City Hall in the Stockbridge

will appear at
course, reading
his unpublished story of "Grande Pointe."
Every oue who heard Mr. Cable read his
stories last winter will be sure to be present
tonight. As a delineator of that peculiar
Louisiana life, its Creole and negro characters, he lias probably no equal in the country.
In fact, that he should be author and actor
on so high a plane of excellence, is remarkable. Seat*, and good ones, still remain at
Stockbridge's, and should be secured during
the day.
T. M. C. A. COUBSE.

published the programme of the opening entertainment in the
Y. M. C. A. course, to be given
tomorrow;
night at City Hall by the Standard Concert
we

Company.

An Illinois paper
'say3. "Mrs.
Knowles is not only a
beai''jful woman, but
a most charming
δ1η<^.Γρ jier voice is a high
soprano with a pur(( mezzo
quality. Her
singing of tile -'Prayer and Barcarolle"
was
givep "with exquisite refinement and artistic
'."jioring. The florid passages of the barcarolle, especially the high staccato vocalizations at the close, were executed to perfection. She was greeted with hearty
applause,
and sang in response to the well earned
demonstration 'Annie Laurie,' which was
received with evident signs of satisfaction."
NOTES.

The Schubert Quartette sang at Saccarappa last night, assisted by the Delphian
Quartette with their mandolin and guitars.
Charles L. Fox's Paintings.
"The charities that soothe, and heal, and bless,
Are scattered at the feet of man like flowers."
This seems to be the spirit of the paintings
hy Charles L. Fox, now on exhibition at the
rooms of the Portland Society of Art The
large frescoes and other decorative work we
shall speak of at an early date. But. interest
centres in the large -picture which created so
ο

concotinw

drecht, where it

» «

-1-3

-!i—

was

perhaps,
naturalistic. Pai^ers of the other schools
would make
girl more attractive ; would
probably put a hovering angel with wide
spread wings in place of the woman, and
Would probably idealize the gloomy rafters
of the barn. But the realist paints things
as they are and says "Blessed are they that
mourn for they shall be comforted ; blessed
are the poor in heart for they shall see God."
It is a good
We are used to the ideal work.
thing for us who are a little given to measuring everything by our own standard to see

this realism and to see for ourselves what is
doing in the wide world of art so far removed
from our "down east" horizon.
The Prayer is an exquisite view of a
child with lovely red hair—again "one of
the people." The "leaner is a young Dutch
girl standing in the foreground of a beautiful
The level
characteristic Dutch landscape.
iields, the long dyke with its ditch beside it
and its line nf T.nmharrtv nnnlars reaching
away into the summit ; the girl with her few
hoarded ears of wheat, make up a picture
one might be proud to hang upon his diningIt is a pity these two small picroom walls.
tures should not stay in Portland.
A box is placed near the pictures asking
charity for poor children across the water
in whom the artist is interested and who sadare

so

arranged in the

that the realistic work faces
seen in the large fresco.

rooms

the ideal

as

Portland Fraternity.
The evening school at the Portland Fraternity. which has become so well known to
the people of this city, will open with a social reunion of teachers and scholars at its
rooms No. 4 Free Street Block, on Thursday
evening of this week. All those who are intending to join this year are specially invited to be present at this meeting. In addition to the classes in reading, penmanship
arithmetic, history, geography and bookkeeping, there will be a singing class every
Tuesday evening under the direction of Mr.
L. F. Pingree, which will without deubt, be
a source of
great pleasure to the pupils.
One evening in every week, has always been
set aside for games and amusements of a social character, and if there are any boys or
girls who do not care for the studies, they
can join the school merely for the Sociable
Singing Class, and will be heartily welcomed by the teachers.
The advertisement of the school, will be
found in another column.

Longfellow Chautauqua Circle.
Longfellow Chautauqua Circle held its
annual meeting for the election of officers
Monday evening at the residence of Rev.
Dr. Bashford. The officers elected were
President—Rev. J. W. Bashford.
Vice Président—\. W. Edson.

:

Annie Houghton.
L. Kimball.

Treasurer—Geo.
Mr. Warren W. Cole gave an interesting
account of a recent visit to Mammoth Cave,
which occupied the time allotted to literary

entertainment.
The circle begins the year with a number
of new readers and the promise of another
successful

year's

work.
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useless adulterant

^

The wickedness of this adulteration is

lime.

absolute

amrmea

±Owaer—now

which is

Royal

the

of

by no

mu

cnexuieu

Dy

by patent processes that totally remove
impurities. These facilities are possessed

refined

specially

the lime and all other

CYNTHIA C. BEALE, late of Portland, deand conveyceased. Petition for license to sell P.
Mattocks,
"state, presented by Charles

other manufacturer.

Real

JOSEPH DAV18, late of Portland, deceased.
by Nancy
presented for allowance
Petition for allowC, Davis, Administratrix ; also
Estate,
presented by said
ance out of Personal
Nancy C. Davis widow of said deceased.
HENRY EVANS, late of Portland, deceased.
by
Second Account presented for allowance
ExecMorton O. Andrews and Charles T. Evans,
Morton
of
D,
Andrews,
also
Resignation
;
utors
for acceptance,
one of said Executors, preseuted
deceased.
CHARLES BERRY, late of Portland,
and that
\ΓΜ1 and petition for the probate thereof
will annexed be granted
the
with
Administration
Elizasaid
by
to Eliiabei.h LangmaW, presented said will.
legatee wider
beth Langmaiu
deceased.
EUNICE BODGE, l£f* <>f Portland, allowance
for
First and Final Account presented
LxccuCrfx.
A.
Bodge,
by Louisa
deJOSEPH E. MILLER, late of Portland,
ceased. Petition that Fred V. Chase be appointed
Administrator, presented by Adelia B. Miller,
widow of said deceased.
deWILLIAM H. JEIiRIS, late of Portland, El"
ceased. Account presented for allowance by
len J. Jerris,|Executrix.
TIMOTHY S. WALKER, late of Yarmouth, decerned. Petition for license to sell and convey
Adreal estftus presented.by George W. Swcetslr,
First Account

investigations

and

York has been extensive

says of the

thorough,

Royal

Baking Powder:
"The

from the lime which is
cream

in its manufacture is free

employed

of tartar

cream

improperly refined

constituent of the

a

manufacturers of other

by

of tartar of the market used

and of most of the substitutes therefor which

baking powders,
enter into the composition

of many powders, and in this imin its general purity and wholeseme-

portant respect, as well as
ness, the Koyal Baking Powder
I have examined.

powder which

to any other

superior

is

The constituents

are so

pro-

yield a baking
portioned as to secure
powder unequalled for purity, strength and wholesomeness."
WILLIS G. TUCKER, M. D., Ph.D.,

ministrator.
H KlVBY L. TATE, late

the best results and

of Standish, deceased.
Augustus late be appointed AdminTate, an uncle
Washington
istrator, preser*4·!
of
pEABODY, Judge.
Petition

saiddece»sed.HENR.vc

MR. A. E. MOORE

»till-life, and the living model.

GENTLEMEN'S
j.

STUDIO 34 FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.
eodlm*
oc\rl^_

,,?c,

I leave in a few days for the
will sell my Florida pony for $100.
South,
He is one of the 11681 saddle horses, very fleet and
handsome. Apply t·? I* TAYLOR, 385 Congress
13-1

FOR

Cashmere Finished, Ventilated
.£ KjOGt

/

Sarsaparilla

ψ

w

ψ

.·>

Rubber

remedy, and is often adopted as
the standard family medicine. Do not be induced
t.n hnv nther nronaroHnno
Όλ

«

ψ

-·

Coats,

TO

an

47

vessel to take the

Florid*?:·

T>OARDER8 WANTEO.-A few boardece
-1_J wanted at Wellcome's, 524Vb Congress street,

opposite Casce, Nice table, large pleasant rooms
and central

location.

13-1

tET.-A desirable room, with board, at 440
Call at the house.

TOCumberland street.

CARTERS

13-1

SAFE

IVER

FOR SALB-At

a good bargain.
MORGAN, BUTLER & CO.

13-1

FRIDAY. Oct. liHh, at-lo o'clock

CHICKERING

CURE

ELEGANT

Sick Headache and relieve all the trembles Incident to a bilious state of the eastern, suck as Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after eating.
While their most remark*
Pain in the Side, Ac.
able success has been shown in curing

SICK

Headache,yet Carter's Little Liver Pillsare equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and
preventing
this
while
also

correct
annoying complaint,
they
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
and regulate the bowels. Even if they only cured

HEAD

On account of the SALE
OF OUR LEASE and our

consequent removal,

we

unprecedented

BARGAINS

pills

—

CHAMBER

IN

SETS,

PARLOR TABLES,

EXTENSION TABLES,
SIDEBOARDS,
UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
LACE CURTAINS,
ETC'., ETC.

New York City.

tjs£jfflv
vy AllIVs

REMEDY·

THE 0NLY TRUE

my/^vm

purifier.

Vegetable. Composed
//il|V/Strictly
/of the plants
be8t

ΙΛ II V

ana roots

known to

I ii yQ/our most eminent medical botanists for
alterative, tonic, and solvent prop1/1 /iir their Scrofula,
Cancerous Humors,
f V^erties.
1 / Canker, £ruptive and Skin Diseases
Vegetinc
•/are speedily eradicated by its use.
its

■

/annihilates disease by going to
very foun/ tain source, and exterminating the poison from the
system. It is a complete Resolvent, dissolving and
carrying away through the natural channels the diseased and wasted particles, and restoring to healthy
action all the functions of the body. For sixteen years

this invaluable Blood Purifier has been before the
public. Millions of bottles have been sold, and in no
one case has it failed to effect the promised results.
No other medicine has so good a record, or can show
so many unsolicited testimonials.

pills!

LIVER AND
BILIOUS
PILLS

Headache, Sideache, Coated Tonifue,
Constipation, and Bitter Taste in the Mouth.
The best Liver Regulator known. 25cts.; 5 boxes,
$1.00. By all Druggists and by Mail.
Geo. Pierce & Co., 30 Hanover St., Boston·
Cure

mh9

FMW&wlylstor4thpnrm

The superiority of our goods is
unquestioned* and the prices are

reduced to cost or less. Purchasers of First-class Furniture will
find our Chamber Sets, in Mahogany, Oak and Cherry, the choicest
in design, most reliable in make,
and an especial bargain in price.
Our Factory and Upholstery
Work Rooms are not affected, and
ne can execute orders as heretoFore, but the manufactured Goods
must be sold.

Doe,HnnuëweIl& Co.
577 and 579 Washington St.,
octl3

of

BOSTON.

,3t

NEW HOUSES
Will need
New
Window Shades and

PLOWS BY AUCTiON.
notice is hereby given"that
PUBLIC
be sold at Public Auction, at the public

AND

—

Furnishing Goods
which is new, together with the

Fixtures in Store 181 Middle Street,
whole but will be retailed at very
low prices until closed.

as a

CHARLES PERRY.
<i«

..

Total

00
00
43
00
82
67
00
62
24
05
84
36

Si,174,116 03

State of Maine. County of Cumberland, s.s.
I, Chas. Payson, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th day
of October, 1886.
CHAS. O. BANCROFT.
Notary Public.
Correct—Attest :
JACOB McLELLAN, )
CHARLES FOBES. \ Directors.

)

J. P. BAXTER.

octl^

EVENING
—

OF

THE

ure, if sold at once.

SAMUEL

d3t

SCHOOL

dron Plows, marked a s follows: 28 No. 4 Iron. Γ»
No. 4 8teel, 15 Nn. 5 Iron. 20 No. 3 Iron. Said
plows will be sold to pay the charges of storage
hereon, and the expenses of advertising and
octl3 4t

jelling.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
PARLOR ANDXHAMBER

Stoves and Ranges.
The above is a cut of our National Parlor, and
we believe is tlie handsomest Parlor Stove put upon the market this year. It is made in three sizes,
and is now in stock in our building. Do not pur-

chase until you have seen this stove and get our
price. Besides the above we shall have in stock
and at our botom prices the

First National, ltecord, Groveland. Frankfort, Blossom, Bud,
Art Bossmore, Low, Art Tile
Stoves, Bowdoin, Solace, New
Octagon, « oint'ort. The Nation,
Peninsular, and a host of others.
Our Ranges are complete in every respect. Bottom prices are assured. We will sell any of the
above for cash or on liberal credit, as desired, but
especially request Intending buyers to call early,
as we can

Nat and Leg Rests Go With
Every stove.

Pipe,

Freight in Prepaid to Out of Town Iluyer*.

and

a

Excellent stock of
Window Shades, and will
Sake to order
Auy thing
Wanted.

TIRIRSTO,

Property for

Sale.

purchased a hotel property at Bar
Harbor, which requires my whole attention,
[ am obliged to sell the AMERICAN HOUSE.
STABLES aud LIVERY, situated in Ellsworth,
Maine. The house is finely and centrally located,
rhere has been more business the past season
han the house could accommodate. Terms easy,

HAVING

It will pay
To examine our
Stock and

rorrespondence

Prices.

or

octl3

BWEN, MOORE & CO.
dit

Inspection solicited.
I. SAUNDERS, Proprietor.

A.

It

hereby given that

shall pay
NOTICE
Marston.

no

«aggie

bills

Saccarappa, Me,, Oct.

after this date I
contracted by my wife,
WM. H. MAitSTON.
octl3-2w·
12, ) 886.

—

ELOCUTI <31ST
In all its branches,

HOTEL·

FALMOUTH
Specialties: Voice-Training

Instruction in
oct7dlm

and

Natural Heading.

SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION SS1 Îf ·Γίϊ22

liou. voice, body or mind. Courses for Speakers, Teachers, Professionals, anil members of Society. 48 hour* a week. Work adapted In kind
and amount to individual needs, aim and opportunity. Classes for those out of town, graduates
of other schools, etc. Library; Loan Fund; Decree of A. M. to A. B.'s. Open* October 7.
Tall 10-1· For Catalogues, etc., address
S. S. CURRY, rh. D., Freeman Flack,
Beacon Street), Boston.
Course of Readings by leading efocutionists will
benefit of Endowment
for
open with the School
sepl3eod&wlm
Fund.

INSTRUCTION 1Ν ENGLISH AND CLASS1CAL STUDIES
Given to

private pupils by

W.

J.

the

subscriber,

COLCOKD,

Chamber Furniture.

<ltl

J»n24

LECTURES

PARLOR

ON
Head about our bargains for October in ChambeiJSets made in all the popular woods: Ash,
The
Pine, Cherry, Oak, Mahogany and Walnut.
largest aud best selected stock In the country. On Wednesday Afternoons at 4 o'clock, at Mrs.
Every set warranted and freight prepaid to your Caswell's school rooms, 90 Park street, beginning
Nov. 3, ΙΠ re. John A. He low*
depot. We shall enumerate a few of the special Wednesday,
will give a series of 12 talks on Kngliith Ponry,
prices mado for this month, and are prepared to illustrated by reading from the authors. Subjects:
iurnisli cuts or photographs of these goods, so
I, Chnucer; 3, Hpeu*er; .'i, MhiiUexperian
4. Nhake«pere;
5, Lyrical
DraotntimlM;
that parties desirous of ordering through the mall
cut
Poet*; β, Milton; 7. Pope, <*ol<Niniih and
can tell exactly what they are buying, as the
Wardnworih nod i'elrridye; O,
S,
('owper;
ΙΟ, Tennywon
will show the style and general appearance of the
Mhelley, Kent* and Byron;
aa«l Arnold; ll,The Rrowaiogn; 1*J, The
set. First, then, we shall offer No. 142 Chestnut
tickets $2.00.
Poet*.
Course
Pre
Kapbarlite
Set, consisting of bedstead, bureau, commode,
Apply at i>6 PARK STREET, between 2 and 3
four chairs, rocker, table and towel rack, making
o'clock p. m. on Wednesdays, before Nov. 1.
dtf
This set has never
sep27
ten pieces complete, for $22.
will
been offered in the market at this price and
overbe offered only tor this month. We are
stocked in some of these goods and desire to
is In
make a boom, and the only way to do that
quoting low prices. Next we shall offer a perfect
Ash Set, with Hungarian ash panels, consisting
of the same number of pieces as tbe above 3et,
and Unish ; price
only very muih superior in style
-«U> tor this month will be $80, regular price
^(
W(! positively will not sell
κ 4S5, (Mil
foe month of Octomore thAn le
trad. ls No. 833,
The
this
at
price.
ber,
a"
1111
wood top set of ten pieces, made in Bin.Broken lot Centemeri and Harhas piano poland
well
seasoned,
thoroughly
pie,
3-button and MosI ris'
isb finish, stained to imitate old, rich mahogany.
This ί» nrohablv the handsomest set on our Boors |
Kids, 75 cents,
at the price. We shall make it for this mown,
$1.20.
to the above,
>40. The next will be a set similar
Broken lot Gent's
with
glass
larger
No. 236, only very much larger,
$1.75,
and more carving, which will be shown by the
Ladies' Fine Cashmere
photograph, and we are going to make the price
Our next bargain in chamber sets is No.
25 cents.
$52.
Ital126, solid black walnut, with best
Ladies' Vests, 25 cents.
ian marble tops, ten pieces complete, bevin Ladies' and
eled mirror, French burl panels. This set we
and UnChildren's tine
shall sell through this month for $40. The Ave
for the
dorweftr*
se*i, as described above, are prime goods
we can assure every person interested
Gent's Camels Hair Underwear,
money,
have never been ofin house ftilHtoWng that they
$1.25.
at
market
111 -W other
any
ered in this nia."ket or
One more lot of Black Satin
want to say
such prices as we au" quoting, and we
to any
Rhadaiue, $1.00, worth $1.25.
deliyer
and
for them that we will
24-inch Silk Plush in fancy colprepaying the
depot in the New England
*t,le above Prices
ors, $1.50, usual price, $2.50.
freight on them ; and sell them a
aI1<1 tlie
in all colors.
for cash or quarter of the amount ^'ow"
should
balance $5 per month. These are sets tlC'1
54-inch Dress Goods, reduced
*Hh
furnish
to
wishes
who
please most any one
from $1.25 to 75 cents.
—

—

ENGLISH LITERATURE.

iifOKiAiVi um

TURNERBROS.

ordered

Seaiuî?ss
quetaire
price

regular

Kids, $1.00,

regular price,

Gloves,

Special Bargains

Hoisery

Very cheap.

Felting

priced goods.

have lower priced goods and
higher priced goods. For instance, we can send
Italian
you photographs of cherry sets with best

Of course

we

marble tops from $40 up to $200 ; and walnut sets
with marble tops from $37.50 to $250; ash sets
all prices; mahogany sets at all priocs; but we
have mentioned those Ave sets and given the nuin
bers as being the best trades that we have to oiler
and we say again that it
in chamber
will pay any person In quest of a chamber set to
write for photographs or come and see these
goods even if they do not want to use the set for
Plain excelsior, wool top, husk au d curled hair
all prices ; slat springs, woven wire
springs, Defiance springs, Bushnell springs, and
all kinds of spring beds known to the trade, at tte
lowest possible prices. Ail orders through the mall
promptly attended to, and every letter answered
on the day it is received.

lot French Dress Goods, 50
$1.00. Quantity limited.
Odd lot Shetland Wool, 121-2
cents per skein. Worsted at half

One

cts., regSÎar price,

price*

One lot Ladies' Cloaks, reduced
from $5.00 to $1.00.
Odd lot Children's Garments at
half price.
Headquarters for Seal Plush
Cloaks.

ELEVATOR TO EVERY FLOOR.

488 & 490 COM» ST.
dtt

oc7

R. H. Stearns & Co..
Cor. Tremont St. and Temple Place, Boston.

PORTLAND, ME.

ART EMBROIDERY MATERIALS.

ALL GOODS LEFT AT

Open Every Evening.

Correspondence Solicited.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS ON THREE FLOORS.

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS

dtf

aug

—

—

FOSTER'S
FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
On
IRE

or

before Oct.

READl

1ST

—

ISAAC C· ATKINSON, MANAGER.

IMPORTERS AM) WHOLESALE DEALERS

dtf

oct8

Attention of

Milliners Solicited.

—

DRESS

1st,

IN

—

TRIMMINGS,
BUTTONS,
LACES.

Correspondence

eodlw

oct 8

—

β. Α. Atkinson & Co.

DELIVERY

FOR

IN

RIBBONS.

13 Preble Street,

VIEWS

OF

"GARMENTS"
Portland and Vicinity
DYED 00 CLEANSED WHOLE,

from

Dressmakers Solicited.

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS
—

IX

—

BASK.ETS.
HMPECTIOIV

INTITED.

—BY—

AT

—

Forest
oct8

—

R. H. Stearns & Co.
MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED.
TRADE PROCESSION

13 PREBLE STREET.

None

can

eodlw

bo acquir-

but

°

ME.

thorough

and

experienced

augl9

iPET

AT

ryCarpets beaten

or

FINE lot of barrels Just received and for sale
by K. STANLEY & SON, 410 Fore Street,
'ortlaiid.
sep20dtt

Fine view* made of the procession
)f till) Drummers on their clam bake
iale at the studio of

Julj 6th, and
July 7th, for

(V\^Oo\^

MIT ,T .EVERY,

prepared

to

assortment of

English Round Hats.
oc8

GUN S,

ex-

BONNETS !
Also au

514 Congress Street
PHOTOGRAPHER,
dtf
J'y»

Fowle,
Is

hibit her latest Farlsan Novelties in

eod2w

CIDER BARRELS.

COMMERCIAL DRUMMERS
ATTENTION !

eodti

Jlyl4

Having returned from Europe,

washed at short notice.

—AWD-

Process.

—

Dye House,
PREBLE ST.

.

for fine Photos
mid other parCottages, AniInstantaneous

BEATING ROOMS Mrs. E. R.

:oster's Forest City
13

\_

Special facilities
of Groups, Picnics
ties, yachts, Island
mals, &cM by the

1

eodem

—

oct8

Photographer.

teach-

employed.
Rooms open for business
day
ind evening six days each
week. For full particulars sond for catalogue.
F. L. SHAW,
Principal.
ers

eo<13m

City Dye House,

Needed by every young
man,
a short
space of time at

NOTICE.
is

TEACHER OF

So. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

Society. Shaw's Business College,
PORTLAND,

half o'clock.
S. H. COLESWORTHY,
Secretary.

Hotel

—

LAUGHTON,

E.

SARAH

MISS

October 14tli,

-*

octl3 2w

GDl'CATIONAL.

octe

Annual
of the Portland Widows'
choice of officers for
the coming yeor,
the transaction of such other
Business as may legally come before said roeetng, will be held at their office, City Building, on
Wednesday evening, October 27 a r> issu.

dtf

143 PEARL. STREET.

on

raphy,

ieven

prompt shipment.

and pressed ready for wear,

And will begin the sessions for the year on
MONDAY EVENING, OCT. 18TH, at half past
seven o'clock.
Classes will be formed in Arithmetic, Reading and Spelling, Penmanship, GeogU. S. History, Book-keeping and Singing.
Scholars will be granted the Reading Room,
Amusement Room and Gymnasium of the Institution. Any resident of Portland fifteen years of
ûge, or over, may be admitted to the School for
[>ne year, on presentation of a recommendation
from a responsible citizen, and the payment of one
iollar. Blank forms for recommendation may be
obtained on application to the janitor at the rooms,
No. 4 Free Street Block.
octl3-3w

an

more

C\ W. ALLKH

IMPORTERS AM WHOLESALE DEALERS

PORTLAND FRATERNITY
Thursday Evening:,

guarantee

Exchange Street.

Salesroom 18
F. O. BAILfV.
marl4

Gor. Pearl and Middle Streets,

—

formally opened

ware-

mattresses at

Also a Second-Hand CONCERT GRAND at a Low Fig-

03

$1,174,116
LIABILITIES:
;.. $
300,000
Capital stock paid in.
60,000
Surplus fund
Undivided profits
122,329
National bank notes outstanding...
244,800
959
Dividends unpaid
Individual deposits subject to check
329,010
Demand certificates of deposit
36,000
Certified checks
1,971
Cashier's checks outstanding
20,429
United States deposits
28,221
14,536
Deposits of U. S. disbursing officers
Due to other National BanKs
15,857
Total

THURSTON'S.

12.240 00

Meeting
Wood Society, for the
THE
and

Small room
Up stairs,

oct!3

99 22
33,506 00

Portland Widows' Wood

Draperies

We have

51
40 40
272,000 00
70,000 00
3,492 48
49,003 42
10,554 40
24,000 00
2.828 56
5,282 53
13,840 61
9,260 00

will

there

known as the Sugar House Building, on
York street, in Portland, on SATUK1>AY\ the
10th day of October. 188(>. utio a* m.t 74 Caulhouse

three months to come.

607,968

$

Overdrafts
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation...
U. S. Bonds to secure deposits
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages
Due from approved reserve agents..
Due from other National Banks.
Real estate, furniture, and fixtures.
Current expenses and taxes paid...
Checks ana other cash items
Exchanges for clearing-house
Bills of other Banks
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and cents

THE

CALL AT

A GREAT BAR6AIN.

ed in

In the

CLOTHING

LITTLE USED.

bueines*, October 7, 1886·

the close of

Will be

FOR SALE !
Owing to change in business, the stock

AT PORTLAND, IN THE STATE OF MAINE,
at

3t^
co., auctioneers.

octl3

f. o. bailey a

furniture,

1022,

Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent of circulation)....

PEDESTALS, CABINETS,

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,

i.v»flNATURE's

NO.

Specie....

GLASSES,

PIANO!

MERCHANTS' NATIONAL BANK,

.....

—

CHEVAL

pills

THE—

RESOURCES:
Loans and discounts

Ache tlicy would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not. end here, and those
vain*
who once try them will find these little
able in so many ways that they will not be willing
But after all sick head
to do without them.

Is the banc of so many lives that here is where we
make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
make a dose.
very easy to take. One or two
They are strictly vegetable ana do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
use them.
In vials at 25 cents ; five for $1. Sold
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

—OF

FURNITURE.
offer

ACHE

or lilt WMITIUN

Mr OK I

a. m.. we
4 Deer-

Suits, Mirrors,
ing Place, consisting
Tables, Chairs, Carpets, Chamlier Sets, Hair Mattresses, Feather Beds and Pillows. Kxtension
Tables, Crockervand Glass Ware, Cooking Stove,
Refrigerator, Kitchen Utensils, &c„ &c.

medium

PILLS,

octl2

machA?®*y
to

Call
answer.
Any point on the St. John river
13-1
on L, TAYLOR, 385 Congress street.

d&wlynrm

Is offered

up

Brackett street.
a

100 Doses One Dollar.

SOULES

49 Brackett
lower rent
luQ^ire at
13-2

WANTE».—A
for saw, grist and shingle mill
will

Kittle-

§■

LET.-ChuTObers

RENTS
street; chambers 15 Tate sireefc;
and
stairs rent on Salem streC*·

Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

A

I

street.

The handsomest and most serviceable
garment for wet weather ever offered.
Price S6.00 Call and see them.

k

BAMS·—.As

CO., AUCTIONEER*.

Furniture,
Carpets.
by Auction.

in house No.
ONshall sell the Furniture
of Parlor

...

Will take a limited number of pupils during the
Fall and Winter season. Instructions given in
Crayon Portrait, use from life and from the flat ;
also in Free Hand Academic Drawing from casts,

favorite

^

:

LESSORS

ART

Is peculiar in tlie confidence it gains among all
classes of people.
Where it is once used It be-

&Pl

trUltCt^ty0,f^miitK^^, Register.

A

Frofemr o/Inergania ami AnotjflieA Qhmittry, Albany Medical CoUw.

Sarsaparilla

ΙΙοιιμΊιοΝΙ
&<·

Executor.

Dr. W. G. Tucker, Professor of Chemistry in the Albany,
Ν. Y., Medical College, whose analytical work in connection with
of the food adulterations in the State of New

unparalled success at
home, Such lias become its popularity in Lowell, Mass., where it is made, that whole neighborhoods are taking it at the same time.
Lowell
druggists sell more of Hood's Sarsaparilla than
of all other sarsaparillas or blood
The
purifiers.
same success is extended all over the
country.

comes a

apparent.

and wholesomeness

purity

JOSEPH D. GREENE, late of Brunswick, deceased. Second Account presented for allowance
by James K. Estabrook, Executor.
LUKE MORGAN, late of New Gloucester, deceased. Sixth Account, presented for allowance
by Elislia M. Morgan, Trustee for the benefit of
Sophia Η. B. Morgan.
SAMUEL L, NASON, late of Raymond, deceased. Account presented for allowance by
Tnomas S. Nason Administrator.
AMMY LORING, late of North Yarmouth, deceased. Third Account presented for allowance
by Phebe J. Loring, Executrix.
CAROLINE H. HANSCOM. late of Wiudham.
deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof presented by William A. Hanscom the Exocutor therein named.
JOSEPH V. R. COOMBS, late of North Yarmouth, deceased. Account of Daniel L. Mitchell
Executor, presented for allowance by Eliza S.
Mitchell, Administratrix of the estate of said
Daniel L. Mitchell' deceased.
GEORGE ABBOTT, late of Cumberland deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey
Real Estate, presented by Melville A. Floyd Ad-

ministrator.
SEWALL P. LEIGHTON, late of Falmouth,
deceased. Petition for allowance out of Personal
Estate, presented by Minnie Leighton, widow of
said deceased.
WILLIAM ATWOOD, late of Cape Elizabeth,
deceased. Account presented for allowance by
Augustus P. Fuller. Administrator.
FRANKLIN C. WINSLOW, late of Cape Elizabeth, deceased. Account presented for allowance by Frederick H. Harford, Administrator.
NANCY L. FLAG G, a minor and legatee under
dethe will of Naney A. Field, late of Portland,
ceased. First Account presented for allowance
Guardian.
F.
L.
Flagg.
by
WILLIAM CHADWICK, late of Portland, deceased. Petition that Nathan Cleaves be apby Corpresented
pointed Special Administrator, child
of said dedelia M, Chadwick, a grand

jwu
every
of
analyst of prominence, and conceded by all manufacturera
other brands—arises from the exclusive use of cream of tartar

and

Hood's

îij

by physicians to be one of the chief causes
of indigestion, dyspepsia, and diseases of the kidneys. Chemists
have found 12 per cent., or one-eighth of the weight, of some
of the baking powders prominently sold in this vicinity, to be

Is the best blood purifier before the public.
It
eradicates every impurity, and cures
Scrofula,
Salt Rlieum, Boils, Pimples, all Humors, Dyspepsia, Billiousness, Sick Headache, Indigestion,
General Debility, Catarrh, Rheumatism. Kidney
and Liver complaints, overcomes that tired feeling, creates an appetite,and builds up the sy stem.

peculiar

s.

powerful

It is said

treme.

j

Sarsaparilla

Hood's

,j

S'·
and children, and especially when taken into the system day \
after day, $ind wjth almost every meal, is -pernicious in the ex- ''> j

The funeral service of the late
Edmund
will take place Wednesday afternoon at 2 CoVe
o'c'ik,
from his late residence, rear of No. 48
ClM^stnut
street.

met

of the most

car-

Si,

In this city, Oct. 12,
Abigail, widow of the late
Thomas Harris, aged 85 years 1 month.
[Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 2.30
o'clk,
from No. 273 Brackett street.

Has

■

The effect of lime upon the delicate membranes of the 'i
stomach, intestines and kidneys, more particularly of infants

JBaiang

Hood's Sarsaparilla

one

amount of

F. O. HAII.KY ac

tors.

fj *1"·'

It is true that j

baking powders.
gives off a certain

jjja

||}

upon the
overdoses '!

is the most 1

Lime

found in

J. when subjected to heat it
bonic acid gas, but a quicklime is left,
caustics known.

In this city, Oct. 11, Hattie E.,wife of Adelbert
Baker, aged 36 years 9 months.
[Funeral service this afternoon at 2 o'clock, at
No. Ill Congress street. Burial at convenie nee
of the famiiy.
.In this city, Oct. 12, James Burns,
aged 44 yrs.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In this city, Oct. 21, Etta C.,
only
daughter of
John E. and Frances S.
Hopkins, aged 14 years
1 month.

Hood's

yet

produce :j
pound, ;j

a

forty. Its effect
poisonous, and

of tartar costs

has been ascertained to be
have been attended with fatal results.

xacugu

Is a peculiar medicine. It is
carefully prepared
from ?Nars3barilla, Dandelion.
Mandrake, Dock
Plpsi^ewa, juniper Berries, and other well^.aown and valuable vegetable remedies, by a
peculiar combination, proportion, and process,
giving to Hood's Sarsaparilla currative power not
possessed by other medicines. It effects remarkable cures where others fail.

cream

of tartar to

cream

It costs less than two cents

system

The
ivjB»,

substitute for

as a

cheap baking powder.

whereas pure

J. Garsoe and Miss Anne M. Friis.
In Bath, Oct. 9, Augustus E. Rolf and Mrs. Martha J. Taylor.
In Livennore, Abraui J. Anderson and Miss
Persis A. Pratt.
In Palermo, Oct. 2, I. C. Rollins of Albion and
Miss Fostena A. Uatland of Palermo.
In Biddeford, Oct. 6, Fred L. Means and Miss
Liunie B. Emery.
In East Livermore, Sept. 30,
Joseph H. Crockett and Miss G. Ella Coolidce.

—

Secretary—Miss

a

from both lime and alum.

—

exposed for several
weeks and where people went in crowds to
see it, even coming in from the country
around for love of its sentiment as well as
fer its truth to nature. The scene is laid in
Holland. A young musician, hungry and
sick, having taken no money all day, and
just at that point of mental and physical torture where many a womau goes wrong from
sheer despair, has gone into a barn and
there, under the dark rafters, has thrown
herself down upon the rushes with her harp
for a pillow, and only God and other girls
like h»r know what for dreams. As she lies
•\,ere, a poor woman like herself comes in
with little in the way of material help oUt
enough to save life and enough in th-e way 0f
sympathy and friendliness to saVe courage
and honor.
The picture is realis'.'.c or, better,

ly need help.
The pictures

Alum is used

marpiaces.
«/,

a

Baking Powder was found free

improvements along the line of the Deering
Land Company's property. All obstructions
and unsightly objects are being removed

υνκ.

by

startling fact that of over one hundred different brands
of baking powder so far analyzed, comprising all those sold in
this vicinity, not one, with the single exception of Royal
is

MERINO.

v,vj,

important

the food

by

ON

fs hereby

Indicated, It

AUCTION.

BY

THURSDAY. Oft. 14tb, at 10 o'clock, a.m.,
at Salesroom 18 Kichauge street, we shall
sell Parlor Suit in Walnut anil Damask, bandsome B. W. Book Case and Desk. M. T. Tables,
Mahogany Centre and Card Tables, Chamber
Sets, Oak Dining Table. Hall Stand, Sharing
Case, Hair Mattresses and Feather Bed"i. Crockery and Plated Ware, Oil Paintings, Brussei».
Tapestry and Ingrain Carpets, Stores, Cook and
Parlor; Kitchen Furnishings, 4c., &c. By order
of mortgagee.
octl3d2t

Ordered.
That notice thereof b# given to all persons in
to lie
terested, by causing a copy of this inorder
the Maine
published three weeks successively
State Press anil Eastern Argus, papers printed at
Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at said Portland, on the
the
First Tuesdav of November next, at ten of
clock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon, and
if
see
cause.
thev
object
GilJAMES B. Soule, minor child and heir of
bert Soule, late of Northumberland, iu the State
of New Hampshire, deceased, said minor having
for
estate in the County of Cumberland. Petition
License to sell and eonvey Ileal Estate, presented
A
Soule.
Guardian.
Eliza
by
CAROLINE F. FIERCE, late of Harrison, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey
Real Estate, presented by Philander Tolman and
Marshall Jordan, Trustees.
ELIZABETH W. GLEASON, late of Harrison,
deceased. Petition that Seth M. Keen be appointed Administrator, presented by said Seth M.
keen.
HUMPHREY P. MALLET, late of Brunswick,
deceased. Will and petition for the probate
thereof, presented bj Oren T. Despeaux, one of
the Executors named in the will of said deceased.
ASHER ELLIS, late of Rrunswick, deceased.
First and Final Account presented for allowance
by Clarissa S. Ellis and John P. Winchell, Execu-

analysts
Government Chemist, of large
the cheap baking powders. It

discoveries

Prof. Μοττ, U. S.
amounts of lime and alum in

DEATHS.

Today the sale of seats will begin at Portland Theatre for the performances of "Sis,"
to be given at Portland Theatre,
Friday and

f

ίθ that

Mr. William T. Best's shop, "Central Market," was entered Saturday night by some
person or persons and a small amount of
money taken from the drawer, besides cigars
and fruit.
The railroad company are making great

SIS.

rrrno

Among

recent

presented

having

The Alarming
Baking
Powder Adulterations·

SUBURBAN NEWS.

(dated

a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
on the
and for the County of Cumberland,
First Tuesday of October 111 the year of our Lord
the following
eighteen hundred and eighty-six, for
the action
matters
been

Increase in

ceived.

from the grounds, and a clear, smooth surface, twenty feet or more, each side of the
track, will be converted into grass lands.
The Portland and
Rochester Railroad
Company have a large force of men employed
erecting the overhead bridge on Pitt street.
The Village Improvement Association has
leased Lewis Hall for a series of years and
will at once commence an improvement on
that building.lt will be furnished with seats,
a new stage, and will be
neatly painted outside. The grounds will also be graded. This
is the right place to commence as it will affoid the Association ample room for its fair,
for plays, concerts and festivals conternfor the fall and winter evenings.
Portland is getting pretty well built over
and it must extend into Deering, and in fact
is doing so at the present time. The
Village
Improvement Association will for the present meet many of the wants covered
by a
village charter and is very opportune in
its organization.
If the villagers of our
neighboring town support this association
with the earnestness that they are can-able of
it will be of great value to the town from
every point of view.

nortgagoc'· Sale of Household
Furniture, Carpels. Ac..

Λ

thereupon hereinafter

ALt'TIO.VEEKS.

P. 0. BAILEY A CO.,

4L

Λ Τ

OUR BREADJ DANGER.

money re-

the

for

AUCTION MALES.

HISCELLANEOCS.

PROBATE NOTICES.

taken to Newton yesterday
of that city. The
noon by Officer Ilenthorn
statement that he
officer says that the boy's
his employer is
took only three dollars from
been emall "bosh." The boy, he says, has
and had
ployed in a shoe store in Newton,
or three
soie charge of the store for two
on
weeks while the proprietor was nbsenf
account of sickness in his family. During
the boy's administration of affairs a quantity of goods to the value of about $C0, disappeared from the store and no account was
rendered. Also during the same time he receipted bills to the amount of $40 or more
ment,

ADTKBTINEMEHTS!"

NEW

To nil person· l*tere»«ed in either of the
Entaie· hereinafter named.

.ν.

New Haven, Conn. ; H. M. Cavis, Concord,
N. H. ; M. C. Ross and wife, Washington, D.
C. ; B. F. Kelly, Eastport; C. G. Theal, Chicago, 111. ; B. Robinson, St. John, N. Β. ; B.

Yesterday morning

MISCKI^AIfKOlT#

Taken Back.
the Newton boy, who
Heniy Anderson,
the arrival of the St.
was arrested here on
Monday afternoon for embezzle·-

NO. 10 ELM STREET.dlw

SPORTIIO «00M nil F1SUI.W TACKLE.
WHOLEKALK .t.UDBKTAIL,

Agent for Du

PONTsTând

ATLAS POWDER.

PRICES TOW.

221 MIDOLE STREET, opp. Falmouth Hotel.
d3w

sep25

